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Going to college — we all have 
memories of that first day, right?! 
All those confused days of feeling 
disoriented and homesick somehow 
seemed to fade away as soon as we got 
"into the swing of things." Of course, we 
all came to college to study, but as the 
old saying said, "Don't let your book- 
learning interfere with your education." 
There were many aspects of college life 
that could only be experienced through 
extracurricular activities, such as weekly 
meetings for various committees and 
organizations or going to or playing in 
intramural football. 
Every now and then, we all got into a 
rough situation with classes and needed 
a place to get away from whatever was 
bothering us. When we thought about 
this beautiful part of north Georgia, 
several places came to mind for a time of 
rest and relaxation, such as when we 
drove to Gainesville to go shopping, or 
when we went to Camp Glisson to 
observe and contemplate life, or when 
we simply cruised the square or the drill 
field for the pure thrill of doing so. 
We at NGC had an overall unique 
lifestyle, simply because we were a part 
of a unique college. We may have all had 
different ideas of excitement and enjoy- 
ment, from visiting several churches in 
the area to making sure you attended 
every party. Our lives were filled with 
going to classes, waiting in lines for 
chow and for registration, attending 
basketball games, and keeping in touch 
with the folks back home. It was just a 
way of life, and it was special. Why?!? 
Because it was ours. 
2 / OPENING 
Attending an R.A.-sponsored event, 
Cindy Buice and Kevin Hansen wait pa- 
tiently for the seminar to begin. 
In honor of "those who have given all," 
President Owens stands in respect on 
Veteran's Day. 
"Life is a process of being, yet becoming ... employing what 
we already know, yet striving to know more . .•. changing, yet af- 
fecting changes ... understanding our reality, yet exploring our 
options ... being true to ourselves, yet responsible to others ... 
living in today, yet anticipating tomorrow. Life is a dynamic 
thing, calling upon us to daily respond to an ebb and flow of op- 
portunities and challenges. As within the laws of nature, our 
lives are meant to be constantly changing, from beginning to 
end. And, in the end, there is no end, for our life will leave its 
unique imprint on people and events which will shape the 
future." — Frances Saus 
Agreeing that friendships are very special, Lisa Kalahar, Leanne Schliestett, 
Lori Stone, Anita McCord, and Beth Hall enjoy moments of smiles and 
laughter. 
In memory of those who died in service for our great USA, the Corps of 
Cadets payed tribute on Veteran's Day. 
After getting hurt during frogweek, Ray Morris spent his first quarter on 
crutches. 
Barry Hunt enjoys a favorite NCC past-time: chocolate doughnuts, cheese 
biscuits, and a newspaper in the Canteen. 
OPENING / 3 
Each year students come to and leave NGC. Each 
year students are making history and preserving 
OUR HERITAGE IN 
DAHLONEGA. 
With the snow-tipped mountains in the background, the 
campus of North Georgia College is quite picturesque. 
Currently the building for Student Affairs, including stu- 
dent organizations, the deans' offices and financial aid, 
Barnes Hall was named for John C. Barnes, Professor of 
Mathematics. 
4/ 
Price Memorial, which serves as the administration 
building, is a familiar sight in Dahlonega. The Fine Arts 
building, or the Old Chow Hall, went through renovation 
this year. 
Built under the Works Project Act during the Depression, 
Young Hall, or the old Library, is the home for the Social 
Sciences. 
A second home to teachers-in-training, the Education 
Building also includes the Fine Arts Classes. 
OPENING 
TA7 ithin the walls of the buildings on the NGC campus 
’ ' lie memories of all-nighters, food fights, exams and 
friendships. The history of each individual building, as well 
as the campus as a whole, enabled us to form a deeper pride 
in NGC as we began to understand those who came before 
us and how they lived while attending NGC. 
History and tradition was literally felt and seen when 
strolling the grounds of the campus, as well as through the 
streets of Dahlonega. Each building has had a unique 
history, an individual story of its past, that was revealed by 
those who were around to witness history in the making. 
Change and growth were an everyday way of life, and 
North Georgia College adapted to the new ideas and ways 
quite well. The purposes of certain buildings have definitely 
changed over the years, such as when the present Education 
Building used to be called the Academic Building since it 
facilitated most of the classes; or when our Fine Arts 
Building was used for the chow hall and the auditorium; or 
when Barnes Hall housed Band Company; or when Delta 
lived in the white-walled Barracks behind present-day 
Dunlap; or when the Social Sciences building, or Young 
Hall, was the Library, which included the 3,000 volumes 
donated by David W. Lewis, NGC's first president; or when 
the Canteen was in the basement of present-day Education 
Building, one of the very few places students could go at 
night. 
Many generations have come and gone throughout our 
history. With each new personality and each new idea, 
history was recorded, traditions made. A deep heritage in 
the city of Dahlonega exists, simply because of the excelling 
reputations and expectations of North Georgia College. 
Even though memories last forever, these college ex- 
periences only last a few years. The NGC of today, as well 
as the NGC of the past, will be admired by some freshman 
one day down the road. Students carried with them the old 
heritages of NGC, but they also left behind new traditions, 
those new and important tradition factors that create 
history. 
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Driving around the drill field after classes, K-Dee 
Cruisers Micah McKoy, Dana Buxton, Kay Baker, and 
Sarah Draper stop to say, “Hey! Want a ride?" 
Feeling not quite so homesick, Kelly Rae receives mail 
from the folks back home. 
Being happy and full of joy, Dean Sockwell and Karen 
Kinsey feel at home with the BSU family. 
Apparently in need of some affection, Jason Stallings 
spends an afternoon with Donna Whitlock. 





"Located at the foothills of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains, we claim Dahlonega as 
our home ... called Talonega by the 
Cherokees, "Yellow Earth" for the abun- 
dance of gold in the area." 
T T OME: (noun) a dwelling; residence of 
a person or family. "Home" has 
meant a variety of things to different peo- 
ple. Since 1873, students and faculty alike 
have called Dahlonega "home" while at- 
tending and working for North Georgia 
College. When asked what makes NGC 
seem like home, sophomore Lori Stone 
from Tucker said, "My friends here are like 
family to me. I also enjoy the happy, 
peaceful and funfilled atmosphere." Many 
students came to NGC from other states; 
some came from within the city limits of 
Dahlonega. 
Coming to college for the first time is 
when most students announced their in- 
dependence, their "breaking away" from 
the ties back home. They looked for 
something new, a different place to call 
home, a place to establish new roots. New 
friendships are made, and the fears of not 
being accepted suddenly vanished after 
that first hall meeting or company party. 
Despite their fears of being away from 
home, students overcame and began their 
life in their new home away from home — 
Dahlonega and NGC. They often found 
they had a family many times larger than 
the one they left behind. Even though NGC 
is often considered a "suitcase college" 
because so many people left for Atlanta or 
Athens or somewhere else for the 
weekends, students still had a place of 
refuge and familiarity during the week. 
Whether from a big city or a small town, a 
booming metropolis or hickville, south 
Georgia or the Metro-Atlanta area, NGC 
students claimed Dahlonega as their home 
away from home. 
. . . Our Home Away From Home 
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Cadets stand at attention under the supervision of the 
commander in charge. 
Looking intently at the TV screen, Donovan's Beth 
Lockhart, Debbie Gordon, Debbie Harris, Teresa 
Roukoski, Phyllis Patton and Dawn Chastain view their 
favorite soap opera. 
Because of bad conduct, a cadet gets ten pushups. 
Preparing for an early inspection, Ricky Hines shines his 
boots to pass regulations. 
Dorm parties were a fun time to talk and to eat, especial- 
ly for Nancy Tew's hall, third floor B-wing in Donovan. 
■ 
"DORM, SWEET DORM" 
Living in the dormitories gave students a more complete 
image of what college life was all about. The dorms were 
where people were seen at their worst, lounging around, 
obviously not caring to impress that special someone. They 
were the distinct places of refuge for afternoon nap-takers 
and also where soap opera enthusiasts went to find out 
who-loves-who. Whatever the situation, whether it was 
military or not, dorm life was a unique experience. Close 
relationships, as well as some very special friendships, were 
made between those living near each other. One of the main 
differences in the women's dorms this year was no paging 
systems, as well as the new R.A. schedules and offices. 
First-quarter freshmen were still required to sign in and sign 
out while learning responsible college behavior. Lewis, An- 
nex, and Sanford residents still had to yell "shower," while 
Donovan girls took the easy way out with elevators; the 
military girls in Sanford submitted to standard military pro- 
cedures; Donovan and Annex had air-conditioning, while 
the freshmen in Lewis stayed hot year-round. Female 
residents added anything they could to their rooms in order 
to give their rooms more personality. Several ways of ac- 
complishing this was by painting the rooms, decorating the 
doors and walls, and having matching bedspreads. Life in 
the men's dorms was notably strict with quarters, morning 
inspections, and White Collars, even though the residents of 
Gaillard and Sirmons did receive occasional sleep-ins. Time 
spent in rooms consisted mostly of sleeping and studying; 
the TV rooms were also another popular place to spend any 
rare extra time. Dorm life is a unique situation —- communal 
bathrooms, studying into the wee hours of the morning, 
popcorn parties, ordering pizza at 11:00 pm, cross-campus 
telephone calls, building friendships ... It's just a way of 
life, our life as residents at NGC. 
OPENING /9 
Cadets, Commuters, and Coeds 
A DIVERSIFIED LIFESTYLE 
To many, North Georgia College was just 
several red-brick buildings along Ga. 
Highway 60, but to those with an amount of 
sentimentality, it was said that bricks did not 
make a building or a school. People did. ALL 
people. The religious ones ... the smart ones 
... the funny ones ... the serious ones ... the 
fat ones ... the skinny ones ... the people 
who practiced on the drill field after classes 
and those who stayed in the library until it 
closed . .. people who participated in student 
government and those who worked part time 
... people who set goals and those who said 
"live and let live" ... a varied people, but 
people just the same. People that neither this 
campus nor any other could have stood 
without. No one was unimportant; no one was 
more vital than the other. NGC was such a 
Relaxing during the mid-morning hours, Julie Lyons and 
Julie Doris hang out in the game room. 
After an extensive workout at the weightroom, Earl Howell 
heads back to the dorm to get ready for an important 
evening. 
A cadet heads to the chow hall after participating in military 
activities. 
Waiting for Barry Barr to start the hand, Tim Wilson and 
Kristin Lantis plan their game strategy. 
Among friends, senior Jane Free studies an article 
distributed during a Resident Assistant-sponsored seminar. 
campus, one with a variety of people in its stu- 
dent body. The male residents, or cadets, were 
those individuals who participated in the 
militaristic lifestyle that made NGC so unique. 
Their daily schedules were much more com- 
plex than those not in the military. There were 
several female cadets, those women who 
chose an exciting and challenging way to ex- 
perience college life. NGC, for being a small 
school, had a reasonably large amount of 
commuters. These students came from all over 
the area, some traveling many miles to attend 
classes. A large percentage of the students 
were females, the coeds. All were different, 
each unique in their own way, contributing to 
the overall appearance of the college. After all, 
we, the students of North Georgia College, 
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12 STUDENT LIFE DIVISION 
What is Student Life? Webster's dic- 
tionary defined a student as "a person 
formally engaged in learning, 
especially one enrolled in an institu- 
tion of secondary or higher educa- 
tion." Life was defined as "a par- 
ticular aspect of existence." Does this 
mean that all student life consisted of 
was an existence for academic 
knowledge? Definitely not! Basic 
scholastic involvement, which means 
the actual process of going to class, 
only constituted one fourth of an 
average day. So what was done with 
all of the left over time? It was quickly 
taken up in a complex mixture of cam- 
pus and local activities. 
Weekends were the main incentive 
for students to survive the week, and 
fraternity parties played a large part in 
that incentive. What would the begin- 
ning of the year have been without 
the traditional Toga Party, Halloween 
Howl, and Jungle Party? Students had 
a great time showing off their 
costumes, dancing, and having an 
all-around good time. 
A hall party, sponsored by the Donovan R. A.'s, is 
an obvious hit with these residents. 
The Gold Rush Weekend was another 
ongoing tradition which involved both 
college and local organizations. Club 
booths, military cadets in the parade, 
and other philanthropic projects were 
just a few examples. Students, along 
with their friends and family, observed 
many of the local crafts and customs 
which played a large part in the North 
Georgia experience. 
Then, let us not forget the food! If you 
found you were frequently not in the 
mood for the Chow Hall, you were 
not alone. Did you ever get that late 
night urge for ice cream, french fries, 
or a juicy hamburger? Never fear, 
because McDonald's, Pizza Hut, Hud- 
dle House, and Big Star were just 
around the corner. The Freshman Ten 
did not always apply to the Freshmen. 
Finally, there was North Georgia Col- 
lege itself. Many students were in- 
volved in keeping things running. 
Library aides, Chow Hall workers, 
and Campus Security were just a few 
of the many jobs students had. They 
were not always the hardest, nor the 
easiest, but they were important just 
the same. 
Apart from having to put a nose to the 
daily academic grindstone, there were 
a lot of different activities North 
Georgia offered. By looking at the 
signs and posters pasted all over the 
campus, these activities were ap- 
parent to everyone. Even though 
students were here to get an educa- 
tion, most of the college students still 
wanted to have some fun! 
a Student Life 
STUDENT LIFE DIVISION 
Thank Goodness It's Friday! 
After a hectic week of classes, study- 
ing, tests and all the activities in be- 
tween, students were ready for the 
weekend. Come Friday afternoon the 
books were put away and students 
prepared to make the most out of the 
weekend. Whether it was going home to 
visit friends and family or driving to 
Atlanta to catch up on the nightlife, 
weekends were made for cutting loose, 
relaxing and just having fun. 
The gathering of friends watching TV, 
seeing the campus movie, or partying 
with the fraternities of North Georgia 
College were all activities that could be 
enjoyed on campus. For other forms of 
entertainment students packed the cars 
and headed out of town. Spending the 
day at Amicola Falls or Helen, GA, was a 
favorite of many students. Nightlife 
could be absorbed by going to 
Gainesville to catch a movie or Atlanta 
to go dancing. Weekends were treasured 
times to escape studies and the pressures 
of college life. 
Portraying the coneheads of 
Saturday Night Live — it's Kathy 
Lear and Ray Alford. 
Alpha Gamma Delta has a great 
time partying at their social with 
Sigma Phi Epsilon at Pine Valley. 
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Preparing for the trip home, John Mohor of Athens, fills his car up 
with gas. 
Ghostbuster Jack Friedman parties at the Halloween Howl. 
Attending the Halloween party as their favorite six-pack, here comes 
the King of Beers. 
Clowning around comes natural for Doug Weiner, Erik Poole and 
Doug Carey at the Halloween Howl. 
STUDENT LIFE / 15 
A Continuing Tradition 
Gold Rush Days is when the town is given 
over to artisans, craftsmen, and those who would 
seek to recapture a hint of days gone by. 
In 1954 Dahlonega began to think on these 
things: the history of the area, the rough and 
tumble of the gold mining era, the uprooting of a 
society; and they wanted to share their heritage. 
They wanted to tell others that even though a 
people had been displaced, a great deal of good 
has been done and a lovely community has 
grown from the mud and mire of a time gone by 
when men were rough and dug their living from 
the hills. 
So the tradition of "Gold Rush Days" was 
bom. Thirty-one years have passed and yet there 
is a fever around the fall of leaves. Before they 
give themselves to the earth the leaves spread the 
glory of the rainbow heavenward. It is in this set- 
ting that thousands make their way to Dahlonega 
each fall for "Gold Rush Days." 
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN: 
The death knell of a society thousands of years 
old was not audible. No one heard it ring but 
nonetheless the bell tolled on a lonely hillside in 
the Blue Ridge foothills 156 years ago. Within 
seven years the heritage of a nation was erased 
and a race of people for the most part walked into 
the mists of time leaving behind only remnants 
and ghosts, rumor and legend, tears and 
heartbreak. 
One man walking along a ridge hunting deer in 
what is now Lumpkin County kicked his foot 
against a stone, and having done so, examined 
the object. The stone contained the substance of 
dreams, and the death of a nation. 
Gold! Precious metal. 
No one really knows when gold was first 
discovered in this area but most credence is given 
to the incident described above, when in 1828 
Benjamin Parks stubbed his toe upon a stone. 
Hernando Desoto suspected there was gold 
here perhaps from rumor or legend among 
primitatives he found living southward. DeSoto 
probably left empty handed after touring through 
the area in 1540 but he found somewhere in 
White County a habitation of a proud race called 
Cherokee. 
It was this proud people for whom the bell 
tolled on a lonely hillside in 1828. It was this 
proud culture that was to die. 
Was the price too high? Was the gold worth the 
sacrifice? The price paid by the Cherokee was too 
much for any people to pay. Perhaps the loss to 
the world can never be counted. And yet time 
moves on. 
The Cherokee had been here for centuries — 
perhaps since the days of Peleg in Genesis. Ap- 
parently the Cherokee knew how to live in peace, 
except when an occasional challenge would come 
from other tribes. But this would be a different 
wind blowing. This wind was borne of the 
essence of greed and of change. The wind would 
not calm nor would it be resisted. 
In 1776 a new lord of the land had organized 
and much was afoot. Political forces were mixed. 
This new people was driven by an urge to spread 
out, to own, to control, to possess all within sight. 
The 62-year old infant nation called the United 
States of America was sweeping all in its path as 
it flexed its muscles in its youth. 
In a state called Georgia in a small area which 
had been politically designated a nation of the 
Cherokee, a hunter found gold. The fires of hope 
for instant riches were fanned and onslaught 
against the land, the people, and the culture was 
as the flood of old in Biblical history. Nothing 
withstood the rush. 
Within seven years the treaties had been 
erased by a new one, the Cherokee had been 
herded into collection areas, assembled, and had 
been set adrift on a trail of heartbreak. Taken 
from home and from lands and forced to march 
halfway across a continent; dispossessed, dis- I 
placed. Many died; many of heartbreak, others of I 
the bitterness of weather and toil and futility. 
Swarming over the peaceful hills and valleys of I 
Lumpkin County, tearing up sod which had not I 
been disturbed since creation, the white man ran 1 
like thunder over the land and tore from its in- I 
nards the precious metal. 
He dug for it; he panned for it; he mined for it, ■ 
and he washed mountainsides down and sifted ■ 
them through his flumes. He hollowed out rock I 
caverns and rived a land with holes and gulleys; I 
and in meantime, he ran rampant over a peaceful I 
and gentle people who had lived almost unno- I 
deed upon the hillsides and in the valleys for un- ; 
told time. 
With such a heritage Dahlonega cannot ignore i 
the past. She cannot celebrate the demise of a na- 1 
tion but she can remember a day when her hills I 
echoed the ring of spade and pick and rattled 1 
with the thunder of rock-crushing behemoths I 
that literally ground the stone to dust. 
Men came from all the lands to try and find I 
this stuff of dreams. They gathered together in a 1 
community ... and then they vanished as if in I 
the night. 
Gold Rush Days is an effort by a community to I 
try and look back and understand; a time to look | 
into the past and find something good; and if not, I 
to at least acknowledge there was a different time 1 
and a different culture and a different dream in I 
the peaceful hills and valleys. 
With the harsh rattle of mighty engines, the J 
whistle of tires on pavement, the rush, rush of I 
living today it is hard to remember the soft foot- I 
fall of moccasined feet upon the forest floor; of ; 
gentle voices the only echo in the evening, and of \ 
a deer sipping from a clear brook that meandered 
through a paradise. 
But one can try. 
Representing North 
Georgia in the Gold Rush 
Parade, these cadets march 
proudly on the Square. 
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Faking a holdup. Sigma Chi brothers send friends to jail to raise 
money for their philanthropy. 
From the elevated vantage point of NGC, the crowded streets 
of Dahlonega are transformed into a sea of faces. 
Grateful to find a drink crate chair, Grete Richards, Debbie 
Clem, and Tracey Brackett watch as the Corps of Cadets leads 
the Gold Rush parade. 
Building sisterly spirit while raising funds for Project HOPE, 
Sheila Johnson, Tammy Jones, and Terry Gottfried sell paper 
bags at Gold Rush. 
Student Life / 17 
Getting Oriented With N.G.C. 
Incoming freshmen cadets receive intensive military 
instruction during frog week. 
INTRO leaders Michael Hyams, Mark Howarth, and 
Bill Barrett prepare to hit the trail. 
Preparing to run, NGC frogs experience the 
physically demanding task in becoming a part of the 
military corps. 
The annual summer INTRO program gives students 
their first taste of college life. 
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INTRO, is North Georgia College's 
version of new student orientation. 
INTRO, seeks to offer a more per- 
sonal, less formal approach, blending 
information sessions with lighter, 
entertaining activities, including 
tours, skits, a picnic and dance, Em- 
phasis is placed on maximum interac- 
tion between new students and up- 
perclassmen students selected to 
assist with the programs. 
Frog week is a period to aid 
freshmen in a better understanding of 
military life. It taught the "frogs" 
everything from how to salute to how 
to escort a female around campus. 
Physical training was a major part of 
frog week. 
Learning the basics of military life, the frogs 
come to attention and salute their commander. 
Facing the dreaded barber's chair, these new 
military students adjust to their new look. 
Taking instructions from their commander, 
both men and women frogs are shaped up. 
Cradling his water balloon with care, this 
soon-to-be freshman helps his team in the 
INTRO games. 
Stacked on the steps, these INTRO students 
watch the ice cream eating contest. 
19 
Familiar Situations on Campus 
Janice McLeroy is checking the board for the latest news. 
Everyday at 5:00, everything stops as the flag of our country 
is lowered, and all who are outside, turn to face the flag and 
stand in quiet respect as retreat is sounded, and the cannon 
echoes off the distant hills. 
arareaaKSSKSK&s 
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Because of the small-campus life at 
NGC, many sights and experiences 
can become quite routine behavior. 
There is not much interaction or 
disturbance from the "outside world," 
so our life here is basically the same 
day after day. The students of North 
Georgia eventually adjust to certain 
activities, such as reveille, retreat and 
taps. We know the rules concerning 
open dorm, when the library closes 
and where we can and cannot park 
our cars. We are aware of the variety 
of lifestyles that exist in our student 
body and have come to accept them 
as valid. 
After a weekend or a summer away 
from NGC, students expect to return 
to a world of smiling faces and 
familiarity. Our life at North Georgia 
College develops during these few 
years but is forever with us when we 
leave these precious days at NGC. 
Helene Horning works in the mail room. 
Getting mail from friends makes Steve Greeson's day. 
Going to town is a popular thing for students to do. Barry Capps 
looks at magazines in Eckerds. 
Student Life / 21 
Corps Of Cadets Add Life To NGC 
The Military life of an NGC cadet was 
one of respect, responsibility, honor and 
achievement. Whether it was pulling 
duty as OD, winning a prestigious drill 
meet, making sure your weapon was 
ready for inspection or climbing to the 
top of an intimidating mountain, the 
NGC military program provided its 
cadets with a feeling of accomplishment 
and pride. The training and discipline 
instilled into NGC cadets remained with 
them their whole life through. 
Color guard lowers the flag at retreat. 
Role call for precamp members is a routine task during the Thursday 
afternoon meetings. 
Serving duty as officer of the day, John Zitselberger fires the retreat 
cannon. 
Preparing for squad progress, Monday afternoon drill is a familiar 
scene. 
22 / Student Life 
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Good Friends Make Life MoreExcitin y 1 
Laughing is the best medicine for Dane 
Lashley and Kelly Grant. 
Waiting for the Alpha Gamma Delta Big 
Brother meeting to begin, Laura Bateman, Ricky 
Sanders and Mark Ridley relax. 
Friends gather together in the student center, 
showing their happy, smiling faces. 
24/STUDENT LIFE 
Barry Barr, Kim McKormick and Jamie Higgins 
can often be found playing spades in the canteen. 
Crossing a rope bridge at Pine Valley, Doug 
Lundy gets splashed by his fellow cadre. 
Perry Parker, Joe Orecchio, Jack Friedman, Bill 
Forehand and David Wonders party together. 
Student Life / 25 
N.G.C. Students Find Fun After Hours 
Studying was a large part of the activities of a North Georgia 
college student. Many hours were spent with a nose stuck in the 
books. After cramming for a biology test, writing a research paper 
for history, or reading an eighty page English assignment it was 
time to drop the books and "goof off." Spending time with 
friends served as an outlet of the tension a student acquired while 
doing his academic duties. 
Some students found a change of pace by filling their afternoon 
hours with an on-campus job. Others enjoyed fall afternoons by 
cheering their favorite intramural football team on to victory. Still 
others might take a break by goofing off in the library or even 
escaping into a faraway land through the enjoyment of a juicy 
romantic novel. Whatever the method or mode, the students of 
NGC could always find fun after hours. 
Kurt Brunton finds a sunny place to 
study. 
Getting an early start on the weekend, 
Susan Black, John Thompson, Donna 
McGuffey, Bill Gaylor, and Andy Brady 
began partying early. 
26 
Watching a Bravo football game, Clark Blackwell, 
Lana Zeiker, and Nicole Daubin cheer for their team. 
Taking advantage of the visitation hours on the 
weekends, Mimi Gregory and boyfriend John 
McManus enjoy spending time together in Donovan. 
Studying outdoors is a favorite place for Susan 
Ledford. 
The library offers a quiet place to study for Darian 
Odom and Ingrid Newman. 
While working in the keg, Alice Marcantonio 
manages to get some homework finished. 
Moments Throughout the Day at 
NGC 
Talking before class, Nancy Simmons and Drew Thomas catch up on the 
latest news. 
Trey Pierson, Major Dellinger, and Erik Christenson stand proud after a Bravo 
football game. 
Beneath the main entrance to NGC Jim Gaylor and Micah McKoy relax after 
an enjoyable trip to town. 
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Chow hall employees Russel Holbert and Barry Higgs have fun with their 
new friend, Bob. 
Friends Pam Hughes, Gayle Bledsoe, Denise Bricker, Martha Hester, Kim 
Thompson and Cheryl Smoot gather together after classes. 
Intro leaders Marjorie Poss and Donna McGuffey take a break after an 
exhaustive afternoon with orientation. 
Taking a break from studying outside Dunlap Hall, Anita Acerado enjoys 
the comfort of outdoors. 
McDonald's pleases everybodys appetite, especially when Peter Folger, 
Gordon Young, and Cheryl Donaldson eat there. 
Caruso's specializes in Italian food, including pizza, which is Michelle 
McGowan's favorite. 
Grocery shopping at Big Star, Jill White, Wendy 
Adams, Ruth Langheinrich and Steve Brothers, 
look at the fresh vegetables. 
Escaping the Chow Hall 
One of the disadvantages of college 
life is the disappearance of Mom's home 
cooked meals. One begins the search for 
substitutes. 
Eating every meal at the chow hall 
might not make you and your taste buds 
very good friends. One must seek to 
satisfy those never ending cravings of 
pizza, steaks, hamburgers, French fries, 
family style meals, ana ice cream. Pizza 
Hut, Caruso's, Quentin's Steak House, 
McDonalds, Smith House and Dairy 
Queen could usually satisfy students' 
hunger pains. 
Besides the break from the food of the 
Chow Hall, students found that going 
off campus for meals now and then pro- 
vided a welcome break from studying. 
They enjoyed gathering in groups at Piz- 
za Hut for Tuesday night's "All you can 
eat" Buffet or taking a date to Caruso's 
for lasagne and spaghetti. Whatever the 
place of the retreat, a meal off campus 
was always an escape from the Chow 
Hall. 
30 / Student Life 
Tom Quist and Scott Cochran go to Country Cupboard to pick 
up some snacks. 
Pizza is a favorite food of Chris Romberg and Ansley Hood, 
especially during Pizza Hut's Tuesday night buffet. 
Tim Ruff receives help eating his salad from Anita Price. 
Wendy Delong gets a kick out of watching Jeff Whelchel eat his 
Big Mac. 
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Making the Mundane More Fun 
Sitting around and taking it easy in Donovan lobby, Leigh Brown, Steve Thomas, 
Sarah Draper, Becca Gibson, and Dana Buxton enjoy talking amongst each other. 
Lisa Kinsey and Tracy Wright take a break from studying. 
The campus movie sponsored by C.U.B. is a popular place to be on Sunday Nights. 
32 / STUDENT LIFE 
After the fire alarm went off in Donovan, Laura Vaughn, Ellen Pruitt, 
Wendy DeLong and Martha Hester are happy that it was only a drill. 
By reading the newspaper, Kim Brady keeps up with what's going on in 
the world. 
Joking around between classes, Steve Thomas and Mike (Nugget) 
Davidson shoot the breeze before the bell rings. 
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Donna McGuffey reigns as 
1986 Homecoming Queen! 
Homecoming 1986 wqas quite an exciting event to ex- 
perience — basketball games, returning alumni, girls 
representing their various classes on the court, and enough 
spirit and memories of this year to last on into next year. 
Eight of the finest young ladies of North Georgia College 
were on the Homecoming Court. Five representatives from 
the Senior class, one from the Junior class, one representing 
the Sophomores, and one Freshman representative all vied 
for the title of Homecoming Queen. Senior Donna McGuf- 
fey, after receiving the most votes from the Senior class, 
received the honor of being named the 1986 Homecoming 
Queen. Miss McGuffey was crowned by the 1985 
Homecoming Queen, Kathy Weldy, a 1985 graduate of 
North Georgia College. The evening of Homecoming ended 
in victory with the Saints winning their game, 68-66, over 
Southern Tech. 
Standing underneath the Rifles' arch, Senior Wendy DeLong is 
escorted by Mike Ginder. 
Senior Donna McGuffey, an Education major from Griffin, celebrates 
becoming the Homecoming Queen with a flashy smile. 
Kathleen Derum, a Senior from Roswell, displays her attractiveness 
and dependability by being on the homecoming court. 
Freshman representative Sonja Jarrett is escorted by her father on this 
special occasion. 
Junior representative Stacey Smith is an active part of North Georgia 
and is being escorted by cadet Ed Elliott. 
Cecelia Davis, a Senior representative from Canton, excitingly looks 
forward to the homecoming festivities. 
Representing the sophomore class, Kathy Finch is escorted by her 
father. 
Senior representative Shannon Sullivan anticipates the naming of the 
new queen. 
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Sweetheart Review 1986 
MILITARY SWEETHEARTS AND THEIR ESCORTS: 
ALPHA CO. — Jon Dixon and Linda Stevens 
BRAVO CO. — Dennis Brozek and Lorena Becker 
CHARLIE CO. — Clark Blackwell and Delores Seabolt 
DELTA CO. — Bobby Denson and Kim McCormick 
ECHO Col-John Thompson and Lashelle Pruitt 
FOXTROT CO. — Trey Pierson and Holly Eidson 
HEADQUARTERS — Tim Head and Bethany Hulsey 
GOLDEN EAGLE BAND — Bruce Davis and Gail Milliken 
RIFLE TEAM — Mike Price and Laura Couch 
BLUE RIDGE RIFLES — Rob Wegner and Carol Howel 
FIRST BATTALION — Ray Smith and Toni Owens 
SECOND BATTALION — David McMickle and Cara 
Townsend 
COLOR GUARD — John Mohor and Kathy Wirt 
COLOMBO — Mark Ridley and Tami Culpepper 
AGGRESSORS — Mike Pyott and Karin Aronowitz 
A.U.S.A. — Doug Blount and Cathy McWilliams 
NCO Club — Paul Mamon and Cissy Cochran 
Officers Club — Rocky Holt and Stephanie Warden 
Cadets stand proudly as the colors are presented. 
Trey Pierson III and Holly Eidson Dennis Brozek and Lorena Becker 
John Thompson and Lashelle Pruitt Bruce Davis and Gail Milliken John Mohor and Kathy Wirt 
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Rob Wegner and Carol Howell 
Mike Price and Laura Couch David McMickle and Cara Townsend Mike Pyott and Karin Aronowitz 
Doug Blount and Cathy McWilliams Tim Head and Bethany Hulsey 
Ray Smith and Toni Owens Paul Mamon and Cissy Cochran Bobby Denson and Kim McCormick 
Rocky Holt and Stephanie Warden Clark Blackwell and Deloris Seabolt Jon Dixon and Linda Stevens 
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A day of spirit. . . 
The Sisters of Phi Mu display their 
Saint Spirit and NGC Pride! 
The Dancing Saints dance corps enter- 
tained the audience during halftime. 
Nancy Home says "shhh" as Alpha 
Gam pledges Tracey Holder, Donna 
Elrod and Suzanne Wight display their 
Spirit for the Lady Saints. 
Otellia Scales beautifully sings the an- 
them of our great nation before the 
Saints' game. 
Marjorie Poss is voted Miss N.G.C. by 
the Students on Spirit Day. 
38 / STUDENT LIFE 
A time of reflection ... 
Wednesday, 29 January 1986. 
When I woke up this morning, I expected to find the same 
ol' grind — rushing to classes, worrying over tests and talk- 
ing with friends outside the Canteen. Little did I know that 
today was going to be a “different" kind of day. I walked 
out of Lewis, expecting to see a cloudless sky. After all, to- 
day was Spirit Day, and I wanted it to be nice outside. False. 
No such luck. The fog was so low that it was dragging the 
drill field. We're talking low fog! Okay, no problem — "I 
won't let this weather ruin my day!" As I was walking to 
Barnes Hall, where I work, I noticed something that put the 
day into an even more negative (or mellow should I say) 
mindset — the flags were at half-mast in memory of the 
seven astronauts who were in the shuttle's explosion yester- 
day. Personally, that came as quite a shock to me. There 
was a sense of numbness all over the campus because of the 
explosion of the space-shuttle, Challanger — I could feel it. 
So here it was — Spirit Day, when everyone should have 
been high on school spirit, the Pride of the Saints. I felt 
pulled two ways. I was in mourning for the astronauts, and I 
thought a great deal today about just how valuable life is to 
me and how great it is to be alive! On the other hand, I was 
full of excitement and energy because it was Spirit Day. 
The basketball games were loads of fun! We all yelled and 
cheered during the Lady Saints' game and then on into the 
Saints game. Our Lady Saints suffered a tough defeat to the 
Lady Colonels of Georgia College, 89-87, in overtime. It 
was still very exciting! Before the guys' game started, there 
was a moment of silent prayer in memory of the astronauts. 
I know there was nothing that could be done except to pray 
for comfort and understanding for the families who suffered 
losses. After the Color Guard brought in the flags and 
Otellia Scales had started singing the National Anthem, I, as 
well as most people around me, joined in to sing those 
words of deep-felt patriotism. I observed sincerity on the 
faces of my fellow students and at once sensed a new ap- 
preciation for the USA, her citizens, her government, her 
military, and her patriotic heritage. 
The Saints won their game against Georgia College 
balancing out the loss of the Lady Saints. Cheers went up 
when Mark Howarth and Marjorie Poss were named as Mr. 
and Miss NGC, as voted on by the students of North 
Georgia College. Based on the amount of 
^'^m spirit displayed at the games, Sigma Chi 
Fraternity and Kappa Delta Sorority won the 
Spirit Awards. Even though the different 
sororities and fraternities were cheering in- 
dependently of each other, they were all 
cheering for the same team, hoping to become 
more "Saintified." 
Spirit Night 1986 ended with a dance, 
which I consider one of the most fun ways to 
celebrate life with lots of energy. The day had 
been one of reflection on our country and our 
school — two important bonds that we all 
share. I fell asleep thinking of the pride I have 
in my country and my fellow citizens, my col- 
lege and my fellow students. It truly was a day 
of spirit because of my renewed belief in the 




A Winning Combination: 
Stacey Smith combines her piano talent with 
French culture to become MISS N.G.C. 1986! 
Miss North Georgia College... 
Chosen as the epitome of poise, beauty, intelligence and talent. 
Representative of all the beautiful, talented, young women who 
grace our corridors, who brighten our classrooms, who warm our 
hearts. 
Each year the RWAB plans and implements the pageant that 
searches for this co-ed. To become a candidate, the student must be 
sponsored by a campus organization and be in good academic 
standing. 
This year 10 contestants vied for the title. They included: Karin 
Marie Aronowitz, Lisa Rae Cruz, Kathy Finch, Laura Hay, Bethany 
Hulsey, Sheila Johnson, Micah McKoy, Virginia Panter, Cathy 
Sherrill and Stacey Smith. 
After all the songs were sung, dances danced and interview ques- 
tions answered, Stacey Smith was chosen to wear the crown of 
Miss NGC. A 20-year-old Fairbum native, Stacey is a Junior major- 
ing in music and French Education. Alpha Gamma Delta, her 
sisters, sponsored her. 
As the years pass each of those young women will graduate. 
They will go out into a larger community continuing to represent 
North Georgia College at its best. For this we salute Miss Stacey 
Smith and her court. Congratulations and thank you. 
Miss NGC 1986 — Stacey Smith! 
Senior Bethany Hulsey from Woodstock 
and her friend, Daniel, spend time together 
at the pageant. 
1985 Miss NGC, Kathleen Derum, enter- 
tains at intermission. 
RWAB President Sandy Bridges adjusts the 
microphone for the next contestant. 
Sponsored by the Sisters of Phi Mu Fraterni- 
ty, Miss Sheila Johnson recites a poem she 
wrote about the dty of Dahlonega and 
NGC. 
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T 
Laura Hay, sponsored by the Golden Eagle Band, is from Lawrenceville, 
[ GA. 
Karen Aronowitz sang the delightful tune, "Raining On the Inside." 
I Sponsored by the Recreation Society, Cathy Sherrill informed the au- 
I dience about her terrible, horrible, no-good, very bad day." 
Miss Micah McKoy, a 
sophomore from Lithonia, 
tap-danced her way across the 
stage to "Jump! Shout! 
Boogie!" 
Representing Kappa Delta Sorority, Kathy Finch performed a medley of songs in conjunc- 
tion with a skit. 
Lisa Cruz sand "If I Could Save Time In a Bottle" and was sponsored by the Dining Hall. 
Miss Virginia Panter, a freshman sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, played the piano 
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Blue Ridge Rifles Drill 
Master, c/MSG Ray Alford, 
leads the team through a 
parade in Blairsville, Georgia, 
during their annual Sorghum 
Festival. 
42 / MILITARY DIVISION 
From the time of its founding in 
1873, North Georgia College has been 
a military institution dedicated to the 
freedom and security each of us as 
citizens of the United States enjoys. 
This can continue so long as our country remains secure and pro- 
sperous. The record of North Georgia College as a Military institu- 
tion has been distinguished through the years. Graduates of our 
college enjoy a prestigious reputation established by their 
predecessors in civilian life and military service. 
North Georgia College, being a military college, requires that all 
resident male students participate in the Corps of Cadets. In order 
to facilitate administration and training, the Corps is organized in- 
to a brigade of two battalions, each consisting of three companies, 
and a Headquarters company which is not assigned to either bat- 
talion. Immediately upon reporting the college, the new cadet is 
assigned to a company. This unit quickly becomes the focal point 
for the new cadet's life on campus. It becomes an immediate social 
stability in a new environment. It also provides academic 
coaching, through the upperclassmen. Additionally, the company 
provides the structure around which a spirited intramural sports 
program is developed and implemented. At the end of each 
Lowering the flag at retreat, Matt McRee and Joe 
Domeleski stand at a rigid position of parade rest. 
unit administration. 
academic quarter, the competition bet- 
ween companies in the Corps ends 
with the designation of Honor com- 
pany — that unit receiving the highest 
combined score in academics, white 
collar, athletics, military training and 
To provide interested cadets with advanced or specialized train- 
ing, the Corps offers a variety of extracurricular military 
organizations. 
The distinguished mark of N.G.C. cadet is the uniform. The use 
of the uniform produces a decided cost savings while at North 
Georgia College, since only a minimum amount of civilian 
clothing is needed. Upon enrollment, the new Cadet is issued all 
major items of the required uniforms. After initial issue, it is the 
responsibil’*"" of the cadet to maintain the uniform and replace lost 
or damaged items. 
Every physically qualified student has the opportunity to com- 
pete for a commission as an officer in either the Regular Army or 
the U.S. Army Reserve through the Reserve Officers Training 
Corps program. Although all male residents and voluntary female 
students participate in the military program, including classroom 
courses in Military Science for academic credit, earning a commis- 
sion is both voluntary on the part of the individual and selective by 
the Department of the Army. 
Military 
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BRIGADE 
STAFF 
Brigade Staff is made up of a highly 
selective group of people that support, 
plan, and keep the commander informed 
on every activity that the Corps of 
Cadets participates in. 
1st row: Brigade Commander Ron Stephens, 
Richard Griffen, Joel Manning, Andy Rasch, Tim- 
my Wilson, John Zitzelburger, Clark Blackwell. 
2nd row: Thornton Cutler, Paul Mamon, Chuck 
Plumley, Robin Stuart, David Wonders, Wade 





The goal of First Battalion Staff is to 
turn the Cadet officer and NCO into a 
better leader. The members of the First 
Battalion Staff oversee the functioning of 
each company in the battalion. 
1st row: First Battalion Commander Chris Cook, 
Stuart Stovall, Chip Burnette, Chuck Brand, Louis 
Williams, Phillip Weaver, Wayne Lockhart. 2nd 
row: John Roberts, Jim Carlyle, Paul Archangeli, 




The goals of Second Battalion for this 
year include leadership by example, 
physical fitness, outstanding military 
bearing and earning the respect of the 
entire battalion. 
1st row: Second Battalion Commander Jim Daniel, 
John Allen, Mike Casper, Matt Morris. Second 
row: Ray Smith, Mike Chastain, Mike Price, 
Sheron Jones, Sean O'Mahoney. 
STAFF 
ALFA COMPANY 
All are Bottom Row, left to right: 
ALFA Staff: C/Cpt Gran A. Kennedy, Company Com- 
mander; C/Pvt Weatherford, Guidon; C/lsg Orrechio, 1st 
Sgt; C/2Lt Clerke, Academic Officer. Second Row: C/Ssg 
Duncan, Training NCO; C/ILt Garrett, XO; C/Sgt Donald 
A. Jenacova, Clerk; C/Ssg Williams, A&R; C/Sgt. Morrison. 
1st Pit.: C/2Lt Chetam, C/Ssg Glover, C/Sgt Bates, C/Pvt 
Petty, C/Pvt Watson, C/Pvt LaCroix, C/Ssg Agerton. 
Second Row: C/Sfc Haney, C/Ssg Hodge, C/Sgt Simon- 
ton, C/Pvt. Stubbs, C/Pvt Bowen, C/Pvt Kelly, C/Pvt 
Ruff. Third Row: C/Ssg Carrol, C/Sgt Scholes, C/Pvt 
Pirro, C/Pfc McCanless, C/Ssg Poole, C/Pvt Weatherford. 
“ALFA Animals” 
“Big All the Way!” 
3rd Pit.: C/2Lt Graves, C/Ssg Slagle, C/Sgt Kretzmer, 
C/Pvt Underwood, C/Pvt Grove, C/Pvt Ramage, C/Pvt 
Bossert, C/Sfc Head. Second Row: C/Ssg Nechtman, 
C/Pvt McWorter, C/Pvt Raimes, C/Pvt Candella, C/Pvt 
Anderson, C/Pvt Hilbum. Third Row: C/Ssg Whitley, 
C/Sgt Freeman, C/Pvt Murphy, C/Pvt Polk, C/Pvt 
Feldmann, C/Pvt Walker. 
2nd Pit.: C/2Lt Holt, C/Ssg Richter, C/Sgt Jordon, C/Pvt 
Nash, C/Pvt Ray, C/Pvt Reynolds, C/Sfc Dasilva. Second 
Row: C/Ssg Doppel, C/Ssg Sockwell, C/Pfc Weimorts, 
C/Pfc Britt, C/Pvt Spiller, C/Pvt Capel. Third Row: C/Ssg 
Jarrard, C/Pvt Tatum, C/Ssg Jarrard, C/Pvt Adams, C/Pfc 
Jauch. 
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BRAVO COMPANY 
First Row: c/ILt Anthony V. Mazza, c/lSGT Mark Sexton, c/PVT Randy 
Johnston, c/CPT Alvin Richard Franklin, c/2LT Earl Howell. Second Row: 
c/CPL Robert E. Lowe, c/SSG Donald K. Hansen, c/SSG Eric M. Jordan, 
c/SGT Lee A. Bass 
First Row: c/2LT Robert H. Fletcher, c/SSG Michael G. Hicks, c/PVT' j, 
Joseph Deskevich, c/PVT John W. Delvac, c/PVT April A. England, c/PFC y 
Michael C. Lindsey, c/SFC Dennis W. Brozek. Second Row: c/SSG Jeff L. 
Knight, c/PVT John M. Marshall, c/SGT Ricky J. Sanders, c/PVT Todd A. 
Tyree, c/PFC Wayne L. Baird, c/PFC Jason R. Stallings, c/SSG Jeff E. 
Langley. Third Row: c/SSG James S. Lyons, c/SGT Thomas G. Hudson, 




First Row: c/SFC Christopher J. Churchboume, c/SSG James R. Mullis, 
c/SGT Duane R. Henderson, c/PVT John L. Domenicucci, c/PVT Brandon 
L. Jones, c/PVT Andrew M. Adams, c/RLT Mark A. Moser Second Row: 
c/SSG Jeff P. Mathis, c/SSG Daniel M. Truluck, c/PVT Robert S. Jamison, 
c/PVT William C. Ford, c/PVT J. L. Steward, c/SSG Alan J. Meuse Third 
Row: c/PFC Robert W. Slddmore, c/PVT Erik K. Christensen, c/PVT Matt 
Williams, c/PVT Matthew A. Gadziala 
First Row: c/SFC Micael L. Wuran, c/SSG Billy J. Whelchel, c/PFC James 11 
R. Covington, c/PVT Aric A. Whatley, c/PVT Andrew Truluck, c/PVT I 
Reed Schwedo, c/2LT Robert S. Oglesby. Second Row: c/SSG Michael D. I 
Pyott, c/PVT John P. Durham, c/PVT Timothy J. Patillo, c/PVT Larry S. I 
Smedley, c/PFC Anthony C. Borra, c/SSG James A. Skelton. Third Row: I 
c/SSG Timothy W. Johnson, c/PVT Christopher E. Cox, c/SGT Thomas D. |< 
Zivkovic, c/PFC Kenneth J. Stamps, c/PVT Clinton Wheeler. 
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CHARLIE COMPANY 
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First, L-R: Graham, T.; Cohen, T.; Dryden, S.; Williams, S.; Aguirre, A.; 
McManus, J.; Harris, H. Second: Fore, K.; Fontaine, E.; Lariscy, R.; Fowler, 
C.; Cameron, K.; Denard, J. Third: Johnson, W.; Bonwell, S.; Montello, P.; 
Latorre, A.; Bowers, J. 
“Charlie Miking 
All the Way!” 
i First: Harry, J.; Powell, J.; Cates, H.; Cambra, R.; Harwood, R.; Hurler, P.; 
i Pallozzi, W.; Blount, D. Second: Turner, J.; Cochran, S.; Padgett, A.; Smith, 1 M.; Dockery, C.; Odom, D.; Chatham. Third: Utley, J.; Cash, S.; Quist, T. 
First: Smith, T.; Vaccaro, E.; Holmes, W.; Capps, B.; Clark, J.; Stipe, S.; 
Ward, P. Second: Varner, J.; Looney, J.; Gregory, R.; Etheredge, J.; Sills, M; 
Brackett, V. Third: Brawley, J.; Chadboume, J.; Herringdine, J.; Thoreson, 
M.; Luckey, E.; Bales, C.; Finch, W. 
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DELTA COMPANY 
From Left to Right, 1st Row: Company Commander CPT 
Wiessinger McKinney. 2nd Row: Gresson, XO; Denson, 1 
SG; Ridley, 3rd Row: Hunt Ryan, Wright, Monohan. 
Front Row: PLT. LDR. Grooms, Kambiss, Angle Swift, 
Moore, PLT. SGT. Meyer. Second Row: Crate, Conway, 
Vandemoord, Andrew, Anderson, Hyams. Third Row: 
Higgs Rabeneck, Jackson, Oare, Whitmire. 
“Delta Dragons” 
“Death From Above!” 
From Left to Right, Row 1: c/2LT Mitchell, Fields, 
McWilliams, Watson, MacGregor, c/SFC Davis. Row 2: 
Segars, Morton, Moore J., Brown, McKinney, Abbott. Row 
3: Strickland Coleman, McLeod, Marlowe, Cumbie. 
Front Row: PLT. LDR. McAfee, Wells, Pope, Williams, 
Kauffman, PLT. SGT Axelberg. Second Row: Young, Mix- 
on, Jeal, Wagner, Carney. Third Row: Turner, Booner, 
Floger, Davidson. 
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ECHO COMPANY 
From left to right: 2LT Davis, D., CPT Lundy, D., SSG Whitley, S., CPL 
Standard, P., 1LT. Johnson, D., SSG Love, R. 
From left to right: 1st row c/2LT Andrews, J., c/SSG Chahal, Sta 
chowick, M., Davos, L., Maxwell, L., Culpepper, K., c/SFC Thompson, J. 
2nd row c/SSG Dodd, M., Dozier, J., Home, K., Vaughn, G., Carter, M. 3rd 
row c/SSG Downey, C., Brag, L., LaFollete, J., Anderson, T. 
“Echo Rangers 
Lead the Way!” 
From left to right: 1st row c/2LT Chanady, W., c/SSG Geiger, W., Price 
M., Hosea, R., Vandiver, R., Dunn, E., c/SSG Quick, D., c/SFC Thornton, 
J., 2nd row c/SSG Martino, Collins, J., Cook, B., Dunn, J., Sheppard, J., 
c/CPL Payne, W. 3rd row c/SSG Mason, J., Combs, S., Hammel, L., 
McElfresh, B. 
From left to right: 1st row SFC Reid, R., SSG Pye, K., Sgt Marlow, M., 
Mulder, A., Turner, K., Culpepper, S., SSG Brunton, K. 2nd row SSG 
Rubert, C., SGT Camp, K., Gramm, R., Radford, T., Frame, J., Master, S. 
3rd row SSG Guadiano, J., Snodgrass, G., Griffin, B., Suddeth W., Todd, T. 
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FOXTROT COMPANY 
Foxtrot Staff: Kneeling: Brady, A. Back Row: (Cpt.) Barret, 
B., Davidson, P., Morrow, T., (1SG) Pierson III, L., Greeson, 
J., Martin, D. 
First Row: (Pit. Ldr.) Spinks, D. Barr, R. Romberg, C., 
Richardson, R., Wilson, R., Richards, H. Sybrant, J., (Pit. 
Sgt.) Weiner, D. Second Row: Daniel, J., Roberts, T., Barrett, 
T., Blackwell, J., Brummett, G., Martin, D. Third Row: Lyle, 
S., Gayler, J., Sandoval, M., Brady, K., Middlebrooks, T., 
Reece, ]. 
“Fox Grey All the Way” 
“Alpha, Where’s Your Rock?” 
First Row: (Pit Ldr.) Sybrant, J., Mathis, M., Brautigam, L., 
Lowery, T., Powell, D., Allmon, J., (Pit. Sgt.) Dryden, J. Se- 
cond Row: Martin, D., Carrol, R., Kelly, T., Williams, D., 
Fowler, K., Debolt, J., Moore, D. Third Row: Foster, M., 
Gayler, B., Killian., J., Becking, F., Thorton, M., Spinks, D., 
Avera, J. 
First Row: (Pit Ldr.) Moore, D., Stanish, W., Hollingsworth, 
M., Dalton, T., Robertson, M., Matthews, M., Pannek, D., 
(Pit Sgt.) Rosser, P. Second Row: Smith, K., Putnam, P., 
Marburger, P., Moff, M., Mitchell, R., Davis, C., Phillips, B., 
Howington, S. Third Row: Palazzolo, M., McAlister, R., 
Revsing, T., Griffis, M., Cooper, K., Ecklund, J., Brothers, S. 
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AGGRESSOR PLATOON 
The Aggressors are an all-volunteer, 
extracurricular activity at North Georgia 
College. The Aggressors specialize in 
small unit tactics and patrolling. 
Agressors Lead The Way! 
The Aggressor Platoon was establish- 
ed in 1966 to support and assist in the 
training of pre-campers. During the year, 
the Aggressors go out in the field for the 
weekend to study field tactics. 
From left to right: Knight, ]. A., squad leader, 
Pyott M., squad leader, Murrow, Beret Member, 
Fowler C., Beret Member, Sarbon, Beret Member, 
top row DaSilva, Beret Member, Moon, Beret 
Member, Davis, Beret Member, Thompson ]., Beret 
Member, Rosser P„ S-4, Agerton, Beret Member, 
Blount D. 1SG, Daniel J. Commander. 
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Left to right: sitting Wagner, Hollingsworth, Barr, Zitcovic, Carroll, Mathews, Mixon, Greeson, Ford, Borra, Daniel. 2nd row kneeling Williams, McKinney, 
Higgs, Seagars, Krawl, Walker, Dunn, Kaufman, Fowler, Sjeenally, Ammons, Bonner. 3rd row Standing Blount, Moon, David, Pyott Knight, Sarbon, Thomp- 
son, Rosser, Fowler, Murrow, DaSilva, Aggerton, Daniel. 
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ASSOCIATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES ARMY 
The Courtney H. Hodges AUSA Company started at 
North Georgia College in 1970. Its members increase their 
military skills by acquiring information about the Army's 
role in National Defense that can be transmitted to other 
students and citizens. They also cooperate in furthering the 
aims and objectives of the Association of the United States 
Army. 
This past school year, our company once again won 
several awards at the National Convention, Assistance to 
University. We also won an award for Most Corporate 
Members in the company and Best Activities to assist 
University. AUSA directs traffic control each quarter in 
order to raise money for our annual convention in 
Washington, D.C. We also hosted the past drill meet and 
have had several dinners for award ceremonies. 
Commander — Russ Wiessinger, 1SG Scott Kambiss, Sec./Treas. Shon 
Williams, Sweetheart, Cathy McWilliams 
MOUNTAIN 
ORDER OF COLOMBO 
In the year 1962, a small group of cadets formed 
a unit to promote interest in Military Moutaineer- 
ing and Small Unit Tactics under the advisement of 
MSG Louis R. Colombo. Since then, the Order of 
Columbo-Mountain Platoon has progressed until it 
has become one of the most elite groups on cam- 
pus. Each year the present members train new in- 
dividuals in the necessary skills they will need for 
their Field Training Exercises to Mt. Yonah and 
Campbell Mtn. Skills in mountaineering are taught 
at the 35-foot tower and perfected at Mt. Yonah. In 
small unit tactics, the classes are taught in a 
classroom environment and then practiced at 
Campbell Mtn. 
"If you can't keep up the pace, drop out of for- 
mation," is the motto which exemplifies the pride 
and enthusiasm of the Order of Columbo- 
Mountain Platoon. 
Advisor — Captain Morgan, Founder — MSG 
Louis P. Colombo, CO Zitzelberger, J., XO 
Johnson, D., 1SG Thorton, J., S-3 Ridley, M. 
Roberts, J., Churchbome, C., Smith, R. Not Pic- 
tured: Sweetheart Tami Culpepper. 
Front Row: Greensticks: Richardson, Womack, Adams, Vandiver, Giffin, Lindsey, Jones. Second Row: Inst. Roberts, Greensticks England, Adams R., Brady, 
Truluck, Angle, Cumbie, Palazzolo, 1SG Thornton. Third Row: (C.O.) Inst. Zitselberger, Inst. Churchboume, Climbing Members Cambia, Harwood, 
Henderson, Slagle, Jamison, Stipe, Crate, Inst. Ridley (S-3), Inst. Smith, MSG Columbo, CPT Morgan. Fourth Row: (X.O.) Inst. Johnson, Climbing Members 
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front row (L to R) Doug Lundy, Greg McAfee, Ronald Stephens, John Zitzelberger; back row (L to R) Joel Manning, Mark Moser, David Johnson, Mark 
Howarth 
54 / SCABBARD AND BLADE 
RIFLE TEAM 
Even though the Rifle Team is a small part of the Military experience at North Georgia College, it is a well respected and admired group. Members spend 
hours in practice as demonstrated above. 
The North Georgia College rifle team competes yearly in 
a variety of matches within the Southeast. The team com- 
peted in the annual Mardi Gras rifle match in Thibodaux, 
Louisiana, and the team placed fifth with a total of thirty- 
seven schools competing. The rifle team also enters in 
several postal matches, competing with schools throughout 
the United States. The team practices daily for three hours, 
and it also helps to train segments of the Corps of Cadets in 
marksmanship. North Georgia College has one of the finest 
rifle ranges in the state of Georgia with space for ten team 
members. 
NGC RIFLE TEAM / 55 
56 / PRE-CAMP 
HEADQUARTERS 
Headquarters Company, home of the Golden Eagle Band, units is to represent North Georgia College through com- 
Colorguard and Blue Ridge Rifles, is not a part of either bat- petition, parades, and many other public relations 
talion. HQ functions independently from the rest of the functions. 
Corps as three individual units. The primary purpose of the 
• Front Row: Brian Dye, Jay McNair, Peyton Lingle, Alan Coody, Lauren Biel. Second Row: Sam Evans, Rich James, Achim Horton, Allen Jacobs. 
“HQ MAKES IT HAPPEN!” 
“BLUE AND GRAY ALL THE WAY!” 
“RED AND WHITE DOES IT RIGHT!” 
“GOLDEN EAGLES LEAD THE WAY!” 
HQ STAFF / 57 
BLUE RIDGE RIFLES 
On June 6, 1861, the city of Dahlonega sent their second 
group of volunteers to the battlefront in the War between 
the States, under the command of Captain Joseph Hamilton. 
The unit from in and around the Blue Ridge Mountains of 
North Georgia was organized as Company E. Phillips 
Legion; The Blue Ridge Rifles. In 1864, the time for which 
the Blue Ridge Rifles enlisted expired, they did not disband, 
but re-enlisted for the remainder of the war. Following the 
war, the South was under federal marshal command and all 
units of the confederacy were ordered to disband. The Blue 
Ridge Rifles members did not disband, however, but con- 
tinued to meet on a regular social basis. 
In 1950, a drill team was formed for use in Spring parades 
at North Georgia College. The team was named “The 
Honor Platoon" at this time. The name was later changed to 
"The Drill Platoon" in 1956. It held this name until March 
1958, at which time the members of the platoon decided to 
change the name. Dr. Brown of the school's English depart- 
ment suggested the name "Blue Ridge Rifles"; after the 
original unit from Dahlonega during the Civil War. The 
team liked Dr. Brown's suggestion and adopted the name. 
Since its early beginning, the Blue Ridge Rifles drill team 
has earned state and national recognition as intercollegiate 
drill team champions. The Rifles, now in their sixth straight 
undefeated year, continue to carry on the traditions and 
pride instilled in them by the members before them. 
Highlights of this past year include: Eastern Kentucky drill 
meet, Peachbowl Game at Atlanta Fulton County Stadium, 
Hawks' game in the Omni, N.G.C. Homecoming, DMS 
Review, Sweetheart Review, and many others. 
Left to right: 1st row 1/MSG Ray Alford, c/SSG Rich Ellison, c/SFC Clark Turpin, c/SFC Kevin Hanrahan. 2nd row c/PFC Douglas Arb, Dan Parker, 
c/PFC Kevin Titre, c/SSG Sy Goodwin, Ricky Hines. 3rd row Troy Chastain, Kevin Boortz, c/PFC Chris Ware, David Fitz, Mark Moore. 
58 / BLUE RIDGE RIFLES 
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BLUE RIDGE RIFLES / 61 
COLOR GUARD 
The North Georgia College Color Guard Guard exists as 
an integral part of the cadet corps at North Georgia College. 
The purpose of this unit is to present the colors of the 
United States of America, the State of Georgia and North 
Georgia College at ceremonies and competitions on and off 
campus. The unit represents N.G.C. and provides the op- 
portunity for its members to develop leadership skills, 
discipline, esprit de corps, and competitive spirit. 
Guard Master Mohor, J., Domaleski, J., Jordan B., CG Commander Lariscy, C., PSG Adams, K., Archer P., Hyatt C., Wannell R., McNair, J., Hahn, E., Bann- 
ing, R., Stead, A., Hill, T., McRee, M. 
62 / COLOR GUARD 
COLOR GUARD / 63 
GOLDEN EAGLE BAND 
The Golden Eagle Band is the official instrumental 
ensemble of the Corps of Cadets and of North Georgia Col- 
lege. It is the only military organization open to civilians as 
well as military students. The goal of the band is to fulfill its 
missions with pride and excellence. The band has fulfilled 
its role as a recruiting unit for the college, making an 
average of twenty to twenty-five performances each year 
ranging from local and state-wide parades to performing at 
Corps functions and basketball games on the NGC campus. 
This year notable performances have been given at the Mar- 
tin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Parade, the Omni and the St. 
Patrick's Day Parade in Savannah. 
pictured at right — Band Master C/MSG Davis 
Front Row: Band Master Bruce Davis, Mike Ammons, Doug Scott, Patrick Hampton, Tim W 
Bradsher. Second Row: Ed Elliott, Scott Barber, Jon Strasser, Jon Jacobs, Mike Hilko, Doug SarK88lnton' Brad Fincher, Peyton Lin trie RanH C'ommanHer T! 
Head, Fred Carroll, Doug Stover, Ray Morris, Alan Coody, Band XO Tim Scott. ^ Bryan Partian. Third Row: Scott Byers 
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BAND / 65 






President — Rocky Holt 
Vice-President — Fred Grooms 
Treasurer — Mark Moser 
Sweetheart — Stephanie Warden 
OFFICER'S DINING-IN 
President of the Mess — Ron Stephens 
Mr. Vice — Tim Bradsher 
Honored Guest — General James A. Guest 
General Guest is from Elberton, GA, and is a distinguished 
military graduate of the class of I960, North Georgia College. In 
August 1985, General Guest assumed command of the U.S. Army 
John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina. 
The Officer's Club is made up of the officers of the Corps of 
Cadets. It is used to help prepare the seniors for their after- 
graduation ventures. The main jgoal that we work and raise money 
for is the Officer's Dining-IN. The purpose of the Formal Dining-IN 
is to give contract cadets a chance to get familiar with this military 
custom and to enjoy fellowship with their peers. 
The NCO Club of North Georgia College was established in 
1873 as an organization in which cadet NCO's could learn and 
grow in the service of the Corps of Cadets. 
The college has grown, and therefore, the responsibilities of the 
NCO Club have also increased. The organization's scope of 
responsibilities includes sponsoring the Military Ball each Spring, 
the Brigade All-Star football game, and a civilian-clothing day 
each quarter. 
The NCO Club is led by the President Paul V. Mamon, Vice- 
President Jay Thornton, and the Secretary/Treasurer John 
Thompson. Supervision and wisdom were contributed by the 
club advisor, SGM Spurgeon. 
Special thanks goes to all the Military Ball Committee Members 
for their dedication and diligence. The Military Ball would not 
have been the tremendous success that it was without their hard 
work and dedication. 
66 / OFFICER'S CLUB/NCO CLUB 
n.g.c. vanguard 
The Vanguard has taken a more in- 
dividualized approach to drilling this 
year. After participating in the Gold 
Rush Parade, the team was divided into 
dual and solo groups. This way, 
everyone performed the moves they 
liked best for competition at Eastern 
Kentucky University during Spring 
Quarter. 
The N.G.C. Vanguard performed at several performances 
throughout the year, including in the Parent/Alumni Weekend 
events. 
VANGUARD/67 
Posing with Kathleen Derum, 
Sigma Nu Slave Adam Oaks 
participates in an annual 
fundraiser: helping the needy 
families in Dahlonega. 
68 / GREEKS DIVISION 
Greek life at NGC — 
from Rush to Open Bids to 
parties at Pine Valley to 
raising money for 
philanthropies, the Greek 
system provides those 
involved with lifelong 
friendships and worth- 
* while service projects. The 
fraternities and sororities 
highly emphasize 
scholarship and academics 
as well as involvement in 
other campus activities and 
organizations. 
Along with the serious 
I side of Greeks, including 
the secrets each hold, there 
is also a social side. Raising 
money is a big part of 
I Greek life. Supporting the 
national or local 
philanthropies and each 
chapter represented on 
campus, fraternity and 
sorority members sell 
many items, including 
doughnuts and M&Ms. 
David Martin commented, 
"It means a lot to me when 
we help others who are not 
as fortunate as ourselves. It 
brings us closer as a 
group." 
Those people not 
involved in the Greek 
society do not always 
understand why some 
people choose to "Go 
Greek." When asked why 
she decided to join a 
sorority, junior June King 
answered, "I wanted to get 
involved on campus. I was 
afraid I'd have nothing to 
do if I didn't join a sorority, 
but now I am involved in 
other things, too. I enjoy 
Checking "the board" is a daily event for Phi Mu 
sister, Jill Fortenberry. 
the sorority because of the 
close friendships I've 
developed." Tina Winkles 
also commented on her 
reasons for joining a 
sorority by saying, "I 
transferred to NGC, and it 
(joining a sorority) gave me 
a good chance to meet lots 
of people. I feel like I've 
gained leadership skills 
and learned to work well 
with others." Meeting 
people and developing 
strong relationships with 
others is an inviting 
incentive when 
investigating Greek life. 
Those individuals who 
go through Rush and do 
not pledge still have the 
opportunity to meet people 
and to get a better 
understanding of the 
Greek system. David 
Martin also stated, "I'm 
glad I joined a fraternity, 
but I don't feel everyone 
has to be in a fraternity to 
have friends at NGC." And 
they don't!! The Greek 
system is just one aspect of 
college life, an avenue that 
not everybody desires to be 
a part of. 
The Panhellenic spirit is 
very strong here at North 
Georgia College. In fact, 
the sororities and 
fraternities get along quite 
well, much better than 
relations on most 
campuses. Because of the 
small campus, friendships 
are easily made, and within 
each Greek organization, 
special and unique bonds 
of everlasting brotherhood 
and sisterhood are found. 
Greeks 
GREEKS DIVISION / 69 
ALPHA GAMMA 
DELTA 
The national sorority Alpha Gamma Delta was founded at Syracuse University in New York on May 30,1904. Its certificate 
of incorporation was issued on June 3, 1905, with the national headquarters later established in Indianapolis, Indiana. The 
original sisters adopted the objective to maintain high standards of achievement. This objective led to growth in all 
geographical areas of the continent and also attracted dedicated and distinguished members. 
Founded on principles of improvement of sisters, the group was led to contribute to worthy philanthropies. Annual grants 
are given to the National Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children, the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, 
the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, and also to the Canadian Association for Children with Learning 
Disabilities. 
Here at North Georgia College, the future Alpha Gamma Delta sisters formed a local sorority on January 19,1981. Their ob- 
jectives were to form a sisterhood to help each member grow and accept one another and to develop a dedication to the prin- 
ciples of the sorority as well as the community at large. This group was called Delta Gamma Chi. The original sixteen strove to 
fulfill these principles by services to the Dahlonega Senior Center and other worthy community organizations. The original 
constitution states that if the group ceased to exist, the funds in the treasury would be entrusted to the Lumpkin County 
Humane Society. 
This group of dedicated young women was given a good recommendation early in 1982 by the Dean of Women and in 
December 1982 the 132nd chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta was officially established at N.G.C. 
The colors are red, buff, and green. The flowers are red and buff roses. 
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Front row: D. Elrod, N. Home, D. Cole, T. Holder, C. Youmans, P. Ogletree, N. Scott, A. Smith, B. Benton, T. Brackett, L. Kinsey, T. Mauldin. Second row: A. 
Hale, S. Canahl, D. Green, L. Bateman, K. Lear, S. Stubbs, J. Carroll, S. Wight, L. Baker, C. Graham, K. Baker, L. White, D. Carpenter. Third row: J. Harris, L. 
Craven, M. Stephens, P. Lefebvre, G. Richards, M. McGraw, S. Warden, L. Deacon, L. Griffin, A. Switzer, T. Winkles, L. Richards, S. Gray. 
70 / ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
Officers: 1st row — Tracey Brackett, Diane 
Cole — President, Debra Green, Beth Benton, 
Lisa Kinsey, Carol Graham; 2nd row — Leigh 
Craven, Patty Lefebore, Leah Deacon, Anne 
Switzer, Laurie Backer. 
Pledge Class — Winter '86: 1st row: Cathy 
Corley, Donna Elrod, Kathy Lear, Suzanne 
Wight, 2nd row: Sue Stubbs, Lisa White, 
Angela Hale, Audery Smith, 3rd row; Tracey 
Holder , Len Griffin, Sherry Gray, Mary Ann 
Stephens 
Big Brothers: Vernon Brackett, Tim Johnson, 
Mark Ridley, Preston Pope, Ryan Duncan, Jim 
Skelton, 2nd row: Mark Farlett, Darrel Quick, 
Todd Graham, Rickey Sanders, Ed Elliot. 
Proud and happy sisters singing in the snow. 
Big Brother Jay Harges shakes his “Bushy 
Tail." 
Lana Chumley and Diane Cole party at Pine 
Valley. 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA / 71 
KAPPA DELTA 
Founded in Farmville, Virginia on October 23,1897, Kap- 
pa Delta was initiated to form a common friendship bond. 
Today their objectives include formation of fellowship, 
friendship, and sisterly love; the encouragement of 
literature and education; the promotion of social interests; 
and the furtherance of charitable purposes. This national 
sorority's open motto which reads "Let us strive for that 
which is honorable, beautiful, and highest." Kappa Delta 
has over 150 collegiate chapters across the country. 
Young women at North Georgia College formed a local 
sorority on December 11,1970 called Phi Chi Omega. Their 
objectives were to encourage personal qualities of leader- 
ship, the importance of scholarship, achieve unity of pur- 
pose through diversity of effort, and incorporate friendship 
in every gesture. They proposed to serve others through the 
campus and community, above all, to strive to better 
themselves in a way that would be beneficial to all. Phi Chi 
Omega members were formally pledged as the Epsilon 
Gamma Chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority on October 18, 
1972. 
The national philanthropy of the Crippled Children's 
Hospital in Richmond, Virginia is supported by the sisters of 
N.G.C. Their local philanthropy of the Crippled Children's 
Hospital in Richmond, Virginia is supported by the sisters of 
N.G.C. Their local philantrophy is the Learning Tree which 
helps underpriviledged children in Dahlonega. 
Their colors are olive green and pearl white. The flower is 
the white rose. 
Back row: S. Jones, D. Barrett, C. Sherrill, L. Clark, L. Pruitt, S. Nix, N. Pittroff, L. Sasso, K. Hutchins, D. Smallwood, P. Reynolds, S. Raines, D. Long. Third 
row: M. Gregory, L. Whitworth, L. Stephens, E. Griggs, M. Tyson, B. Lockhart, D. McGuffey, K. Barger, C. Koutz, L. McDaniel, W. Vemer. Second row: S. 
Poss, C. Buice, R. Gibson, J. Carter, S. Jarrett, M. McKoy, R. Gibson, S. Black, S. McCreless, S. Seay, D. Poston, L. Powell, C. Donaldson, H. Homing, K. King. 
Front row: J. Baker, L. Talley, G. Bledsoe, S. Wiley, K. Finch, P. Andrews, M. Poss, K. Fields, C. Cowling, A. Gregory, C. McCord, J. Bryan, R. Mise, P. Ryan. 
72 / KAPPA DELTA 
Kay-Dees Angela Gregory, Lisa McDaniel, Cathy 
Sherrill and Joanna Baker are always happy to be 
together. 
Somewhere over the rainbow you'll find Paige 
Yarborough, Kathy Hutchins and Kathy Finch. 
Laura Sasso, Deborah Poston and Nancy Pittroff 
dream of spring break! 
Even KD ladies Sarah Draper and Leigh Brown 
need their beauty sleep. 
Millie Moncus, Helen Horning, Tricia Ryan and 
Kim Brady brighten a day on the drill field. 
KAPPA DELTA / 73 
PHI 
The establishment of Phi Mu Fraternity dates from the founding of the Philomathean Society at Wesleyan College in 
Macon, Georgia on January 4, 1852. In the early days, the Philomatheans extended honorary membership, including 
membership to Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson and Jefferson Davis. The Kappa Upsilon chapter at North Georgia College 
was chartered in 1973 from the three-year-old local sorority, Sigma Lambda Phi. 
Phi Mu demands excellence in every endeavor — whether it be educational, cultural, social, philanthropic or spiritual. Phi 
Mu means true friends to return to each school year, a place where good fun comes spontaneously, a place to find support and 
assistance, an opportunity for shaping her life, showing her leadership and sharing her ideas. Members of Phi Mu add 
valuable dimensions to their college life, have a regard for scholastic achievement and high personal standards, develop social 
poise and self-confidence, and serve others who are less fortunate. Members are given the opportunity to belong to a group 
but to be an individual within the group. 
The Philanthropies include Project HOPE (Health Opportunity for People Everywhere), an old naval hospital ship who's 
main objective is to teach medical, dental and allied health personnel in developing countries the latest techniques of U.S. 
medical science; the Phi Mu Healthmobile, established to bring medical help to remote areas of Georgia; and more than 100 
Toy Carts to make hospitalization easier and brighter for young children. Local projects included selling pecans and shopping 
bags at their Gold Rush booth, welcoming the news students and their parents with lemonade Fall quarter, and conducting a 
penny-drive for Cystic Fibrosis. 
Phi Mu's colors are rose and white, and her flower is the rose carnation. 
PHI MU 
Front row: C. Martin, C. Cochran, D. Cushen, B. Hester. Second row: C. Davis, P. 
Hughes, J. Fortenberry, J. Middlebrooks, C. Smoot, J. Vest, C. Long. Third row: S. 
Adair, L. Schliestett, S. Spruiell, M. Chandler, L. Biel, M. Mathis, J. Lyons. Fourth 
row: S. Tomlin, B. Prosser, N. Daubin, T. Nelson, A. McCord, K. Stevens, B. Hall. 
Fifth row: L. Cam, T. Brockway, T. Mullinex, S. Dawson, P. Taylor, S. Johnson, L. 
Hammontree. Sixth row: J. King, B. Hulsey, J. Havlak, M. Harrell, L. Nicholas, K. 
Derum. Seventh row: K. Lands, L. White, J. Dorris, T. Knieper, T. Owens, B. Higgin- 
botham, M. Blackwell, B. Ross. Eighth row: T. Gottfried, k. Whitley, B. Bridges, K. 
Deaver, P. Blalock, C. Townsend. Sweethearts: Thorton Cutler, Charles Davis, Ron 
Stephens. Left Side: D. Fountain, J. Young, A. Coker, S. Roper, M. Fite, J. McCall. 
Right side: K. Lewis, D. Hughes, L. Stone, L. Kalahar, R. Crait, D. Haywood, L. Biel, 
S. Mitchell, M. Wilder. 
Officers: Jan McCall (Asst. Treas.), Cara Townsend (V. Pres.), Toni 
Owens (Chaplain), Theresa Knieper (Treas.), Kathy Whitley (Sec.), 
Terry Gottfried (Pres.), Darlene Fountain (Phi Director). 
Phi Class 3 Winter '86 growing with their new sisters — What a 
family! 
There's Love in this Bond shared by Susan Adair, Cara Townsend and 
Sherry Tomlin. 
Phi "Beach Party" given for the sisters. "Catch a wave, girls!" 
Kick-Off party helped start the year off just right. 
PHI MU / 75 
PI KAPPA PHI 
Organized in 1970 as the third local fraternity on the N.G.C. campus, this group adopted the name Kappa Phi. After one 
year of contributing to the lives of Dahlonega citizens and college students, Kappa Phi became Delta Beta chapter of Pi Kappa 
Phi Fraternity, a national organization, on May 22, 1971. Thus it became the first national affiliated organization on campus 
since North Georgia was reduced to a two year college in 1933. 
The national fraternity of Pi Kappa Phi was founded at the college of Charleston in Charleston, South Carolina on 
December 10, 1904, and is the only national fraternity founded in that state. It became recognized as national in 1907, and 
later established its headquarters in Charlotte, North Carolina. The purpose of this group was to promote fellowship and 
mutual trust among its members, to uphold the traditions and ideals of the colleges where its chapters were located, to en- 
courage excellence in scholarship and to instill in its members the highest ideals of Christian manhood and good citizenship. 
This group was among the first to have a national scholarship program and to conduct a nationwide leadership school for 
its undergraduate officers. 
The colors are gold, white and blue. The flower is the red rose. 
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1st row — Little Sister Julie Collins, Mark Stachowiak, Ron Stephens, John Allen, Jamie Higgins, Russ Wiessinger, Barry Barr, Little Sister Julie Segars, 2nd 
row — Lipo Davis, Thornton Cutler, Jerry Purvis, Rob Wegner, Tim Wilson, David Johnson, Troy Chastain, 3rd row — Little Sister Kim McCormick, Bill 
Payne, Jeff Ecklund, Chris Mashbum, Scott Kambiss, Sy Goodwin, Rusty Williams, Jeff Debolt, Baby Brother Jim Higgins, Little Sister Sheila Higgins. 4th row 
— Mark Sexton, Jay Dunn, Chris Davis, Tim Anderson, Scott Howington, Mike Johnson, Larry Hammel. 
/ PHI KAPPA PHI 
Executive Council: John "Arms" Allen, Scott Howington, Rusty "Spud" 
Williams. 2nd Row — Jerry Purvis, Mark Sexton, Mike Johnson, Tim Wilson 
Pledges: Bill Payne, Phillip "Lips" Davis, Jay Dunn, 2nd Row — Jeff "Cradle 
Robber" Ecklund, Jeff Debolt, Larry "Herb" Hamel, Troy "Hook" Chastain. 
Proud to be PI KAPPS! Smile for the camera! 
What a happy family! 
Tim Wilson and Don Hall show off their P.J.'s at the Pi Kapp P.J. Party 
PI KAPPA PHI / 77 
SIGMA CHI 
Sigma Chi was founded at Miami University on June 28, 
1855. The original standards were to admit no man who 
was not believed to be of good character, a student of fair 
ability, of ambitious purposes, having a congenial disposi- 
tion, possessing good morals, having a high sense of honor, 
and a deep sense of personal responsibility. It was estab- 
lished upon the broad ideal of manhood and the principle 
that true strength lies in a well-rounded symmetrical 
development of individual character. 
The fraternity has long been the largest in terms of active 
alumni groups, possessing over 200 international chapters. 
It also has initiated the Sigma Chi Leadership Training 
Workshop (1947) and annual training session for chapter 
officers. 
In the fall of 1980, a national representative approached 
the Dean of Students here at N.G.C. seeking interested 
students to form a chapter of Sigma Chi. This was assumed 
very feasible due to the caliber of the students on campus. 
Dean Hyams and Sigma Chi alumni/English professor Dr. 
Jim Ewing worked with the representative. Guidelines were 
set up with the goal of a minimum of 33 members in order 
for the chapter to be initiated. With the valuable guidance 
and loyal advisement of Dr. Ewing, initial disapproval by 
the established fraternities on campus was overcome and a 
local fraternity Sigma Chi Delta was recognized. 
The spring of 1981 brought the realization of the group's 
goal when the Theta Epsilon chapter of Sigma Chi was 
established. It has since won the most prestigious awards of 
the national fraternity: The Dwight Petterson Significant 
Chapter Award in 1982 and 1983, and the Legion of Honor 
Award for commendable scholarship program in 1982. 
Sigma Chi has also led all our campus fraternities in 
scholastic GPA achievement since its foundation. 
The colors are blue and old gold. The flower is the white 
rose. 
Front row: T. Graham, T. Johnson, A. Coody, P. Montello, J. Powell, J. Skelton, M. Rabeneck, T. Todd, R. Mullis, C. Romberg, P. Calvert, T. Smith, J. Hodge. 
Second row: M. Mitchell, T. Roberts, M. Mecree, P. Standard, F. Grooms, P. Arcangly, J. Hill, R. Lariscy, A. Aguirre, B. Cates, J. Utley. Third row: M. Watson, 
J. Raines, R. VanDemoord, J. Freidman, R. Haney, C. Burnett, R. Duncan, T. Garrett, S. Byers, D. Wonders, M. Whitley. Fourth row: W. Beird, D. Quick, W. 
Ellis, B. Oglesby, S. Whitley, E. Luckey, H. Wilson, M. Scholes, S. Turner, K.C. Smith, J. Lafollette. Fifth row: J. Glover, G. Vaughn, J.M. Turner, K. Camp, J. 
Varner, K. Adams, K. Fore, B. Pallozzi, J. Domaloski, Woody, Back row: R. Langston, P. Parker, B. Skidmore. 
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Til' Sigmas: Dana Cushen, Darlene Foutain, Sheila 
Johnson, Cissy Cochran, June King, Robyn Delaigle, Kathy 
Finch, Kathy Whitley (Sweetheart), Debra Green, Tina 
Winkles. 
Ron VanDernoord and Keith Fore share some brotherly 
love. 
John Varner, Kirk Adams, and Bill Pallozzi add some real 
style. 
Flying High! Sigma Chi is on top! 
These Chis are ready to Howl! 
SIGMA 
SIGMA NU 
Founded January 1, 1869, in Lexington, Virginia, at the 
Virginia Military Institute, Sigma Nu was boosted into per- 
manent national growth by the establishment of the Kappa 
chapter here at North Georgia in 1881. It is the oldest active 
social organization on our campus. 
Honor, Truth, and Love were adopted as the group's car- 
dinal principles. The Honor System operates in every 
chapter and the Code of Behavior is looked on as a belief in 
personal integrity and as a fundamental attribute to 
character. The Honor code requires each member to con- 
form strictly to the duty imposed by conscience. The code is 
taught by the personal example of the student and becomes 
a tradition handed down. This creed was adopted in 1907. 
Sigma Nu was active as a national fraternity at N.G.C. 
until 1933 when our college was changed to a two year col- 
lege. It then became inactive. The brothers on campus. | 
joined with the REX club (founded in 1916) and adopted thel J 
name REX fraternity for their local group. This group wasaj 
recognized by the national Sigma Nu and was the only locals 
fraternity to be so recognizd. 
When circumstances allowed North Georgia to regain itsl’ 
four year college status, REX waited until 1972, and then 
was once more reinstated into the brotherhood of Sigma 
Nu. The national publication “The Delta" was first pub- ! 
lished here at North Georgia College by John Alexander 
Howard in April 1883 as a monthly publication. It soon I 
became a quarterly journal and has been the official Sigma 
Nu journal since that time. 
The colors are black, white, and gold. The flower is the 
White Rose. 
First Row: M. Chastain, C. Plumley, D. Brozek, D. Meyer, T. Farron, G. Snodgrass, C. Dryden, S. Williams. Second Row: M. Carani, J. Thorton, C. Edwards, 
B. Geiger, J. Fields, J. Dixon, A. Latorre, C. Cook. Third Row: M. Pyott, J. Segars, D. Martin, J. Andrews, J. Zitzelberger, G. McAfee, J. Sybrandt, R. Barr, M. 
Agerton. Fourth Row: T. Dalton, J. Whelchel, R. Holt, L. Nichols. P. Chambers, R. Love, A. Oaks, J. Manning, J.D. Reece. Fifth Row: T. Pierson, K. Hansen, 
G. Young, E. Jordan, P. Folger, R. Reed, M. Howarth, C. Martino. Sixth Row: M. Dodd, B. Mitchell, M. Hyams, S. Thomas, J. Thompson, S. Lyle, K. Dixon, M. 
Davidson. 
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OFFICERS Front Row (1-R): 
R. Holt, Commander J. An- 
drews, R. Love, M. Chastain, 
C. Edwards. Back Row (1-r): 
R. Reid, B. Mitchell, A. Oaks, 
G. McAfee, M. Howarth. Not 
pictured, C. Plumley. 
PLEDGES Front Row (1-r): K. 
Fowler, J. Anderson, K. Home, 
T. Ryan, R. Anderson, K. 
Wright. Second Row (I-r): G. 
Watson, G. Gurley, J. Brown, 
M. Reed. 
Sigma Nu Sweethearts 
Joanna Baker, Beth Lockheart, 
and Penny Hughes. 
Chuck Plumley and Trey 
Pierson left everyone asking, 
"Who are those masked 
men?" 
The Main Event! The Slave 
Sale brings some excitement 
to the N.G.C. Chow Hall. Bill 
Palmer, Rob Fishback, Doug 
Carey — auctioneers. 
Steve Thomas and Mike 
Dodd prove that no matter 
what the disguise, brotherly 
love will prevail. 
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SIGMA OMEGA 
The only local fraternal organization at North Georgia College, Sigma Omega, was formed on April 14, 1976. The four 
founding brothers, Ricky Toole, Gary Long, Rick Honour, and Gary Deal obtained permission to start a local fraternity and 
established guidelines to have more personal and small functions as opposed to the large-scale activities of the other national 
fraternities. Also, the founders desired to have a more personal rushing practice of choosing one propsective new brother at a 
time. They wanted to have a group for young men at NGC without the added cost of national dues. A maximum membership 
roll of 30 brothers keeps the group small enough to achieve their goals today. 
Beginning with a roll of fifteen members, Sigma Omega strove to instill in its members two main objectives. The first was to 
develop in them the ideals of trust, honesty and perseverance. The second was to develop in each member brotherhood, unity 
and dedication to the principles of the fraternity. 
Sigma Omega contributes funds to Cystic Fibrosis with their annual Bike-a-Thon. This a very personal philanthropy 
because the sister of member Bill Butts died of Cystic Fibrosis. Sigma Omega's is "The Best of the Last," with Sigma being Best 
and Omega as Last. 
The colors are navy blue and white. 
1st row — Rod Richardson, Rick Franklin, Mark Ridley, Tom Kelley, Heath Williams, Scott Harris 2nd row — Bill Gaylor, Matt Foster, Danny Spinks, Jim 
Gaylor, Robert Wilson, 3rd row — Mike Smith, Jeff Greeson, Chuck Brand, Andy Brady, David McMickle, Jeff Dryden, 4th row: Jay Drummond, Phil 
Weaver, A1 Hogen, Jimmy Jack, Richard Griffen Not Pictured Hal Harris — President, Chad Rupert, Preston Pops. 
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OFFICERS: President — Hal Harris. Top: Tom Kelly — Sec.; Danny Spinks — Vice Pres.; Matt Foster — Treas. Bottom: Scott 
(Teapot) Harris — Parliamentarian. 
SWEETHEARTS: Top: Mary Mason, Marjorie Poss, Kay Baker. Bottom: Linda Stevens, Laura Vaughan. 
SIGMA OMEGA / 83 
SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON 
Beginning at the turn of the century, Sigma Phi Epsilon's history has changed and grown with its members continually. In 
1900, Pi Kappa Alpha national fraternity was chartered at NGC. It was active until 1933 when our college was reduced to a 
two-year institution. In 1936, the local fraternity of Sigma Theta was formed by its surviving members to provide a social 
outlet for the student body on campus. This local group did much to enhance student life and the lives of Dahlonega 
residents. The Eternal Flame was dedicated to North Georgia College in 1971 and was erected by loyal brothers of the 
fraternity. 
The year 1972 brought another change with the chartering of the Zeta chapter of national fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon. The 
members gained a new name and new ideals, but they retained the pride of Sigma Theta and its activeness in student life. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon itself has a valued history. It was founded at Richmond College (now the University of Richmond, 
Virginia) on November 1, 1901, by C. A. Jenkins and a group composed mostly of ministerial candidates. These founding 
brothers adopted the Bible passage of Matthew 22:37-40 to serve as their basic purpose. This scripture was said to sum up the 
truth of eternity. They developed a heart-shaped badge consistent with the theme of Christian love, and this theme is in the 
background of every phase of the fraternity's programs and traditions. 
There philanthropies include contributions to the Heart Fund, the University Camp for Boys and Green Lane, Penn- 
sylvania, and their local Scottish Rite Fun Run. 
The colors are purple and red. The flowers are the violet and the dark red rose. 
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Officers: Mark Axelburg, Tony Mazza, Matt Palazollo, Rick Dasilva B Presi- 
dent Sluggo, Bruce Davis, and Ken Davis 
Goldenhearts: Donna Long, Suzanne Nix, Angela Reeves, Tami Culpepper, 
Gayle Milliken — President, Kim Krause, Karin Aronowitz, Lauri Warren; not 
pictured: Jenny Smith, Lashelle Pruitt, Toni George. 
SigEP to the rescue!! 
Bobby Denson and Dan Archer keep everyone informed. 
The Dave Wave!!! one more time... Bye Dave. 
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Making Friends For All The World To See! 
Let the people know you've got what you need! 
Making friends ... 
Defines Greek Life at North Georgia College from within. It 
expresses that permanent bond between Greeks that is so 
traditionally created through college years but remembered 
years later as one of those precious treasures that will live 
forever in our hearts, never to be erased — just as the faces 
and memories we have gained through our life here at 
N.G.C. can never be forgotten. 
This bond of friendship is sometimes misunderstood by 
those who are on the outside looking in. Despite the Greek 
stereotypes, one can see the unity and bonds each in- 
dividual group holds. Each Greek is bound with the 
closeness they receive through shared moments with their 
brothers and sisters. Striving for service, leadership, social, 
scholarship, and friendship, the Greek system offers a 
unique experience one can only achieve if they belong. 
Lasting friendship develops among these brothers and 
sisters. 
The motto "Greek is for a lifetime," demonstrates the 
closeness gained through the association with people in the 
Greek system. The experiences each one encounters are 
cherished forever. Greek life is a time of growing and of 
understanding what it means to live with new people, to 
work efficiently within a group, be aware of the needs of 
your college, to have socials and to mix with new people, to 
just have a "Good 'Ole Time" at ballgames, parties, formals, 
dances, retreats, and Weekends! But most important it 
means to be a part of something, to learn about others, in- 
cluding yourself, to belong, and finally to love and be loved 
in return. 
These days will pass quickly, never to return, only to be 
remembered. Value them and those you love. When you are 
a Greek, sometimes it is not an easy path to follow; there is a 
need to be proud of your fraternity, and a will to share what 
you know with others who don't understand what we 
share. There is a desire to appreciate every brother or sister, 
and a hope to find a dream we can all share. 
Yes, that's what Greek life is all about; Friends for life, 
Friends forever. 
GREEKS / 87 
One of the 





year as always the 
stars shone! 
Taking First 
Place was "In 
Express." Second 
place was heated- 
up by "Basic 












their stuff one 
more time. 
88 / AIR BAND '86 
GO GREEK!!! 
WE ARE FAMILY!! Sisters, Brothers. New pledges 
and Phis show their love for the Greek way of life! 
Eight different fraternities and sororities come 
together for one special night. 
Everyone parties down at the Panhellenic, I.F.C. 
Bid Acceptance dance. 
Come and get it Greeks ... the soup is on! 
Happy Greeks share a chance to celebrate a way of 
life that can never be completely explained; you 
have to feel it, OH, IT'S GREAT TO BE A GREEK. 
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Patiently helping 
others, a student par- 
ticipates in the RWAB- 
sponsored Blood Drive. 
a mjzations DIVISION 
Most students at North 
Georgie College found 
some way to fill their 
leisure time outside of 
classes. They needed that 
I extra bit of excitement to 
give them a sense of ac- 
complishment and a feel- 
ing of responsibility. NGC 
I offered many opportunities 
to get involved, to develop 
■ skills, and to work with 
people. SGA President, 
David Martin, commented, 
“I think that the student 
organizations at NGC are 
very successful in helping 
students to become closer 
to other students with 
common interests. Being 
involved in organizations 
also helps you later 
because you learn how to 
conduct meetings and lead 
groups of people." 
Students had the oppor- 
tunity to be involved with 
organizations that 
broadened their Spiritual 
life, made them more 
aware of the community's 
needs, gave them challeng- 
ing responsibilities in 
Anne Stoffle adds life to the Drama Department. 
governing each other and 
other students, and 
highlighted their academic 
achievement. Michelle Lee, 
the Editor of the BSU 
newsletter, said sincerely 
that “the Baptist Student 
Union offers fellowship, 
closeness and lots of good 
fun to all of us involved. 
We grow and learn from 
many of the meaningful 
things that we do." A 
chance to grow, to leam, to 
get a more detailed 
perspective of life could be 
found in many of the stu- 
dent organizations on cam- 
pus. These organizations 
also were good public rela- 
tions between the students 
and the faculty or the com- 
munity. One example of 
this is the Student Govern- 
ment Association, where 
David Martin said, “SGA is 
like a middleman between 
students and facuity/staff. 
Students can come to us 
(SGA) and we can get 
things done that might not 
be able to get done by 
themselves. I got involved 
with SGA because I 
wanted to help the 
students of North Georgia 
College." That spirit of 
wanting to help others was 
a purpose for the organiza- 
tions at NGC. 
Organizations 
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STUDENT ACCOUNTING 
SOCIETY 
Front Row: Jeanne Gillespie, Toni George, Holly Eidson (V. Pres.), Patti Nichols (Scribe), Allen Earls (Pres.), Lisa 
Mattox (Treas.), Karen McDaniel. Back Row: Dr. Larry Dennis (Advisor), Ty Chapman, Cinthia Bradford, Joyce 
Lancaster, Mimi Gregory, Dana Young, Denise Strickland, Debbie Jones, Lisa Williams. 
The Student Accounting Society, now in its third year, was organized to develop pro- 
fessionalism among members, to facilitate the transition from an academic to a business 
environment and to supplement the accounting educational process. The society 
achieved its goals for 1985-86 by almost doubling the size of the organization and by 
providing quarterly speakers on such topics as opportunities in the accounting field, 
resume writing, interviewing techniques, C.P.A. exam requirements and company 
benefits. The year was climaxed with the annual S.A.S. banquet. 




The purpose of the Students for 
Social Awareness is to stimulate 
understanding and improve relation- 
ships between students on the campus 
and in the community of North 
Georgia College. This year they pro- 
vided a Lip Sync and Dance Contest, 
donated canned goods to the needy in 
the community, and operated a Coca- 
Cola booth during the Gold Rush 
Parade. All of these functions were 
successful which keeps their organiza- 
tion optimistic about the future. 
Lee Bass (Pres.), Christine Humphries (Treas.), Otellia Scales (Sec.), Arthur 
Cheatham (V. Pres.). 
Front Row: Joylette Burrows, Sonya Wright, Otellia Scales, Claire Mascuch, Christine Humphries, 
Terri Colson, Lee Bass. Back Row: Michael Steward, Robert Walker, Ricky Hines, Arthur 
Cheatham, Bobby Stubbs, Wayne Lockhart. 
STUDENTS FOR SOCIAL AWARENESS / 93 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MAJORS 
Front Row: Kathy Hutchens, Kathy O'Kelley, Amy Kreager, Mike Chastain, Heather Hurst. 
Second Row: Dennis Weimorts, Jeff Dryden, Dawn Smallwood, Stacey Bennett, Lisa Crosby, Dr. 
John Raber (Advisor). Third Row: Tom Adams, Orin Gilmore, Mike Gerald, John Thompson, 
Mike Wurman, Randy Cook, Tim Bradsher. 
The Physical Education majors at 
North Georgia College became a 
recognized organization on campus dur- | 
ing the 1970-71 school year. Their pur- 
pose is to promote the field of physical 
education on the local, state, and na- 
tional level. Students attend national 
and state conventions in conjunction 
with the area of phys. ed. Fund raising is 
a big part of this unique organization, 
and this is accomplished by parking cars 
and controlling traffic during Gold Rush 
Days and sponsoring fitness events. 
Donations are given to the Senior 
Citizen's Center in Dahlonega and the 
Alumni Foundation. P.E. majors also I 
assist the athletic programs of NGC in 
any and all ways that they can. 
MU EPSILON DELTA 
Mu Epsilon Delta is a national health-science, 
honor and service organization. Their main pur- 
pose is to encourage excellence in health-science 
scholarship, to bind together similarly interested 
students and to familiarize its members with 
careers in health sciences. Mu Epsilon Delta tries 
to be of service to its members by arranging 
seminars, field trips and other activities wherein 
students may become acquainted with graduate 
and professional opportunities. 
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KAPPA EPSILON 
Front Row: Char Scruggs, Sandy Bridges, Sloan Murray. Back Row: Stacey Smith, Mr. Joe Chapman (Advisor), 
Patty Boggs, Mark Minter, Cathy Coone, Ed Elliott. 
It all started about a year ago when some people who enjoy 
music either as listeners or participants organized Kappa Epsilon. 
With the help of Joe Chapman, their able leader, the group has 
grown and this year they hosted the Georgia Music Teachers' 
Convention in Gainesville. They also sponsored visiting pianists. 
Although the members do not perform publicly, they meet 
together for improvisations. Many of these people are music ma- 
jors, even though it is not a requirement. When recital time ap- 
proaches, the group does double duty as support personnel for 
pianists and vocalists. 
KAPPA EPSILON / 95 
NGC SINGERS 
Back Row, L-R: Ric Davenport, Robin Stuart, Jon Strasser, Tim Ruff, Mark Minter, Ed Elliott, Alan 
Coody. Front Row, L-R: Patty Boggs, Stacey Smith, Char Scruggs, Rhonda Waters, Sherry Roper, 
Sloan Murray, Janeann Carter, Laura Hay, Erin Amerson, Lisa Bennett. Conductor — Dr. David 
Bamett; Pianist — Patti Reynolds. 
The North Georgia College Singers was 
formed in 1981 and evolved to its present 
form in 1983. The NGC Singers is the 
ultimate choral music experience for 
twenty-five select musicians from the music 
program at North Georgia College. The 
Singers will present more than 30 perfor- 
mances throughout Georgia and the 
southeast this year. 
This program features music of all styles 
in a single entertainment package. Every 
facet of the entire spectrum of choral music 
receives equal attention to the highest 
standards of performance, whether 
renaissance, avant-garde, pop, or jazz. 
It demonstrates one approach to a total 
choral music experience: one which is 
musically, educationally and vocationally 
oriented. The stringent and varied demands 
placed upon today's professional vocalists 
necessitates a well-rounded background, 
and the serious educator strives to provide 
a program which will encourage each stu- 
dent to develop the flexibility to meet any 
situation. Our intent is to do it all — and do 
it well. 
Under the direction of Mr. Chapman, The NGC Singers participated in a performance with the chorus of Fannin County High School, Blu< 




Lorena Becker, Michelle Morabito, Susan Ledford, Cheryl 
Smoot, Jackie Bergeron. 
DANCING SAINTS / 97 
THEATRE STUDIO 
Theatre Studio is a most unique 
organization. The crew is piloted by Mr. 
Joe Morgan, assistant professor of Fine 
Arts. Rehearsals begin no later than the 
second week of a given quarter and the 
work doesn't cease until the day after 
closing night. Not only do the actors and 
directors dedicate themselves to rough 
practice schedules, but the crew heads, 
members and stage managers also put in 
many hours of preparation. However, 
the time alloted to rehearsal is well 
spent. The payoff is great — the sense of 
fulfillment is extraordinary. 
Theatre Studio performs serious works 
of authors such as Tennessee Williams 
and Edward Albee, as well as the light- 
hearted writings of Mark Twain and O. 
Henry. Whether the gorup is performing 
dramas of laughter or tears, the audience 
always walks away from an evening in 
the company of Theatre Studio a little 
more enriched than before. 
Front Row: Beth Lester, Andrea Dobra, John McManus, Alice Marcantonio, Suzanne Wight, 
Laura Hickman. Second Row: Sherry Gray, Ann Stoffle, Chris Cravens, Laurie Hartigan, 
Matt Gadziala, Stephanie Economy. Third Row: Jeff Thompson, Virginia Panter, Paula Ban- 
ning, Richard Ingram, Kathy Whitley, Mr. Joe Morgan (Advisor). 
Ann Stoffle and John Mark Turner battle it out on-stage. Suzanne Wight and John McManus enjoy their parts in the N.G.C. 
productions. 
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RESIDENT ASSISTANTS 
• Front Row: Kathleen Derum (Head Resident — Sanford), Kayanne King, Beth Higginbotham, Cara 
' Townsend, Lisa Nicholas, Donna Barrett. Second Row: Terri Colson (Resident Counselor — Lewis 
and Lewis Annex), Janet Harris, Mary Harrell, Jill Fortenberry, Nancy Tew, Stacey Smith, June King, 
I Bonnie Ross, Suzie Mitchell. Back Row: Dean Frances Saus, Cindy Buice, Micah McKoy, Paige Yar- 
brough, Kathy Finch, Joanne Poss, Anne Switzer, Tina Winkles, Kelly Barger, Melissa Mustain, Carol 
• Schrieffer (Resident Counselor — Donovan). 
| 
The Resident Assistants of North Georgia College 
are leaders in the residence halls who serve as 
counselors, advisors, disciplinarians and ad- 
ministrative liaisons for their fellow students. The 
staff is made up of twenty-five Resident Assistants 
who are advised by the Resident Counselors of 
Donovan and Lewis Halls and the Associate Dean 
of Students. 
The Residence Hall Program implemented 
several changes this year designed to improve the 
"home life" of residents. One of the most noticeable 
differences is the installation of RA offices in 
Donovan and Lewis Halls. These offices, serve the 
residents through appliance checkout, lockout 
service and issuing general information. 
Besides serving the students through their duties 
in the RA offices, Resident Assistants work together 
as a staff to provide activities such as informative 
seminars and theme dances. These programs pro- 
vide an educational and social outlet for the 
students, as well as the programs planned by in- 
dividual RAs for their floor sections. 
Although the Residence Hall Staff work together 
as a unit in several areas, the RAs' primary respon- 
sibility is their individual floor section. RAs coor- 
dinate hall parties and projects, maintain discipline 
on their halls and serve as counselor and friend for 
many residents. 
The one-on-one contact, the RAs have with their 
residents is the element of the RA program which 
has made it successful. The little acts of caring and 
showing that the RAs contribute make residence 
life at North Geogia College more home-like and 
more memorable. 
Mary Harrell, Kathy Finch and Tina Winkles learn team effort at 
the RA Workshop at Pine Valley. 
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COLLEGE UNION BOARD 
Front Row: Alice Marcantonio, Anna Coker (Pres.), Leah Deacon, Mary McGraw, Tonya 
McFarland, Donna Long, Donna Elrod, Ann Stoffle, Kathy Young. Back Row: Wes Thomas (Ad- 
visor), Davdatt Patel, Clark Blackwell, Robin Stuart, Andy Rausch, Leslie Case, Mark McClure, 
Mr. J. B. Woolfolk. 
The Union is an integral and vital part of the educational life of the College, sharing goals of academic and 
personal development. The Union serves as a community center and forum for the people who make up the 
college — students, faculty, staff, alumni, and guests. As a facility, it provides services, conveniences, and 
amenities needed to enhance the daily life of the college. 
The Movie Crew Committee is responsible for providing viable student entertainment through a number of 
various motion picture programs. These programs include regularly scheduled major movies, cartoons, and 
specialty film festivals. 
The Cultural Affairs Committee Chairman, Tonya McFarland, described this committee as "great" this 
year. It serves the purpose of bringing interesting culture to the college. This year the Alpha Omega Players 
performing "Red Hot Loves," Mark Twain, and "The Merry Wives of Windsor" were presented by the 
Cultural Affairs Committee. 
The Decorations and Hospitality Committee acts as hosts and hostesses to the College Union. This group 
provides interior decorations for the Student Center to honor all major holidays, assists in decorations for 
other committee projects such as dances and parties, and provides decorations for other functions deemed 
necessary by the Union Board. 
The Ideas and Issues Committee provides the resources for examination of new ideas and current issues 
that are of interest to the students of North Georgia College. This committee serves as an informal educa- 
tional medium for supplementing the academic education and relating the academic and non-academic fac- 
tors of education. 
The Publicity and Public Relations Committee is responsible for insuring that all members of the college 
are informed of College Union Board Events. They try to think of creative ways to inform the students. They 
have a monthly calendar which announces happenings. Just this year, they have come out with the weekly 
FLUSH FLASH which is posted in the restrooms of the girls dorms and buildings around campus. They are a 
motivated group, always trying new ideas. 
The Recreation Committee is responsible for presenting a variety of recreational activities based on the in- 
terests and needs of the students at North Georgia. Eight Ball, Ping Pong, Spades, camping, and backpacking 
are some of these. 
The Social Activities Committee functions to provide social activities such as the Registration Dance, the 
Sweetheart Ball and the Spring theme dance. This committee has as its main objective to supplement the 
overall activity program with quality concert and dance events. 
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MOVIE CREW 
Front Row: Colleen McKenna, Melinda Kay, Jennifer Meuse, Mary McGraw, Donna Long, Melissa Sanders, 
Terri Barrett. Back Row: Laurie Hartigan, Chris Ware, Kevin Titre, Brant McCanless, John Collins, K. C. 
Smith, Juan Guadino, Kathy Young, Terri Mincey. 
PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Front: Jenny Greenwalt, Janette Kelly, Wendy Hayes, 
Alice Marcantonio, Lisa Pacheco. Back: Matt Godziala, 
Paul Montillo, Ann Stoffle, Teri Smith. 
CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
Front Row: Ed Elliott, Tonya McFarland, Suzanne Sheffer, Pamela 
Harris, Stephanie Boyd. Back Row: Patty Boggs, Sandy Bridges, Char 










Front Row: Mr. Michael Hyams (Advisor), Heath Williams, Robin Stuart, Scott Harris, David Martin, Sonja Jarrett. 
Second Row: Kay Baker, Cheri McCord, Holly Eidson, Cindy Perry, Kathleen Derum, Steve Thomas, Sabrina 
Wiley. Third Row: Tara Sharpe, Joann Poss, Julia Hinton, Bill Mitchell, Jeff Welchel, Danny Spinks. Not Pictured: 
Becky Bridges. 
The Student Government Association is the main govern- 
ing body on campus. It is a student organization that works 
for the students. One of its primary functions is to serve as a 
link between the students, faculty and administration. 
The SGA is composed of three executive officers and six 
elected representatives from each class. Each representative 
will serve on one of five committees: Publications, 
Judiciary/Academic, Student Service/College Relations, 
Elections and one College Union Board Representative. 
Each year the SGA allocates student activity fees to dif- 
ferent organizations on campus so that the students will be 
able to enjoy a broad range of activities. Each week the stu- 
dent body is kept informed of the different happenings of 
people and organizations thorugh the very informative SGA 
Newsletter. Through SGA Action Lines, the SGA works to 
solve any problems students may have. 
Executive Council 
Front Row: Wendy Vemer, Patricia Ryan. Back Row: David 
Martin, Kim Brady, Joe Orecchio. 
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RESIDENT WOMEN'S 
AFFAIRS BOARD 
Front row: Susan Black, Leigh Brown. Middle Row: Lori Richards, Sandy 
Bridges, Lisa McDaniel, Kelly Rea, Gretchen Bailey, Suzanne Poss. Back 
Row: Cherie Thompson, Cyndi Kay. 
The Resident Women's Affairs Board was 
organized to promote the welfare of the women 
students at North Georgia College. It is the 
governing body of the Resident Women's Stu- 
dent Government Association and meets weekly 
to discuss the problems of women and students. 
Meetings are open and women are invited to at- 
tend, participate and submit suggestions to the 
board. The Board is made up of elected represen- 
tatives and is responsible for the citizenship of 
women students. Their organization allows 
women to become actively involved in the 
governing of the student body and the planning 
of activities on campus. The blood drive, theme 
dance and the Miss North Georgia College 
Pageant are some of the annual events they 
sponsor and they urge all women students to 
participate. 
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The National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, 
recognizing and encouraging superior achieve- 
ment in all academic disciplines, invites to 
membership those persons of good character 
who have excelled in scholarship. A senior must 
have a 3.6 grade point average and a junior must 
have a 3.8 grade point average. A graduate stu- 
dent may be invited as a result of his or her 
outstanding work as both a graduate and an 
undergraduate. The graduating students who are 
members of Phi Kappa Phi wear maroon and 
white ribbons. 
Front Row: Dr. James Ewing, Jr., Loretta Major, Mrs. Linda August, Mrs. Delores Seabolt, 
Miss Sara Steele, Dr. Peggy Opitz, Dr. John F. Pearce, Dr. Philip Buckheister. Back Row: Dr. 
Sidney E. Benton, Dr. James C. Parks, Mr. Pete Green, Dr. Allen R. Ellington, Mr. Michael 
Hvams. Not Pictured: Dr. Joe Biesbrock, Dr. Kay Colbert, Dr. Jim Coone, Mr. Ernest Elder, 
Mr. Don Kincaid, Mr. Larry Mitchell, Mrs. Arlene Moore, Dr. John H. Owen, Dr. Dave 
Pandres, Ms. Nora Seabolt, Dr. Hugh Shott, Mrs. Ann Tallant, Ms. Diana Hyams, Anita 
Acevedo, Carol Barnette, Deborah Gordon, Theresa Gottfried. RWAB/PHI KAPPA PHI / 103 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION 
The purpose of the Baptist Stu- 
dent Union is to provide an on- 
campus organization involved in 
the spiritual growth of college 
students. BSU is a student-led 
organization with an open 
membership policy. Approximately 
100 students have been involved 
with BSU in the past year. BSU has 
many activities throughout the 
year. These include Bible studies, 
prayer breakfast, Firm Believers 
(aerobics), nursing home visitation, 
Community-Help projects and 
weekly meetings. Also, special 
events such as their pre-school 
retreat in Panama City, Florida, 
Winter Bible Study retreat to 
Gatlinburg, Tenn., Spring Break 
Missions to New York City and 
Summer Missions offer many op- 
portunities for Christian growth 
and fellowship. 
Baptist Student Union Executive Council: Front: Michelle Lee, Leanne Koon, Rendy 
Fossett, Sherrie Gore, Susan Green, Kellie Cochran, Ken JonesE- Campus Minister. Back: 
Mark Ayers, Jimmy Mason, Warren Stubbs, Calen Thomas, Dean Sockwell.. 
Celebrating their love for Christ and for each other, BSU members 
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Kelly Glude, Patty Lefebvre (Sec.), Patti Nichols (V. Pres./Pres.), Paul 
Montello. Not Pictured: Michelle Robichaux (Pres.), Sue Stubbs (Treas.), 
Reed Schwendo, Terri Newport, Mary Phillips, Pat Standard. 
Newman Family is a national Catholic 
organization on many college campuses 
throughout the United States. The chapter at 
North Georgia College is a small, close-knit 
group of dedicated students working together to 
keep the Catholic spirit active in their college 
lives. The special project sponsored by Newman 
every year is the "Adopt-a-Family" program. 
Families from St. Luke's parish in Dahlonega 
provide a “home away from home" for students 
to run to for a home-cooked meal, a friendly hug, 
a quiet place to study or just some time away 
from campus. This program has been very suc- 
cessful over the years and just like Newman 
Family, it's getting stronger day by day. 
NEWMAN FAMILY /105 
WESLEY FELLOWSHIP 
Front Row: Leah Deacon, Laurie Hartigan, Christine Bentley, Alice Hardin, Scott Stipe. Second Row: Tracy 
Turner, Kathy Young, Sharmi Webb, Angie Shattuck, Rusty Ray, Kelly Glude, Randy Graves. Back Row: Mark Mc- 
Clure, Roger Head, Rev. Jerome Hamm, Cory Welch, David Womack, Ed Bell, Norby Lanford. 
The Wesley Fellowship is a Methodist-sponsored organization that offers students of any denomina- 
tion an opportunity for spiritual growth and fellowship in a Christian environment. Wesley is not a club 
you join; it is a life you share with friends. Their weekly meetings consist of Bible study and discussion 
of Christianity in daily life. Wesley is an alternative escape from the pressures and demands of college 
life. "Beloved, let us love one another. For love is of God and everyone who loves is bom of God and 
knows Him." (I John 4:7). Love and fun all wrapped up in one — that's Wesley. 
106 / WESLEY 
INTRO — The student orientation staff is made up of outstanding upper-division students who have been selected because 
of their desire to serve in the program. They are a friendly group, and their job is to help incoming freshmen and transfer 
students understand the complex and exciting aspects of college life during the four INTRO sessions during the summer. 
Front: Linda Stevens — Junior Early Childhood Education major from Norcross, GA; 
Donna McGuffey — Senior Early Childhood Education major from Griffin, GA; 
Marjorie Poss — Senior Middle Grades Education major from Cumming, GA. 
2nd row: Mark Howarth — Senior Business Management major from Athens, GA; 
Laura Vaughn — Senior Chemistry major from Gainesville, GA; 
H. Michael Hyams — Vice President for Student Affairs; 
Kathy Finch — Sophomore Middle Grades Education major from Commerce, GA; 
David Meyer — Junior Chemistry/Biology (Pre-Vet) major from Stone Mountain, GA; 
Paige Yarbrough — Junior Biology/Secondary Education major from Lilburn, GA: 
Steve Brown — Counselor for Students. 
3rd row: Lee Ann Powell — Sophomore Psychology major from McDonough, GA: 
Frances Saus — Associate Dean of Students; 
Kay Baker — Sophomore Criminal Justice major from Tucker, GA: 
James Surface — Senior Accounting major from Warner Robins, GA; 
Hal Harris — Junior Business Management major from Monticello, GA; 
Mike Hyams — Junior Marketing major from Dahlonega, GA: 
Richard Love — Junior Psychology/Criminal Justice major from Morrow, GA. 
Back: Bill Barrett — Senior Foreign Language/Political Science major from Peachtree City, GA; 
Robin Stuart -S Junior Business Administration major from Arlington, GA. 
INTRO LEADERS / 107 
Adam Gray (6) turns 
the ball upfield in a 
game against Lagrange 
College. The Saints 
went on to win, 2-1. 
108 / SPORTS DIVISION 
Andy Brady (55), Foxtrot, eludes an Echo tackier. 
These are the teams . . . 
These are the players ... 
We are the mighty Saints, fighting for victory, 
striving for triumph over our opponents yet un- 
daunted by our rare defeats. Every member of the 
sixteen sports programs at N.G.C. experiences 
many long hard hours of practice and repetition of 
the same basic techniques in order to earn a posi- 
tion and become number one. 
The pursuit of excellence in the area of athletic 
competition is something that has always been 
held in high esteem. Whether it is as a member of 
a team or as an individual, being the best you can 
be is one of the most important goals in life. This 
concept of the pursuit of excellence is a tradition at 
N.G.C. 
These are the players ... 
These are the winners . . . 
These are the Saints ... 
Sports 
SPORTS DIVISION /109 
N.G.C. SOCCER 
Soccer Saints Win District 25 Championship 
North Georgia's challenge this season was to further develop 
an offensive effort to go with last year's tenacious defense. 
Among Coach Carl Geier's key returning players are captain 
Mike Ginder, 1984 Most Valuable Defenseman; Mark Howarth, 
1985 Most Valuable Midfieldman; and John Geier, who missed 
much of last season with a knee injury but who was the team's 
highest scorer in 1983. 
Key recruits included freshman midfielders Adam Grey and 
Daniel Alonso. Grey is an Atlanta Area All-Star from Redan. 
Alonso, originally from Mexico, graduated from Roosevelt of 
Atlanta. Chad Garrison stepped into the position of goalkeeper 
taking over for departed goalie and MVP, James Davis. 
Coach Geier, in his fourth season, was optimistic about th( 
Saints' chances for a successful season and a return to th< 
playoffs. He noted that the midfield is loaded with good shooter; 
and that the team has considerable depth. His optimism, as wel 
as the astounding talent of the Saints players, took the socce: 
team to the District 25 playoffs and eventually th( 
Championship! 
Front, L-R: John Geier, Daniel Alonzo, Patrick Standard, Gil Watson, Chris Nichols, Chad Garrison, Antonio Aquirre, 
Sean O'Mahoney, Jeff Greeson, Fred Becking. Back, L-R: Coach Carl Geier, Assistant Coach Don Kessler, David Meyer, 
Mike Ginder, Bill Barrett, Adam Grey, Mark Reed, Adam Oaks, John Beilina, Chad Champion, Mark Howarth, Richard 
Love, Assistant Coach Jeff Tate, Assistant Coach Tim Home. 
110/SAINTS SOCCER 
Mike Ginder uses his head to block a shot as teammate 
Rich Love looks on. 
Adam Gray drives in hard for a goal; the tongue really 
helps! 
(From R to L) Assistant Coach Jeff Tate, Most Valuable 
Player: Goalie Chad Garrison and Assistant Coach Tim 












John Beilina carefully eyes the ball in defense 
of our winning season. 
Even in the midst of a swarming defense, Mark 
Howarth can hit the spot with accuracy. 
The celebration begins on the held as the Saints 
add another victory to their record. 
112/SOCCER 
As Daniel Alonzo shows here, practice makes 
perfect. 
Chad Garrison was awarded Most Valuable 
Player, presented by Assistant Coach Tim Home. 
John Geier often presented problems for 
opposing teams when dribbling the ball with his 
swift feet. 
Coach Carl Geier (right) and Assistant Coach 













Nine returning lettermen and a seasoned group of newcomers 
combined to form the 1985-86 North Georgia College Saints 
basketball team. Coach Bill Ensley's squad was the most ex- 
perienced NGC team in many years, promising a year even more 
exciting than ever before. 
The team was built around All-District and honorably men- 
tioned Oren Gilmore, the 6'10" senior center and 6-foot senior 
point Scott Lane. Other veterans included 6'7" senior forward 
Mike Gerald, 6'3" senior swing man Kenny Stewart, 6'2" senior 
guard Curtis Grant, and senior Chris Guthrie, a 6'7" center who's 
earned three letters in a Saints uniform. Also returning were let- 
termen Jamie Jarrard, Joe Jarrard, and Jimmy Johnson. 
New to NGC are 6'3" All-GJCAA performer Kevin Harris from i 
South Georgia Junior College; Adam Cohen, a transfer from 
NCAA Marist College in New York, John Hilbum, a freshman 
from Macon; and Stanley Freeman from Emmanuel Junior 
College. 
Coach Bill Ensley had excellent assistance from his coaching 
staff, Randy Dunn and Lacca Bromell, as well as several of the 
physical education majors. Coach Ensley has been named as 
Georgia's "winningest" coach after winning 261 games since his 
career as head coach since coming to NGC in 1971. 
Front Row, L. to R.: Coach Dunn, Coach Ensley, Coach Bromell. Second Row, L. to R.: Rent Arp Mgr., Scott Lane, Stanley Freeman, Joe Jarrard, Kevin 
Harris, John Hilbum, Curtis Grant, Flint McCullough Mgr. Third Row, L. to R.: Adam Cohen, Jamie Jarrard, Mike Gerald, Oren Gilmore, Chris 
Guthrie, Jimmy Johnson, Kenny Stewart. 
114/ SAINTS BASKETBALL 
Oren Gilmore (34) strips the ball from the arms of the opponent; they 
never had a chance! 
* Chris Guthrie has that "why not throw me the ball?" 
j look. 
S Kevin Harris (24) does a great job at blocking this 
layup, even with his eyes closed. 
HI ^ i 











BOYS' BASKETBALL / 115 
Discussing their strategy, Oren Gilmore and 
Adam Cohen make a pre-game plan. 
The Saints' (#42) Adam Cohen drives in for a 
lay-up against Ga. Southwestern. 
Mike Gerald practices from the free throw 
line. These undefended shots could win the 
game. 
116/ BOYS' BASKETBALL 
rapl 
'gEORGK® 
Oren Gilmore pauses to think before making 
his move; Deep concentration, a firm grip on the 
ball and well planted feet make him a great 
player. 
Oren Gilmore (34) drives in for a layup. 
Adam Cohen (42) leaps into the air for another 
of his great shots. Deep concentration! Just look 
at that facial expression! 
Adam Cohen (42) and Oren Gilmore (34) play in 
a close game that the Saints won. 
BOYS' BASKETBALL / 117 
CHEERLEADERS 
Motivating the Saints 
During the 1985-86 basketball season, the North Georgia 
College cheerleaders were a driving force behind the 
N.G.C. Saints. The support of these eight girls was very im- 
portant to the morale of the team. With their spirited 
routines the group cheered the Saints through a very suc- 
cessful season. 
The talent and enthusiasm shown by each of the girls 
made every game more exciting than the one before and 
kept the crowds on their feet. The hard work put forth by 
L. to R.: Monica West, Jill Harkleroad, Amy Burnette, Cyndi the N.G.C. cheerleaders was evident at each game by the 
Wiener, Krista Fields, Wendy Davis, Angie Craig, Debbie Harris. reaction of the roaring crowds. Let's go Saints!!! 
118 / CHEERLEADERS 
A line of beautiful high spirited girls with sixteen beautiful legs: Jill, 
Monica, Cyndi, Amy, Krista, Angie, Wendy, Debbie. 
Monica West kicks high and points that toe while Debbie Harris blasts out a 
cheer. 
Jill Harkleroad kicks her leg way up in a cheer for the Saints. 















Kim Cody, the Lady Saints' only returning senior, 
and her team of high-spirited, hard working basket- 
ball players had something to prove this year. Led 
by an enthusiastic Coach Lynn Jarrett and her assis- 
tant, Tim Phillips, these girls were determined to 
show what willpower and practice can do to make a 
young team flourish and shine. In addition to their 
one senior, the team consisted of three juniors 
(Sheron Jones, Lisa Crosby, and Stacy Bennett), five 
sophomores (Kathy Dunaway, Monieca Taylor, 
Cindy Hoyle, Dawn Garini, and Annette Rogers), 
and four freshmen (Laurie Burkett, Charline Jones,1 
Gretchen Smith, and Claire Lawson). They faced a 
tough District 25 schedule with every game critical. 
In addition to the Lady Saints' spirit, they 
demonstrated considerable talent throughout thei 
season. Their team oriented offense and tough 
defense took their able opponents by surprise, 
bringing fans to their feet on numerous occasions. 
Coach Jarrett remained proud of their efforts 
throughout the season. In the end her girls were, as 
she had predicted, a "squad of winners." 
Bottom Row, L-R: Kathy Dunaway, Lisa Crosby, Sheron Jones, Laurie Burkett, Charline Jones. Top Row, L-R: Assistant 
Coach Tim Phillips, Stacy Bennett, Kim Cody, Annette Rogers, Gretchen Smith, Dawn Garini, Cindy Hoyle, manager Amy 
Lord, Head Coach Lynn Jarrett. 
LADY SAINTS BASKETBALL 
Shey Jones and Gretchen Smith discuss their game plan 
around the free throw line. 
While cheering her team onto victory, Annette Rogers 
awaits a pass from one of her teammates. 
After being congratulated for one of their many wins, the 
Lady Saints head for the relaxation of the locker room. 
LADY SAINTS BASKETBALL / 121 
Coaching means communicating. Head coach Lynn Jar- 
rett makes eye contact with her players. 
Lady Saint Claire Lawson is in intense concentration on 
the task at hand. 
No. 24 Lisa Crosby stands poised for action. 
Strategy, then action — the key to great basketball! 
122 / LADY SAINTS BASKETBALL 
No. 52 Gretchen Smith uses 
her long arm to defend the 
hoop from the grips of the 
opponent. 










Echo Company Wins Brigade Championship 
Foxtrot cheerleaders were real foxes; they cheered the team on and 
entertained the crowd. 
Cheerleaders for the Delta Dragons were all smiles; they were 
more fun to watch than the players. 
We're number one say three members of the brigade championship 
team, The Echo Rangers. 
A tough day at practice was all work and no play. 
124/FOOTBALL 
Alex outran the defender and got that pass off! Great spiral! 
It's going to take more than two people to tackle this hard 
driving fullback. 
The eagle-eye of the official watches as a play is about to 
begin. 






Drag out those T-shirts, tennis shoes and flags! Find 7 
girls who love running, passing and slipping in the mud. 
Get a Gerald Riggs clone to coach and what you've got is 
North Georgia College Girls' Intramural Flag Football. 
Coach Richard Oates and his staff organize and referee 
these daring games of athletic prowess in the Fall. Each 
game consists of two 25 minute halves with a 5 minute 
break in the middle so the players can regroup, slurp 
down the Gatorade and catch their collective breath. 
Among those teams braving the elements this Fall was 
the Alpha Gamma Deltas, JoAnn's Jockettes, Winkle's 
Warriors, Wilson's Wonders and the Snipers. 
The intramural team called 
Wilson's Wonders plans their 
game strategy against their 
opponent. 
Jeff Tate could always be seen 
at the field assisting in 
officiating the games. 
Joanne's Jockettes were 
a unified group! 
126 / GIRLS' FLAG FOOTBALL 
Relaxing after a long first half, 
Kelly Grant, Paula Collier, 
Meredith Wilder, and 
Tammy Thompson take a 
breather. Being an official for 
flag football can add pressure 
to a busy college student's 
schedule, or it could relieve 
some other anxieties. On the 
offense, Sharon Burrow 
takes off for the goal line. 
G 
I . 


















Many people are involved in the flag football program at 
N.G.C. Included in this program are people to officiate, keep 
the record of the downs, scorekeepers, opposing teams and 
fans. 
Heading for the goal line for six points, Junior Leigh Brown 
barely gets out of the way of a tough defense. 
128 / GIRLS INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL 
"Col Fight! Win!” 
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS 
Nicole Daubin leads the Bravo Company Cheerleaders in a 
crowd-rousing cheer. 
Charlie Company Cheerleaders enjoy the thrill of leading 
"their team" on to a glorious win. 
Alfa Company Cheerleaders 
were always full of spunk and 
enthusiasm, as well as lots of 
coolness as shown by the 
shades. 
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS / 129 
GIRLS INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 
Anxious basketball players await the 
freethrow shooter's rebound and 
perhaps a chance to score a basket. 
Lynn prepares to shoot the hoop for 
two! 
After an exciting Thursday evening in 
the gym, basketball enthusiasts 
celebrate! 
130 / GIRLS INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 
Going in for the rebound with 
concentration and great intent, 
Barbara Hester is a strong asset 
to her team. 
After the other team committed a foul, 
Meredith puts the ball in the hoop with a 
one-and-one. Conferring with the coach is 
an important and valuable part of any 
basketball game. 
GIRLS INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL / 131 
Friends yet opposing teammates, Meredith and Kelly have 
a common goal — get that rebound! 
Giving a time-out pep-talk, one player-coach explains a 
new game strategy to her team. 
i 132 / GIRLS' INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 
These five young ladies have just played another 
outstanding game of intramural basketball — move over, 
Lady Saints! 
Meredith cheers as her teammates practice for another 
big Tuesday night game. 
GIRLS' INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL / 133 
LADY SAINTS SOFTBALL 
Even though a young team, the 1986 Lady Saints' Soft- 
ball Team gave their opponents a run for the money. The 
hectic schedule for this past season started in early March 
and kept the team busy through May. The four returning 
players showed great leadership for six new rookie players. 
The team consisted of three returning seniors: Susan Moore, 
Melissa Tyson, and Sheron Jones. Grete Richards, a return- 
ing player and Lauren Jones were the two juniors and Kim 
Nicholson was the only sophomore. The rest of the team 
were hard working freshmen: Amanda England, Tracy 
Harvey, Valerie Newman, and Laina Zielker. Terri Spinks 
and Kelly Grant helped by keeping the books and coaching. 
Learning quick was the name of the game this year with 
every player giving their all. Along with the new players 
came a new coach, Robert Southwell, who used his 
coaching experience to lead his team through a winning 
season. Of course a great season could not have been at- 
tainable without the hard work from everyone who made 
up and supported the team. 
This left-handed hitter for the Lady Saints is the center of attention for the umpire, fellow teammates, the opposition, and the fans of the Lady Saints Softball 
team. One of her teammates warms up next to the dugout, waiting for her turn to prove that the Lady Saints are Number One! 
134 / LADY SAINTS SOFTBALL 
With high expectations of ex- 
cellent performance, Coach 
Southwell watches his Lady 
Saints from the dugout. 
Graduate Assistant Kelly Grant 
agrees that any team coming to 
Dahlonega to play her team is in 
for trouble! 
The Lady Saints are down and 






















Saints tennis player swipes at the ball just 
behind the base line. 
With intense concentration and developed 
strategy, this Saints tennis player crosses the 
service court line to return the serve. 
Spring and tennis. Practically synonymous 
nouns. Let just a streak of sunlight hit the 
courts below the gym and out pop tennis 
buffs. The most enthusiastic of these become 
tennis team members and practice takes 
precedence over all other activities. Tans and 
muscles are developed to the point that anx- 
ious parents begin calling the admissions of- 
fice to reassure themselves that their offspring 
really are enrolled in college. 
Yet in the end, it's all worthwhile, as 
matches and tournaments are won. Somehow 
the quarter passes and studies aren't totally ig- 
nored. Parents relax and coaches beam. Ten- 
nis and North Georgia College. Two great 
complements to Spring. 
136 / SAINTS TENNIS 
LADY SAINTS TENNIS 
Lady Saints tennis players Lisa Crosby, Sherry Tomlin 
and Meredith Wilder indulge in a cool glass of water 
after a long and rewarding tennis match. 
Sharon Burrow is one of the Lady Saints top players, as 
she concentrates on her next stroke of the racket. 
L-R: Sherry Tomlin, Judy Brautigam, Lisa Crosby, Meredith Wilder, Kelly Stevens, Sharon Burrow, Coach Lynn Jarrett. 
LADY SAINTS TENNIS / 137 
A VERY SPECIAL 
ARTS FESTIVAL 
It's hard to say who had the most fun, who got the most 
exercise, who learned the greatest lesson from the Very 
Special Arts Festival last spring. Was it the special education 
children brought in from the surrounding counties to par- 
ticipate in physical, emotional, and mental activities de- 
signed to develop their horizons and expand their 
possibilities? Or was it those hard working, fun-loving, car- 
ing students, faculty, and staff members led by Bob Owens 
and Tommye Scanlin of the Art department? Both physical- 
ly and mentally handicapped children were escorted by 
their teachers and local "clowns" (look closely, one of these 
may be your roommate) from booth to booth and section to 
section to join in games, sports, art work, and music. 
Volunteers of all sorts were needed to make this day possi- 
ble and they materialized in the form of campus folk as well 
as local civic organizations and kind hearts. Gifts of art sup- 
plies, potted plants and planting soil, Cokes and goodies, 
and even lunch poured in. Just when the kids needed a 
chance to rest, entertainment in the form of singers and 
musicians appeared. Then to the delight of all, our able Ar- 
my demonstrated feats of skill and daring that sent them 
home oogle-eyed and excited. 
What was left, after all was over, when the booths were 
dismantled and the banners down, when the last of the 
messy stage make-up was scrubbed clean from our faces, 
was a feeling of warm satisfaction and a brotherhood of 
people brought together by their empathy for others. That 
and the hope that we will get the opportunity to join in once 
again next year. 
138 / SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL 






















These students participating in the Arts Festival enjoy their 
first time to be on camera. What a chance to be on TV! 
Tommye Scanlin, Melanie Everett, a North Hall High 
School teacher, and Bob Owens are obviously proud of this 
young student who received an award for her county at the 
capitol in Atlanta for the Special Arts Festival. 
140 / SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL 
Here's a young man who has obviously found an 
attention-getting beat. 
These children certainly enjoy this station of good 
music — play it again, Mr. Booth. 
This little lady has found a new hobby and a new 
green thumb. All it takes is nourishment and love! 











Recreation at its best! 
For those students who never joined a softball team, who never dunked a 
basketball through the college hoop, there are other ways to enjoy sports 
and recreation. One of these ways is to join the College Union Board, 
become an officer or committee chairman, and go on their annual retreat. 
Admittedly, that's taking the scenic route to sports, but the variety of ac- 
tivities, the challenge of keen competition, and the jovial approach to a good 
time makes it all worthwhile. 
The purpose of the retreat, which might appear to be a byproduct to the 
uninformed observer, is to develop camaraderie among the members of this 
group and enhance their cooperative working skill. 
The last trek into the wilderness was held near Franklin, North Carolina. 
The CUB members found water too cool to resist, mountains that beckoned 
them higher, food cooked over an open fire that even a mom couldn't top, 
and friendships that will last a lifetime. Of course, there were a few sore 
muscles, a little sunburn, a stumped toe or two. That's fine. The bigger the 
battlescar, the better the war story! 
After a long afternoon of planning for this year's College Union Board activities, CUB 
members take a dip in the cool mountain water. 
James Surface, Mark McClure, and Alice Marcantonio contemplate the jump into the 
water while Mary McGraw emphasizes her fun times in the water. 
142 / CUB RETREAT 
CUBers not only exercise their mental and creative abilities at the 
retreat, but their physical activities were also a big part of their 
schedule. 
Female members stretch and do a variety of exercises before they 
start their big day of planning. 
Alice and Ann not only are good friends, 
but their leadership qualities and creative 
ideas make them quite a pair! 
Tonya McFarland and other CUBers clean 
up after a long day of work and after a good 
dinner outdoors. 
CUB RETREAT / 143 
144 / CUB RETREAT 
Stand a little closer, Alice, and you get a 
free shower. 
"So how do you get over there?" 
CUBers become a part of the natural 
waterfall. 
What troopers! All that way and still 
they've got strength to smile. 















Teachers are not always sane, 
as evidenced by Dr. Downing 
venting his frustrations on a 
skull. 
146 / FACULTY DIVISION 
The backbone of North Georgia 
College is its administration, staff and 
faculty. We depend on them in many 
ways and rely on their knowledge and 
efficiency. Because they keep the 
school running smoothly, we are able 
to pursue our education and social 
lives without hindrance. 
The administration consists of a 
special group of people whose ears 
are tuned to the student body. These 
dedicated professionals provide direc- 
tion and goals for the college as well 
as the means to reach them. Each 
member is knowledgeable and caring 
and prepared to help any individual 
student realize his or her dreams. The 
"open door policy" allows com- 
munication that is vital to an efficient, 
creditable and growing school. 
Donna Long looks overwhelmed by Dr. Ell- 
ington's sagacity. 
By serving as the homemakers 1 on 
campus, the staff provides an at- 
mosphere of security and warmth. Often 
unseen and unacknowledged, they 
sometimes may feel forgotten. However, 
their contributions to student life will 
long be remembered and appreciated. 
Closely associated with the students 
are the faculty who shape our lives and 
establish a foundation on which to build. 
Each professor weaves his or her ex- 
perience and philosophy into a complete 
and colorful fabric. As students, we par- 
take of the security and support of that 
blanket as we develop our own 
knowledge and individuality. We respect 
the wisdom and experience of the facul- 
ty, just as they respect our youth, 
tolerate our propensity to make 
mistakes and encourage our poten- 
tial to excel. Combined with the 
knowledge we gain from books 
and laboratories, social interactions 
and our relationships with the 
faculty, these experiences help us 
to grow. Today we are students, 
only beginning to develop our own 
character. But tomorrow, as 
leaders, we will have an opportuni- 
ty to help other young people by, 
in turn, sharing our experiences 
with them. 
We offer our sincere gratitude to 
the administration, staff and fa- 
culty for their support and en- 





FACULTY DIVISION / 147 
□ ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. John H. Owen 
President 
148 / ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. Hugh I. Shott, H 
V.P. For Academic Affairs 
Mr. H. Michael Hyams 
V.P. for Student Affairs 
Mr. William F. Gerspacher 
V.P. for Business and Finance 
Mr. Gary Steffey 
Registrar and Director of Admissions 
Ms. Frances Saus 

















Dr. Joe Biesbrock 
Dr. Dorothy L. 
Brock 
Dr. Thomas H. 
Fox 
Dr. James C. 
Parker 
North Georgia is at its best. 
When Dr. Mac Callaham first came to NGC the ratio of men to women 
students was 2 to 1. "Admission for women," Dr. Callaham stated, "was com- 
petitive. There are many more opportunities for women in professional pro- 
grams now. Opportunities for graduate school have never been discriminated 
against because of sex. I cannot say the same for industry." 
If given the chance to return to a different period in his teaching career at 
NGC, Dr. Callaham responded that he would not go back at all. "We now have 
the most highly trained faculty since I've been associated with NGC. The 
facilities and equipment we now have are better than any previous time. On 
the average our students are better prepared. So now is a most favorable time 
to teach and advise students. I expect conditions to continue to improve as the 
school experiences modest growth and admission standards continue to rise." 
Dr. Mac Callaham 
150 / BIOLOGY 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. H. Lawrence Dennis 
Dept. Head 
Mr. Hinton S. Amerson 
Dr. Allen R. Ellington 
Mrs. Doris Mohr 
Mrs. Arlene Moore 
Mr. David E. Morris 
Mr. John R. Palmour 
Dr. John Pearce 
Dr. William E. Piper 
Ms. Kitty Pope 
Dr. Gay Tennis 
Mr. Harold A. 
Terrell, Jr. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION /151 
CHEMISTRY 
Dr. Thomas Davis, Dept. Head 
Mr.J.B. Woolfolk Dr. Thomas W. Richardson 






Dr. Kay Colbert, Dept. Head. Mrs. Kay Biddy 
Mrs. Ann D. Tallant 
DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES / 153 
EDUCATION 
Dr. Christopher Sharp, Dept. Head 
Carol Parker, Secretary Future teachers study, too. 
154 / EDUCATION 
Secretary, Nancy Jarrard 
Dr. George Belden 
Dr. Sidney E. Benton 
Dr. David Fore 
Dr. Judith Long 
Dr. McLeod and Dr. Osborne 
Miss Eva McGahee 
Dr. Terry McLeod 
Student engrossed in studies 
Dr. Janie Osborn 
Mr. Steve Ross 
Dr. Lawrence J. Sorohan 
Dr. Robert G. Saba 
Dr. Judith N. True 
Dr. Jewel Wade 
EDUCATION / 
ENGLISH 
Dr. James M. Ewing, Jr. 
Miss Elsa Ann Gaines 
Dr. Paul McClure 
Dr. Eugene Wiggins 
Dr. Mary Ruth Miller, Dept. Head 
Mr. Guy Lail 
'63 to '75 — An Incipient, 
Intelligent Atmosphere 
When asked if students today are better prepared for college than those he had 
when he first came to NGC, Mr. Lail responded, "No, not significantly. The 
enrollment has increased, therefore more good come in, more bad come in. The 
female number admitted depends on the number graduated, so we usually get the 
cream of the crop. Today's 'crop' is less willing to work; expect good grades with 
no effort; motivation is down." 
Some changes Mr. Lail has seen in career pursuits for students are "a result of 
changing times. Especially for women." 
"Today there are obviously more computers; NGC used to have a Home 
Economics Department — now the Nursing Hall. Fine Arts is new; Criminal 
Justice hasn't been a major long. Neither have Secondary Education or 
Recreation." 
When women first began participating in the military on campus, Mr. Lail 
remembered, "A few accepted it freely; more thought the world was ending; most 
didn't care." 
Mr. Lail's favorite period of time since he has been teaching at NGC was be- 
tween 1963 and 1975. "NGC students were more nearly alive. The times were of 
crisis — woke people; great social change — civil rights; everyone was scared and 
excited; class papers were full of life and school spirit; at Old Dahlonega the corps 
set up a Viet-Cong village for practice. It was an incipient, intelligent 
atmosphere." 
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FINE ARTS 
Mr. Robert Owens, Dept. Head 
Mrs. Tommy e Scanlin 
Mr. Joe C. Chapman 
Mr. Lyman L. Hammond Mr. Joe H. Morgan 
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LIBRARY 
work. Ms. Valentine Dobbs, Director of Library Services 
Charlene Bird 
Willie Gordon 
Carol L. Malcolm 
Bonnie Morris 
Cynthia L. Loftis 
Deborah M. Smith 
Sandra Johnson 
Joyce Tree 




Dr. William G. Roughead, Dept. Head 
Dr. Philip Buckhiester 
Mr. Ernest Eder, Jr. 
Ms. Jill Gray 
Dr. Dave Pandres 
Dr. Paul Patten 
Mrs. Kathy Sisk 
These are the best years! 
"Soon after I came to North Georgia College, the Russians launched Sputnik. 
Since that time there's been a steady growth in space related industries, 
especially electronics and computers. The so-called energy crunch of a few 
years ago brought about new research in alternate energy. It also revived an old 
industry — wood burning stoves. But more importantly, because of the new 
technology many old jobs have had to be redefined. Doctors, lawyers, auto 
mechanics, bankers, salesmen, military people, etc., have seen their job 
descriptions changed drastically." 
Responding to a question concerning women in the military, Mr. Negley 
continued, "I'm in favor of women participating in the military program, and 
I'm glad they have the opportunity. I think the reaction to their participation 
has been more positive than negative." 
"I've enjoyed all my years at NGC," Mr. Negley said, "but I can't think of any I've enjoyed any more than the 
present. These are by far the best years, and I think it's going to get better." 
With a touch of humor, and yet completely sincere, Mr. Negley advised the NGC students, "I learned more 
my first few years as a teacher than I did as a college undergraduate. So if they want to learn something, then 
become a teacher. I know it won't happen because some of them have visions of becoming rich. But seriously, I 
suggest they find something they really enjoy doing; pass along whatever they have learned so others don't 
have to make the same mistakes they did; and if life hands them a lemon, then make lemonade." 
Mr. Richard Negley 





Dr. Guy Oliver, Dept. Head Ms. Susan Straubel 
Dr. Alice H. Reynolds Mile. Francoise Pailhes 
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NURSING 
Mrs. Ann P. Phillips 
Mrs. Linda R. Roberts 
Ms. Kathy Scott 




Mr. William Ensley 
Department Head 
Miss Birdie E. Bell 
Mr. Alan Bickley 
Miss D. Lynn Jarrett 
Mr. Randy Dunn 
Dr. Percy Jones 
Mr. Richard Oates 
Dr. John E. Raber 
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PHYSICS 
Dr. T. Michael Davis Mr. John E. Brooke 
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□ PSYCHOLOGY 
Dr. Peter J. McDonald Dr. Charles S. Noble Ms. Sara Steele 
164 / PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIAL 
SCIENCE 
Dr. Ray C. Rensi, Dept. Head 
Mrs. Linda 
August 
Mr. John F. 
Csomor 




Dr. Leo Downing 
Dr. Marc Gilbert 
Dr. Anthony E. 
Ladd 
Dr. Brian Murphy 
North Georgia College Memoirs 
Imagine an enormous woodpile outside your dorm. Take that a step farther 
and picture chopping the wood for that woodpile to fill the pot bellied stove 
that heats your room. If you had attended North Georgia College in the 1930's, 
that's exactly what would have happened according to Dr. Bill Roberts of the 
Social Science Department. 
"I remember coming here for a visit in the thirties with my father. That huge 
woodpile was right out there," Dr. Roberts said. His family has long been a part 
of NGC, beginning with his father and continuing through his son. "My son 
went here two years and then he breezed through Georgia Tech. North 
Georgia prepared him for that." 
Dr. Roberts remembers when the enrollment was less than 100 during the 
Depression. He credits Dr. Johnathan C. Rogers, the college President for 1934 
to 1949, with the redevelopment of the school. New buildings were erected 
and enrollment grew. 
By the time Dr. Roberts joined the teaching staff in 1949, Merritt E. Hoag had become President. During his 
era from 1949 to 1970 several more buildings were added. 
"All 100 women students were housed in Sanford then. There were 600 cadets and it was a strict school. The 
men were all in uniform. They had compulsory chapel two times a week and church on Sunday. Classes were 
held Saturdays, too." 
Dr. Roberts has seen many students pass through his classes in the years he's been here. He said he can't tell 
any difference in the earlier students and those attending class here now. 
"The bulk of them could do good college work if they would do a reasonable amount. Most who do well in 
outside activities do well in their classroom, too." 
Dr. William Roberts 
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MILITARY 
MAJ Joe Dellinger MAJ Ralph Kahlan MAJ Richard G. Truax 
166 / MILITARY 
CPT Calvin H. Morton, Jr. 
CPT Peter Porcelli 
CPT Ernest P. Morgan CPT David A. Jones 
SSG Leonard W. Garner 
SFC Marlin Tollison 
SSG Leonard Gamer 
SFC Janis Lane Negus 
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STAFF 
Dr. W. D. Bellamy, Director of Testing 
Mr. Jimmy Berrong, Director of Accounting 
Mr. Steve Brown, Counselor of Students 
Mr. Gary Carlisle, Duplicating Center Manager 
Mr. Marc Cutright,. Director of Media Services 
Mr. Clyde Gore, Food Service Director 
Mr. Arnold Hulsey, Student Aid 
CPT Charlie Jackson, Public Safety Director 
Mr. Roy Loehr, Director of 
Procurement 
Mr. Virgil McIntyre, Director of 
Computer Services 
Mr. Larry Mitchell, Assistant Professor 
of Continuing Education 
Mr. Phil Morrell, Director of Plant 
Operations 
Mr. H. Verne Smith, Director of 
Development and Alumni Affairs 
Mr. Wesley Thomas, Assistant Director 
of Student Center 
Mr. T. Haines Hill, Assistant to the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Mr. Alan Theriault, 
Director of Student 
Center 
Ms. Leron Vermillion, 
Coordinator of Student 
Recruiting 





















































Betty Van Aelst 
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Filing into the elevator 
Sherry Koper, PenK 
Panneck and Pau 
take one last breather 
before Dr. Fox's Biology 
105 class. 
172 / STUDENTS DIVISION 
After making 25 histology slides, Russ 
Wiessinger is ready for this quarter to be 
over. 
As students at North Georgia Col- 
lege, we are not all created equal; we 
are created equally precious and 
equally different. That difference is 
sacred. Together we are learning to 
defend and uphold each other's rights 
and to recognize and respect each per- 
son's uniqueness. 
For nine months of every year, 
NGC is our way of life. We are here to 
learn and we do learn — in more 
ways than one. 
We learn ... 
.. .to laugh, cry, eat, live and study 
together; 
.. .to accept other's as individuals, 
equally important as ourselves; 
... to become open-minded about the 
different life-styles represented at NGC; 
... to respect the opinions of others, 
whether or not they are the same as 
ours; 
... to stand up for a cause or belief, no 
matter what the consequences; 
... to give of our time and talents to im- 
prove ufe at NGC; 
... to be courteous to those around us; 
... to treat others as we would like to be 
treated. 
As we outgrow our childhood and 
become adults, we learn to take our 
place in the community as responsible 
citizens. We are equipped to practice 
compassion, patience, cooperation 
and tolerance toward people from all 
walks of life. 
Our experience at North Georgia 
College has helped us develop 
economically, socially and intellec- 
tually. While we may sometimes 
bring discord and controversy to the 
campus, we also bring vitality, 
uniqueness and substance. We are 
tomorrow growing today. 
I Students = 
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Anita Acevedo, Biology 
Canton, GA 
Emily Alford, Marketing 
Alpharetta, GA 
John A. Allen, History 
Peachtree City, GA 
John C. Allen, Business Management 
Cornelia, GA 
Erin Amerson, Music Education 
Dahlonega, GA 
Connie Anderson, Middle Grades 
Ed. 
Canton, GA 
Elba Anderson, Secretarial Science 
Gainesville, GA 
Ronna Anderson, Early Childhood 
Ed. 
Dahlonega, GA 
Jones Andrews, Business 
Management 
Chickamauga, GA 
Julie Ashley, Management 
Marietta, GA 
Mark Ayers, Management 
Gainesville, GA 
Melissa Bailey, Psychology 
Grayson, GA 
Teresa T. Barber, Middle Grades Ed. 
Gainesville, GA 
Kelly Barger, Early Childhood Ed. 
Lithonia, GA 
Carol Barnette, Mathematics 
Cornelia, GA 
Donna Barrett, Biology 
Gainesville, GA 
Karen Barrett, Nursing 
Dahlonega, GA 
Lee Bass, Business Management 
Claxton, GA 
Denise Baube, Marketing 
Cumming, GA 
Elaine Baxter, Marketing 
Ellijay, GA 
Philip Beigbeder, Industrial 
Psychology/Business 
Gainesville, GA 
Ed Bell, Computer Science 
Atlanta, GA 
Barbara Bibb, Marketing 
Calhoun, GA 















Charles Brand, Criminal 
Justice 
Lawrenceville, GA 
Chip Burnett, Marketing 
Marietta, GA 
Kim Calhoun, Chemistry 
Roswell, GA 
Belva Campbell, Nursing 
Suches, GA 
Charlotte Campbell 
Blue Ridge, GA 
Mark Carani, Criminal 
Justice 
New Fairfield, CT 








Mary Ellen Chandler, Office 
Management 
Alpharetta, GA 
Susan Charles, Social Work 
Ellijay, GA 
Carol Chastain, Accounting 
Young Harris, GA 
David Chatham, Criminal 
Justice 
Lawrenceville, GA 
Arthur Cheathem, History 
Albany, GA 
Lana Chumley, Phys. Ed. 
Jasper, GA 
William Clerke, Biology 
Atlanta, GA 
Kellie Cochran, Marketing 
Rex, GA 
Kim Cody, Physical 
Education 




Julie Collins, Management 
Fairmont, GA 
Donna Conner, Secondary 
Education 
Flowery Branch, GA 





Keith Cooper, Accounting 
Stone Mountain, GA 
Robert Cotor, Physical 
Education 
Murrayville, GA 
Mary Crump, Nursing 
E. Ellijay, GA 
Tamara Culpepper, Early 
Childhood Education 
Chamblee, GA 












Peachtree City, GA 
Jim Daniel, Management 
Dunwoody, GA 
Cecelia Davis, Early Child. 
Education 
Canton, GA 








. Roswell, GA 
Elaine Duncan, Middle 
Grades Education 
Tucker, GA 
Laure Dykstra, Middle 
Grades Education 
Doraville, GA 
Allen Earls, Accounting 
Dahlonega, GA 
Janie Eckhart, Early 
Childhood Education 
Alpharetta, GA 
Chuck Edwards, Marketing 
Athens, GA 
Suzanne Elam, Criminal 
Justice 
Duluth, GA 
Ed Elliott, Music Education 
Gainesville, GA 
Cari Ellis, Business 
Education 
Knoxville, TN 
Ramona Fahey, Nursing 
Dawsonville, GA 
Shawn Fields, Computer 
Science 
Dahlonega, GA 






Jill Fortenberry, Marketing/ 
Management 
Demorest, GA 
Rick Franklin, Management 
Athens, GA 
Jane Free, Early Childhood 
Education 
Canton, GA 
Matt Gadziala, Psychology 
Lilbum, GA 
Sarah Gailey, Biology — 
Pre-Med. 
Clermont, GA 
Jeffrey Galloway, Criminal 
Justice 
Cumming, GA 
Shelly Galloway, Early 
Child. Education 
Cumming, GA 
Tim Garrett, Chemistry 
Gainesville, GA 
Lisa Gatchell, Early Child. 
Education 
Athens, GA 
Mark Glenn, Marketing 
Atlanta, GA 
176/SENIORS 
When asked what N.G.C.'s greatest attribute was, senior Ron Stephens said, 
"The best part of North Georgia is the unity attained both within the Corps of 
Cadets as well as the co-eds. From the military standpoint, N. Ga. is a great place 
because of the self-discipline and, in many cases, the leadership experience you 
receive. Both of these are very valuable whether you work in a military or civilian 
environment." His two negative points were lack of rumor control and lack of 
constant excitement. 
Ron, a Chemistry major from Monroe, commented that his advisor, Dr. Tom 
Davis, has helped him out a great deal by giving him advice and guidance. He 
also has gained encouragement from Dr. Richardson, Dr. Woolfolk, Dr. Fox and 
Ms. Gaines. Although Ron spends a large amount of time in the labs in Rogers 
Hall, he often finds time to play "Spades" in the Canteen with his Pi Kapp 
brothers. 
Being from a small town, Ron sought out a small college, one with an excellent 
Pre-Med. program. Since Ron was awarded the Georgia Military Scholarship, he 
chose North Georgia. He knows this is a great college and that he made the right 
choice in coming here. 
Ron enjoys meeting and talking with people. His plans for the future include 
medical school and then to serve as a doctor in the United States Army. Ron's 
dedication to academics and extracurricular activities, including Pi Kappa Phi 
Fraternity Brother, Phi Mu Sweetheart and cadet/Colonel in the Corps of Cadets, 
has truly made him a most outstanding student at North Georgia College, thus the 
honor of this interview. 






Finance / Accounting 
Decatur, GA 
Monica Gouge, Criminal 
Justice 
Stone Mountain, GA 
Todd Graham, Management 
Lawrenceville, GA 















Stephen Greeson, Biology 
Reynolds, GA 
Richard Griffin, Political 
Science 
Cartersville, GA 
Martha Grindle, Early Child. 
Education 
Murrayville, GA 





Donald Hall, Management 
Atlanta, GA 
Greg Hampton, Marketing 
Blue Ridge, GA 
Kelly Hansard, Psychology 
Cumming, GA 
Alice Hardin, Craft 
Marketing 
Fayetteville, GA 













Connie Harris, Business 
Management 
Hartwell, GA 








Denise Haywood, Biology 
Athens, GA 
Bob Head, Criminal Justice 
Cleveland, GA 
Cheryl Higgins, Marketing 
Cumming, GA 
Robbie Hise, Marketing 
Columbus, GA 
A1 Hogan, Criminal Justice 
Fayetteville, GA 
Sandra Holbrook, Middle 
Grades Education 
Cumming, GA 
Bo Holloman, Political 
Science 
Atlanta, GA 
Charlie Holt, Management 
Adel, GA 
Mark Howarth, Business 
Management 
Athens, GA 
Carol Howel, Biology 
Rome, GA 
Lisa Hoyle, Business 
Management 
E. Ellijay, GA 
Bethany Hulsey, Biology 
Woodstock, GA 
Edward Jashinsky, Finance 
Dahlonega, GA 







Glenn Kennedy, Computer 
Science 
Martinez, GA 





Jeff Kohrman, Business 
Management 
Tallahassee, FL 







Kelli Lewis, Nursing 
Dunwoody, GA 








Loretta Major, Biology 
Cumming, GA 
Denise Marsh, Psychology 
Marietta, GA 





David Martin, Business 
Management 
Atlanta, GA 
Carol Martin, Nursing 
Alpharetta, GA 
Virginia Martin, Middle 
Grades Education 
Canton, GA 
Lisa Mattox, Accounting 
Lawrenceville, GA 
Tony Mazza, Chemistry 
Dunwoody, GA 
Gregory McAfee, Business 
Management 
Marietta, GA 
Mark McClure, Criminal 
Justice 
Dahlonega, GA 
Karen McDaniel, Finance 
Norcross, GA 
Donna McGuffey, Early 
Childhood Education 
Griffin, GA 
Denise McIntyre, Nursing 
Cleveland, GA 
Greg Merritt, Political 
Science 




Martha Miller, Education 
Gainesville, GA 
Gail Milliken, Business 
Management 
Stone Mtn., GA 






William Mitchell, Criminal 
Justice 
Stone Mtn., Ga 
Donald Moore, Biology 
Rising Fawn, GA 
Susan Morgan, Criminal 
Justice 
Atlanta, GA 
Matthew Morris, Recreation 
Duluth, GA 







Peachtree City, GA 
Patricia Nichols, Accounting 
Columbus, GA 













Mary Anne O'Brien, Early 
Child. Education 
Stone Mtn. GA 
Kenneth Ogden, Psychology 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Bob Oglesby, Political 
Science 
Lilbum, GA 
Kerry O'Kelley, Finance 
Atlanta, GA 
Edward Olufeld, Business 
Education 













Davdatt Patel, Biology 
Sandersville, GA 
Phyllis Patton, Special 
Education 
Winterville, GA 
Luis Perrot, Computer 
Science 
Dahlonega, GA 
Greg Perry, History 
Dahlonega, GA 




Joey Pirkle, Middle Grades 
Education 
Cumming, GA 






















Andy Rasch, Political 
Science 
Sandersville, GA 
Rusty Ray, Psychology 
Rock Hill, SC 
Carla Reid, Special 
Education 
Cumming, GA 











Michelle Robichaux, Early 
Child. Education 
Tucker, GA 






Cathy Rylee, Business 
Education 
Gainesville, GA 
Ben Sartain, History 
Buford, GA 
Laura Sasso, Recreation 
Stone Mtn., GA 
Amy Satterfield, Marketing 
Hayesville, NC 
Tony Satterfield, Accounting 
Gainesville, GA 






Susan Sheffield, Business 
Education 
Roswell, GA 
Kristin Smay, Finance 
Atlanta, GA 
Craig Smith, Accounting 
Clermont, GA 





Kathy Sneed, Math 
Education 
Midland, GA 
Stacey Spruiell, Early Child. 
Education 
Atlanta, GA 
Ronald Stephens, Chemistry 
Monroe, GA 
Karrie Stringer, Sociology 
Gainesville, GA 
Cindy Stuart, Biology 
McCaysville, GA 
Warren Stubbs, Computer 
Science 
Dahlonega, GA 
Kelly Sullivan, Marketing 
Stockbridge, GA 
Shannon Sullivan 
Stone Mtn., GA 





Michele Terhune, Education 
Middle Grades 
Blairsville, GA 















Roland Thompson, Business 
Accounting 
Achorage, AK 
Catherine Turner, Math 
Ringgold, GA 




Stephen Tyler, P.E. 
Dahlonega, GA 











N. Ohlmstead, OH 
Judy Walden, Early 
Childhood Education 
Dahlonega, GA 
Nena Warinner, Computer 
Science 
Roswell, GA 
Robert Wegner, Business 
Management 
Fort Stewart, GA 





Michael West, Art Education 
Dahlonega, GA 
Sarah West, Early Child. 
Education 
Dahlonega, GA 
Adria Wheeler, Biology 
Covington, GA 
Sloan Whitman, Office 
Management 
Dacula, GA 
Russell Wiessinger III, 
Biology/Pre-Vet. 
Stone Mountain, GA 





Tim Wilson, Computer 
Science 
Savannah, GA 
Emmett W. Wilson, Business 
Management 
Butler, GA 
Tina Winkles, Special 
Education 










SENIORS NOT PICTURED: 
Abee, Kimberly Joyce; Dahlonega, GA; Marketing 
Adam, Robert D.; Gainesville, GA; Management 
Allen, Randy Gober; Dawsonville, GA; Criminal Justice 
Allison, Rose Knight; Cleveland, GA; Accounting 
Baabe, Denise Patricia; Cumming, GA; Marketing 
Babich, Robert Joseph II; Dalton, GA; Management 
Bafile, Michael Dale; Dahlonega, GA; Accounting 
Bagley, William Drew; Buford, GA; Management 
Baney, Kathy Lynn; Blue Ridge, GA; Management 
Baker, Kelly Ann; Cumming, GA; Special Education 
Bandy, Albert Glen; Ellijay, GA; Management 
Bardenwerper, Scott Arthur; Blairsville, GA; Criminal Justice 
Barr, Barry Allen; Adel, GA; Craft Marketing 
Barrett, William Vincent; Peachtree City, GA; French 
Barton, Russell B.; Winterville, GA; Marketing 
Bell, Lora Amelia; Jefferson, GA; Nursing 
Bentley, Dana M.; Columbus, GA; Chemistry 
Boggs, Kathy Dawn; Dahlonega, GA; Accounting 
Boles, Cathy Smith; Cumming, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Bowen, Teresa Ann; Clermont, GA; Sociology 
Bradsher, Robert Timothy; Woodbury, GA; Physical Education 
Bramblett, Sidney J.; Cumming, GA; Hist. Educ. 
Branson, Brenda S.; Dahlonega, GA; Accounting 
Brennan, John Matthew; Lula, GA; Criminal Justice 
Brice, Jane Lawton; Clarkesville, GA; Pre-Med. Biol. 
Brown, Jimmie Lisa; Hiawassee, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Brown, Robin; Marietta, GA; Criminal Justice 
Bruce, Michael Duane; Loganville, GA; Physical Education 
Byers, Matthew Joel; Demorest, GA; Accounting 
Byrd, Roxanne Anita; Covingon, GA; Marketing 
Cannon, Patricia Arlene; Lawrenceville, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Carey, Douglas A.; Gainesville, GA; Computer Science 
Carter, Julia Gilmer; Cleveland, GA; Midale Grades 
Casper, Michael David; Lithonia, GA; Business, General 
Castro, Zulma Iris; Riverdale, GA; Pre-Med. Chem. 
Chester, Carol Ann; Dahlonega, GA; Art 
Clark, John Norwood; Tucker, GA; Psychology 
Clark, Rebecca Eileen; Gainesville, GA; Biology 
Clinard, Katharine Beach; Cleveland, GA; Sociology 
Collier, Paula Marie; Lawrenceville, GA; Craft Marketing 
Collins, Catherine Lynn; Young Harris, GA; Accounting 
Colston, Mary L.; Cumming, GA; Art 
Copeland, Gary Glenn; Dahlonega, GA; Finance 
Cronic, Randy Byron; Buford, GA; Pre-Med. Biol. 
Dale, Jeffrey C; Gainesville, GA; Business, General 
Davis, Barry Jay; Gainesville, GA; Physical Education 
Davis, Charles Nelson; Athens, GA; Criminal Justice 
Davis, Rosalind Clark; Dahlonega, GA; Secretarial Science 
Davis, Dana Bryan; Forest Park, GA; Marketing 
Daws, Claudia Byrd; Clarkesville, GA; Finance 
Denard, Glenn Adrian; Washington, GA; Finance 
Dover, Victor Ray; Dahlonega, GA; Business, General 
Dowdy, George Harold; Gainesville, GA; Management 
Dugger, Wilson III; Roberta, GA; Physical Education 
Dye, David Bryan; Elberton, GA; Biol. Educ. 
Dyer, Scott Grant; Gainesville, GA; Physics 
Ellison, Cathy Elaine; Gainesville, GA; Management 
Estes, Richard Thomas; Decatur, GA; Criminal Justice 
Farlett, Mark Wayne; Dalton, GA; Music Education 
Farrar, Timothy Mark; Gainesville, GA; Marketing 
Fishback, Robert III; Jacksonville, FL; Management 
Foote, James Dean; Gainesville, GA; Management 
Gibson, Rebecca Jean; Ellijay, GA; Marketing 
Glover, Daniel Edward; Cumming, GA; Management 
Golden, Bryan Ashley; Sylvester, GA; History 
Grant, Kelly Wilson; Jefferson, GA; Recre^ion 
Graves, Randy Wayne; Smyrna, GA; History 
Gravitt, Marsna S.; Cumming, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Greba, Karen Seton; Dahlonega, GA; Special Education 
Griffin, Lewis B.; Dunwoody, GA; History 
Gulley, Cynthia D.; Austell, GA; Criminal Justice 
Hairr, Kimberley Jean; Gainesville, GA; Physical Education 
Hallman, Kathryn Lois; Dawsonville, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Hammond, Gina Faye; Cumming, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Harkleroad, Jill Suzanne; Chatsworth, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Hay, Laura Amanda; Lawrenceville, GA; Music Education 
Head, Dillard Lloyd; Dahlonega, GA; Criminal Justice 
Hendrix, Heidi Vann; Atlanta, GA; Middle Grades 
Higgins, Sheila Williams; Dahlonega, GA; Accounting 
Higgins, James L. Jr.; Dahlonega, GA; Management 
Hooson, Richard Gary; Clarkesville, GA; Biology 
Hoffman, Mark James; Marietta, GA; Criminal Justice 
Holcomb, F. Gayle Bush; Gainesville, Ga; Nursing 
Holder, James Michael; Conyers, GA; Management 
Hopkins, Kevin Douglas; Gainesville, GA; Computer Science 
Home, Tim; Dahlonega, GA; Business, General 
Horton, Achim Rupert; Riverdale, GA; Psychology 
House, Jon Barry; Lula, GA; Finance 
Howard, Bentley Robert; Cleveland, GA; Management 
Howe, Bruce Ellis; Dahlonega, GA; History 
Hunt, Leah Colleen; Martin, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Hunt, Syle Paul; Demorest, GA; Political Science 
Huvck, Kenneth Warren; Dahlonega, GA; Pre-Med. Chem. 
Jackson, Hazel; Valdosta, GA; Special Education 
Jackson, Melonia D.; Dahlonega, GA; Phys. Ther. 
James, Samuel Elfe; Hiawassee, GA; Management 
Johnston, Jennie S.; Woodstock, GA; Marketing 
Jones, Joseph Larry; Gainesville, GA; Management 
Jones, William J.; Gainesville, GA; Business, General 
Keeton, Kimberly Faye; Gainesville, GA; Business, General 
Kelley, Othel Doyle; Dahlonega, GA; Physical Education 
Kessler, Donald Michael; Dawsonville, GA; Physical Education 
Kiker, Farrie Lynn; Ellijay, GA; Middle Grades 
Koon, Kenneth Lewis; Fayetteville, GA; Management 
Kosiba, Katherine Ellen; Dahlonega, GA; Marketing 
Lane, Robert Earl; Royston, GA; Marketing 
Lane, Scott Rowland; Royston, GA; Marketing 
Lanford, Norby Spence; Dahlonega, GA; Pre-Med. Chem. 
Langston, Richara T.; Lawrenceville, GA; Computer Science 
Lathem, Stephanie Marie; Gainesville, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Legan, Yvette Lee; Ellenwood, GA; Middle Grades 
London, Mark Anthony; Cleveland, GA; Criminal Justice 
Lucas, Terry Alan; Alto, GA; Nursing 
Lunsford, Debra Alaine; Gainesville, GA; Marketing 
Major, Loretta Lynn; Cumming, GA; Biology 
Marshall, Gary Lee; Gainesville, GA; Finance 
Marshall, Ken Hunt; Dahlonega, GA; Math 
Matthews, Robert Henry; Gainesville, GA; Finance 
Mayville, Paul Douglas Jr.; Alpharetta, GA; Business, General 
McClain, Shelly Ann; Norcross, GA; Special Education 
McCrary, John T.; Gainesville, GA; Physical Education 
McDuffie, Samuel Wayne; Cornelia, GA; Finance 
McGinnis, Carol Ann; Clayton, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
McGuffey, Jack D. Jr.; Rome, GA; Management 
Mitchell, Gary Lynn; Dahlonega, GA; Accounting 
Mooney, Morris B.; Dahlonega, GA; Business, General 
Moore, Mary Susan; Doraville, GA; Finance 
Morris, Todd Whitley; Albemarle, NC; Management 
Moss, Brian Ellis; Blairsville, GA; English 
Murray, Walter Johnson; Gainesville, GA; Business, General 
Nazworth, Albert A.; Decatur, GA; Physical Education 
Nichols, Sandra J. Benton; Suches, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Nix, Paula Louise; Cumming, GA; Physical Education 
O'Brien, George Harold Jr.; Atlanta, GA; Management 
Palmer, William Edwin; Dahlonega, GA; History 
Palmour, Rebecca Lee; Dahlonega, GA; Psychology 
Phillips, Timothy; Lake Taxaway, NC; Physical Education 
Pirkle, Glendon Ralph; Oakwood, GA; Management 
Pitchford, Susan Deborah; Gainesville, GA; Mod./Bus. Sk. 
Puckett, Margaret Louise; Dahlonega, GA; Recreation 
Purvis, Jerry Homer; Thomaston, GA; Acocunting 
Quinn, Martha Delaine; Lula, GA; Business Education 
Raber, R. Lisa Dover; Cumming, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Rainey, Wm. Harvey; Ball Ground, GA; Pnysical Education 
Reddish, Richard Dean; Atlanta, GA; Psychology 
Reed, William Stanley; Gainesville, GA; Business, General 
Reese, Andrew William; Marietta, GA; Criminal Justice 
Rhodenhiser, Terri E.; Norcross, GA; Math 
Roberts, Barry Nelson; Mt. Airy, GA; Management 
Rowell, Sherri Faye; Dawsonville, GA; Recreation 
Savage, James Earl; Gainesville, GA; Management 
Schneider, Fred Ian; Gainesville, GA; Marketing 
Seay, Paula Susanne; Blue Ridge, GA; English 
Segars, Lisa M. Ivester; Toccoa, GA; Early Childhood Educ. 
Seigler, Janet Little; Clermont, GA; Nursing 
Simmons, Vickie M.; Dahlonega, GA; Nursing 
Simonton, Phyllis Ann; Lawrenceville, GA; Sec. SC/AS Degree 
Smith, Deborah M.; Lawrenceville, GA; Special Education 
Smith, Gary Dennard; Gainesville, GA; Nursing 
Smith, Jama Lynn; Blairsville, GA; Criminal Justice 
Smith, Susan Harriet; Cleveland, GA; Accounting 
Smith, Thomas Lorin Jr.; Gainesville, GA; Accounting 
Southwell, Lisa Deaton; Cleveland, GA; Soc. Science 
Spinks, Joseph Daniel; Atlanta, GA; Finance 
Spinks, Teresa Ann; Atlanta, GA; Psychology 
Stachowiak, Mark Zeno; Martinez, GA; Biology 
Strickland, C. Diane; Dahlonega, GA; English 
Surface, James Donald; Warner Robins, GA; Accounting 
Sybrandt, John Andrew; Alpharetta, GA; Political Science 
Tate, William J.; Dahlonega, GA; General Educ. 
Thomas, Timothy Howard; Blairsville, GA; Accounting 
Thomas, William Andrew; Gainesville, GA; Economics 
Thompson, Cherie Y.; Coral Gables, FL; Marketing 
Thorp, Allen Robert; Doraville, GA; Computer Science 
Tillman, Dewayne A.; Gainesville, GA; Recreation 
Turner, Kelly Hartley; Dahlonega, GA; Physical Education 
Ulrich, Scott Douglas; Cumming, GA; Computer Science 
Vaughan, Gregory F.; Boston, GA; Business, General 
Warden, Stephanie Lane; Marietta, G A; Criminal Justice 
Wheeler, Connie Lynn; Cumming, GA; Accounting 
Whitlock, Donna Frances; Gillsville, GA; Accounting 
Williams, Barbara Ann; Gainesville, GA; Physics 
Williams, Matthew C.; Cartersville, GA; Management 
Wood, Deborah Lynn; Dahlonega; GA; Psychology 
Woodring, Charles H.; Ellijay, GA; Finance 



















































































































Silver Creek, GA 
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Stone Mtn., GA 
Richard Love 



































































Holly Eidson, a junior Accounting major from Tucker, en- 
joys North Georgia College best because of its size. She 
comments, "It is small enough to know the students by 
name rather than number. The student-teacher ratio pro- 
vides opportunity for a more personalized instruction and 
educational background." Holly's greatest influence in her 
academic career at NGC has been Dr. Ellington, who she 
says will take extra time to ensure a student's understanding 
of the subject. 
Holly's interests include rapelling, cross-stitching and 
water-skiing, and she also enjoys ^hanging out" at the 
movie theaters in Gainesville and Sigma Chi parties, pro- 
viding a different atmosphere from the usual life at N.G.C. 
She chose North Ga. because it is a small school and 
because of the friendly atmosphere, as well as because of 
the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains. 
On obtaining her degree in Accounting, Holly plans on 
becoming a Certified Public Accountant. She also plans to 
earn her Masters Degree in later years. Graduation will 
come in a year for Holly, when she hopes to gain all the 










Bayonet Place, FL 
Nellie Scott 



































Mary Ann Stephens 
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Cynthia Diane Gulley 
February 24, 1963-January 9,1986 
JUNIORS NOT PICTURED: 
Abbott, Scott Michael; College Park, GA 
Adams, Katheryn T.; Chatsworth, GA 
Adams, Shiela Lynn; Gainesville, GA 
Allen, Anna Lisa; Jasper, GA 
Allison, Janet Leigh; Gainesville, GA 
Anderson, Ronna Anita R.; Dahlonega, GA 
Baker, Joanna Faith; Chickamauga, GA 
Baker, Lauria A.; Cumming, GA 
Bell, James Linder; Conyers, GA 
Bentley, Meryl D.; Gainesville, GA 
Benton, Mary Elizabeth; Lafayette, GA 
Besong, Johnson Sorti; Dahlonega, GA 
Blankenstein, Janice H.; Dahlonega, GA 
Blount, Douglas Lindell; Hinesville, GA 
Boggs, Patricia H.; Atlanta, GA 
Booth, Edward Russell; Gainesville, GA 
Boulware, John; Gainesville, GA 
Brown, Iris Isolde; Dahlonega, GA 
Buffington, Robert Howard; Hoschton, GA 
Burgamy, Jessica Leigh; Sandersville, GA 
Byers, Scott Bradley; Stone Mountain, GA 
Cagle, Janie; Alpharetta, GA 
Cameron, Keith Dale; Riverdale, GA 
Campbell, Deborah Jean; Oakwood, GA 
Chapman, David Tyrone; Gainesville, GA 
Cheek, Michael Wesley; Canon, GA 
Chumley, Lana Michelle; Jasper, GA 
Churchboume, Christopher J.; Arlington, VA 
Cohen, Adam Scott; Birmingham, AL 
Coker, Robert Harold III; Murrayville, GA 
Compton, Christopher; Flowery Branch, GA 
Cook, Randall Clyde; Dahlonega, GA 
Copeland, Ruth Ravan; Gainesville, GA 
Corry, Susan Cook; Dahlonega, GA 
Coughlin, Richard Todd; Ocean City, NJ 
Dacus, Stephen Paul; Gainesville, GA 
Dale, Bruce Pilgrim; Gainesville, GA 
Dalton, Thomas Watson III; Gainesville, GA 
Davidson, Glenn Michael; Dahlonega, GA 
Davidson, Philip Scott; Lithonia, GA 
Davis, Robert Coleman; Dahlonega, GA 
Deaton, Barry A.; Winder, GA 
Dixon, Clifford James Jr.; Alpharetta, GA 
Doughtie, Denise Louise; Dawsonville, GA 
Dryden, Jeffrey Donald; Lithonia, GA 
Dryden, Sam Cantey; Tucker, GA 
Eaton, Vickie Dowdy; Dahlonega, GA 
Echols, Linda Grogan; Cumming, GA 
Elliott, Patricia June; Gainesville, GA 
Ferguson, Bobby Gregory; Cornelia, GA 
Fischer, Thomas Matthew; Gainesville, GA 
Forrest, Robert Oswin; Conley, GA 
Foster, Matthew John; Landover, MD 
Fraser, Jody Busby; Oakwood, GA 
Gailey, Elizabeth H.; Commerce, GA 
Gailey, Stephanie Joy; Gainesville, GA 
Garmon, Pamela June; Clermont, GA 
Garrison, Steve David; Oakwood, GA 
Gauss, Tina Lynne; Dawsonville, GA 
Gerald, Michael Ray; Mullins, SC 
Gilstrap, Frances Buice; Dahlonega, GA 
Ginder, Michael Scott; Flowery Branch, GA 
Grant, Curtis Robert; Memphis, TN 
Gregory, Furman Maurice III; Gainesville, GA 
Grenfell, Richard Alan; Gainesville, GA 
Gresham, Merritt Bayard III; Doraville, GA 
Grist, William Wesley; Blue Ridge, GA 
Hall, Teresa Gail; Norcross, GA 
Hancock, David Brooks; Gainesville, GA 
Hanlon, Deborah Karen; Cumming, GA 
Hanrahan, Kevin Michael; Silver Spring, MD 
Harriman, Lenore Lee; Oakwood, GA 
Harris, David Scott; Madison, GA 
Harris, Randy James; Elberton, GA 
Harrison, Allan Cam; Cumming, GA 
Harry, John Ridley; Atlanta, GA 
Heard, Jamie Lynn; Cumming, GA 
Hendricks, Cindy Garrett; Cumming, GA 
Hester, Evondia Lynn; Alpharetta, GA 
Hester, Barbara; Tucker, GA 
Higginbotham, Paul L.; Lawrenceville, GA 
Hines, Maxine Juanita; Bethlehem, GA 
Hipe, Laura L.; Clarkesville, GA 
Hise, Robbie Jean; Columbus, GA 
Howell, Earl Stallings III; Powder Springs, GA 
Hughes, Penelope Anne; Stone Mountain, GA 
Ivey, Joan Biggers; Cleveland, GA 
Jackson, Angela Darlene; Clarkesville, GA 
Jacobs, Allen McConnell, Lilbum, GA 
James, Richard David Jr.; Columbus, GA 
Johnson, James Allen; Canton, OH 
Johnson, Patricia Francis; Canton, GA 
Jones, Taryn Dale; Jasper, GA 
Jorgan, Ronald Todd; Lula, GA 
Kauffman, Brian Charles; Doraville, GA 
Kelly, Thomas Francis; Monticello, GA 
Kemp, Jimmy W.; Gainesville, GA 
Kent, Linda Carol; Gainesville, GA 
Kirkpatrick, Stephen S.; Augusta, GA 
Ko, Lim Young; Roswell, GA 
Kosiba, Christine Marie; Fort Monroe, VA 
Landress, Pamela Lynn; Lilbum, GA 
Langston, Patricia French; Dahlonega, GA 
Lardinois, Aquiles D.; Dun woody, GA 
Lawrence, Sundi Lynn; Gainesville, GA 
Ledford, Clyde Harold; Dahlonega, GA 
Lee, Janice Griffith; Gainesville, GA 
Lockhard, Wayne; Talbotton, GA 
Long, Shirley Harriso; Gainesville, GA 
Marshall, Gregory Thomas; Dahlonega, GA 
Martin, Mitchell Loyd; Gainesville, GA 
Martin, Sherry Moore; Gainesville, GA 
Mathis, Robin Renee; Hiwassee, GA 
Mathis, Samuel Lloyd; Gainesville, GA 
Mayfield, Shebrinia S.; Toccoa, GA 
McLaren, Judy Tyson; Dahlonega, GA 
Miller, Elizabeth Yates; Dahlonega, GA 
Mills, Jacqueline Ales; Cumming, GA 
Millwood, Anthony Allen; Gainesville, GA 
Morgan, Monica Michele; Ellijay, GA 
. Morgan, William H.; Dahlonega, GA 
Moss, Beulah Hatcher; Dawsonville, GA 
Nelson, Angela Denise; Gainesville, GA 
Noles, Cindy Anita; Cumming, GA 
O'Kelley, Mary Katherine; Gainesville, GA 
Ogletree, Pamela Jane; Tyrone, GA 
Olson, Allen John; Gainesville, GA 
Owens, Margaret Watson; Cleveland, GA 
Parker, David Brian; Roanoke, VA 
Parrish, Lora Irene; Buford, GA 
Partain, Bryan Cullen; Rutlefge, GA 
Peck, Carla V.; Suwanee, GA 
Pharis, James Benjamin; Douglas, GA 
Phillips, Jill S.; Dahlonega, GA 
Phillips, Mary Katherine; Marietta, GA 
Pierce, Carolyn Elaine; Gainesville, GA 
Pierson, Lars (Trey) G. Ill; Calhoun, GA 
Price, Deborah Howe; Dahlonega, GA 
Quick, Darryl Crandall; Orchard Hill, GA 
Ralston, George Aiken; Ellijay, GA 
Ramsey, Martha Gowder; Maysvile, GA 
Reece, James Doyal; Cumming, GA 
Reece, Stacey Gerald; Gainesville, GA 
Reynolds, Rhonda Rogers; Winder, GA 
Richards, Chrisse A.; Ellijay, GA 
Richards, Donald Hunter, Savannah, GA 
Richardson, Bobby; Dahlonega, GA 
Richardson, Heidi Nienhouse; Dahlonega, GA 
Roberts, William Martin; Norcross, GA 
Rogers, Catherine Rache; Lilbum, GA 
Rosser, Paul C. Jr.; Atlanta, GA 
Rouse, Robert Blackwel; Gainesville, GA 
Russell, Minnie L.; Gainesville, GA 
Sheffield, Kathy S.; Dawsonville, GA 
Sheffield, Pamela Laurie; Atlanta, GA 
Shirley, Brenda E.; Dahlonega, GA 
Shirley, Jeffrey Scott; Cornelia, GA 
Simmons, Jean McNurlin; Gainesville, GA 
Smith, Stacey Eliz; Fairbum, GA 
Souviron, Jeffery S.; Cleveland, GA 
Stewart, David Wayne; Oakwood, GA 
Stewart, Kenneth Earl; Memphis, TN 
Stovall, Stuart Grady; Cleveland, GA 
Strickland, Gloria Denise; Alto, GA 
Thompson, Roland Jeffrey; Anchorage, AK 
Thurmond, Kevin Neal; Demorest, GA 
Tracy, Michael Charles; Dahlonega, GA 
Trusty, Connie Diane; Gainesville, GA 
Turpin, Clark Andrew; Riverdale, GA 
Vickers, Ina Putman; Cumming, GA 
Voss, Jeffrey Allen; Cumming, GA 
Wade, Paula Elizabeth; Flowery Branch, GA 
Warren, Lori Ann; Lawrenceville, GA 
Waters, Sandra Leigh; Gainesville, GA 
Watson, Jan Marie; Gainesville, GA 
Weaver, Troy Phillip; Chatsworth, GA 
Westlake, Catherine Brook; Young Harris, GA 
Whitley, Charles Scott; Thomasville, GA 
Whitworth, Sharon Leigh; Lavonia, GA 
Wilder, Diana Meredith; Lawrenceville, GA 
Williams, Jeffery J.; Cornelia, GA 
Williams, Mary Kathleen; Dahlonega, GA 
Wonders, David Richard; Clarkesville, GA 
Woodford, James Alan; Newnan, GA 
Woody, Michael Chas; Dawsonville, GA 
Yarbrough, Paige Carolyn; Lilbum, GA 
Youmans, Jennifer C.; Jonesboro, GA 






























South Bend, IN 
Teresa Bentley 
















































































Stone Mountain, GA 
Dana Cushen 

















































































Mi mi Gregory 
































Ric Davenport, a sophomore from Dahlonega, chose to attend North 
Georgia because it is close to home and it is less expensive than the bigger 
schools. He plans to transfer to the University of Georgia or Liberty Univer- 
sity in Virginia after course work here at NGC. His major is still undecided, 
but he has interests in the areas of business or the ministry. While at North 
Georgia, Ric hopes to gain academic knowledge as well as a greater 
knowledge of God through fellowship offered by Christian organizations on 
campus like B.S.U. and Wesley. 
Ric's favorite hangouts on campus include the canteen between classes, 
and after school, the gym, the weight room or the drill field. When asked 
about his favorite professor, Ric commented that Peter McDonald had been 
a great influence because he had challanged his values and ways of thinking 
and asked him, “Why do you believe as you do?" 
Aside of his classes, Ric participates in the NGC Singers, BSU Ensemble 
“Exaltation," and also enjoys all sports. His advice to NGC students is: 
"College takes a lot of work, and it is important, too, to have a support group 
of close friends you can confide in, study with and goof off with. Don't 





















































































































































































































































































SOPHOMORES / 201 
SOPHOMORES NOT PICTURED 
Anthony L. Acevedo Canton, CA Michael Alldred Dawsonville, GA Erin Anne Amerson Dahlonega, GA Michael David Ammons Upatoi, GA Karin Marie Aronowitz Calhoun, GA Arthur Shannon Atkinson Dahlonega, GA Kay Denise Baker Tucker, GA Barbara Ann Banks Toccoa, GA Gordon Scott Barber Dallas, GA Karen Lee Barrett Dahlonega, GA Thomas Wesley Barrett Hiawassee, GA Wanda A. Barrett Hiawassee, GA Parker Reece Bates Gainesville, GA Timothy Scott Bates Cohutta, GA Pamela Annette Beaubien Gainesville, GA James Allan Bennett Stone Mountain, GA 
Stacy Gail Bennett Dawsonville, GA Kenneth H. Bentley Buford, GA Tina Melissa Black Cleveland, GA Barry S. Bookman Suches, GA William Barclay Boling Cumming, GA Barbara Borders Gainesville, GA Robert Wayne Bowen Riverdale, GA Vernon Eugene Brackett Chamblee, GA Andrew Eugene Bragg Lawrenceville, GA 
James Edward Britt Tucker, GA Christopher C. Brooker Arlington, VA Brenda Shook Brown Hiawassee, GA John Henry Buckley Lynchburg, VA 
Angela Jean Bucy Gainesville, G A Cindy Leigh Buice Suwanee, GA Lori Gaye Bulgin Cleveland, GA 
Sharon Eliz Burrow Thomaston, GA Dana Luanne Buxton Sardis, GA Paul Thomas Calvert Athens, GA Charlotte Ranee Campbell Blue Ridge, GA Scott A. Carpenter Athens, GA Stuart Gregory Cash Tucker, GA Harold Phillip Cates II Tyrone, GA Kulieet Singh Chahal Roswell, GA Phillip C. Chambers Dahlonega, GA Shelley Lynn Chapman Lawrenceville, GA Erik Kyle Christensen Apo New York, NY Marva Brown Collins Gainesville, GA Judy T uck Cook Dahlonega, G A Michael James Coote Dahlonega, GA Michael Wystan Copeland Gainesville, GA Terry Mark Cordle Cumming, GA Roger Dale Cothran Cumming, GA Tracy Lynn Crane Dawsonville, GA Christopher E. Crate Lawrenceville, GA Chris Herrin Crudup Gainesville, GA John Howard Daniel Dunwoody, GA Jennifer Marie Daniels Dahlonega, GA Renee Elise Dismukes Dahlonega, GA Beverly Bennett Dodd Gainesville, GA 
Teresa L. Irvin Dodd Baldwin, GA Julie Marie Dorris Lilbum, GA Eric Lawrence Dunn Stone Mountain, GA Clair Howard Eaton Atlanta, GA Robert Wade Ellis Albany, GA Jenny Lynn Ellison Cumming, GA Richard Wesley Ellison Hephzibah, GA Linda S. Estes Morganton, GA Pennie Lynn J. Fowler Dahlonega, GA Stanley Freeman Colbert, GA Steven Grant Friedrich Gainesville, GA F. Shannon Gable Murrayville, GA Matthew Alfred Gadziala Lilbum, GA 
Linda F. Gaines Gainesville, GA Elizabeth Anne Gallant Toccoa Falls, GA Dawn Marie Garini Cleveland, GA Stephan Chad Garrison Stone Mountain, GA James Max Gayler Jr. Monticello, GA 
Oren Gilmore Panama City, FL James Noel Glover Thomaston, GA Katherine C. Goodell Newnan, GA Lavonne Winnona Graves Dawsonville, GA Sandra B. Green Dahlonega, GA Dina M. Gregory Gainesville, GA Gracie Sipple Hager - Gainesville, GA Donald S. Hamrick Kennesaw, GA Charles Raymond Handte Dahlonega, GA Stacie M. Picou Harbin Dahlonega, GA Cora Camille Hardin Murrayville, GA M. Susan Harte Decatur, GA 
Marcia Lanne Helton Gainesville, GA Leslie Renee Herring Sharpsburg, GA 
Robyn Lynn Hill Snellville, GA Joei David Hodge Thomaston, GA 
Helene Adele Homing Roswell, GA James Barry Hunt Lawrenceville, GA Heather Lynne Hurst Lilbum, GA Henry Michael Hyams III Dahlonega, GA Richard Van Ingram Dahlonega, GA James Bonnell Jarrard Gainesville, GA Joseph Franklin Jarrard Gainesville, GA Valorie Jean Jarrard Dahlonega, GA Stacie Lynne Jauch Lawrenceville, GA Phillip Michael Johnson Griffin, GA Debbie H. Jones Dahlonega, GA Lisa Joy Jones Cumming, GA Eric Maxwell Jordan Powder Springs, G A Monya Arlene Jordan Oxford, GA Delores Ginger Kennedy Clarkesville, GA Kaye Tanya King Decatur, GA Wendy Anne Kruppdespain Dahlonega, GA Gary Walter Lambert Collingswood, NJ 
Rhonda S. Helton Lampkin Dahlonega, GA Elizabeth Lynne Lanier Crawford, GA Joseph Herman Largeman Dahlonega, GA Russell B. Lariscy Jr. Blue Ridge, GA Agustin G. Latorre Miami, FL Malcolm B. Lincoln Oakwood, GA 
Lisa Ann Locke Donaldsonville, GA Candance Gay Loden Conyers, GA Ashlee Robin Looney Mt. Airy, GA Julie Noelle Lyons Lilburn, GA Catherine C. Martin Decatur, GA Lawanda Michell Martin Gainesville, GA Winona Jane Martin Blairsville, GA Lisa Amanda McEntire Habersham, GA Micah Leigh McKoy Lithonia, GA Lori Ann Merck Gainesville, GA Carol Gray Messina Dawsonville, GA Harlan Erwin Mitchell, 111 Dalton, GA Donald Moon Decatur, GA Todd Douglas Moore Roswell, GA Robert Edward Morgan Helen, GA Sheria Hatcher Moye Dahlonega, GA James Randolf Mullis Milledgeville, GA Kenneth Cooper Nealy Lilbum, GA James A. Necntman Stone Mountain, GA Alexander Chris Nichols Columbus, GA Suzanne Kay Nix Tucker, GA Cathy A. Farmer O'Rouke Buford, GA Victoria Anne Obser Stone Moutain, GA Leanne Woodward Ohl Lawrenceville, GA Sean Michael Omahony Dalton, GA Beverly Barker Ownby Gainesville, GA Susan T. Pabody Dawsonville, GA Synoria L. Poole Toccoa, GA John David Powell Snellville, GA 
Lee Ann Powell McDonough, GA Marianne Fitts Pruitt Suches, GA Gordon Robert Quick Marietta, GA 
Michael Louis Rabeneck Decatur, GA Scott Alexander Richter Dahlonega, GA John P. Roberts Oakmont, PA Sandra Faye Roberts Dahlonega, GA Karen Denise Rogers Cleveland, GA Ruth Annette Rogers Gainesville, GA Bonnie Lynn Ross Stone Mountain, GA 
Connie Jean Rucker Gainesville, G A Chadwick R. Rupert Loganville, GA John David Rusk Blairsville, GA Diana Rosa Salas Dahlonega, GA Constance Wall Sanders Demorest, GA Ricky Jewell Sanders Pendergrass, G A Michelle Marie Schnitger Marietta, GA Helen Margarete Sego Atlanta, GA Carol Green Seitz Dahlonega, GA Penny Elaine Shadbum Cumming, GA William F. Shirley Gainesville, GA William Thomas Shuman Gainesville, GA Nancy Caudell Simmons Baldwin, GA John Clinton Siwy Gainesville, GA Brant Keith Skidmore Thomaston, GA Carol L. King Smith Toccoa, GA Julia Ann Smith Lilbum, GA Kevin C. Smith Decatur, GA Jonathan G. Sorohan Dahlonega, GA Kenneth Joseph Stamps Riveraale, G A Walter M. Stanish Lilbum, GA Rodney A. Stargel Gainesville, GA Kelly Stevens Canton, GA Charles Lea Strickland Jr. Stone Mountain GA Cynthia Denise Sullens Dawsonville, GA Mary Melinda Sullens Dahlonega, GA Sondra Kay Sullivan Gainesville, GA Amy Summers Stone Mountain, GA Elizabeth Ann Sundby Snellville, GA Abby Gail Sutton Clarkesville, GA James Odom Sutton Marietta, GA Abdulla M. Taib Dahlonega, GA 
Christopher D. Thompson Lithonia, GA Nancy E. Thompson Dahlonega, GA Darrin Scott Tipton Oakwood, GA Robin L. Tipton Helen, GA Vergil Francis Tudor Lyerly, GA James Hardy Utley Ft. Meade, MD 
Ronald Vandemoord Chamblee, GA 
Wendy Elaine Vemer Watkinsville, GA Anita Dyer Walker Blairsville, GA Sheri McCollum Walker Dahlonega, GA Philip Benjamin Watson Cumming, GA Vickie H. Watson Statham, GA 
William Ralph Webb Cumming, GA Tammy Denise Wehunt Dahlonega, GA 
Douglas Michael Weiner Demorest, GA Donna Jean West Gainesville, GA Monica Lynn West Cordele, GA Aric Stepnen Whatley Douglas, GA Jenny Ruth Wheeler Lula, GA Jill Elizabeth White Morrow, GA Matthew Austin Whitley Stone Mountain, GA 
Elizabeth W. Wiggins Dahlonega, GA Vickie Savage Wiley Demorest, GA Sean Ian Williams Lilbum, GA Shon Denene Williams Bamesville, GA 
Michelle C. Witt Rock Spring, GA Mary Elizabeth Wood Toccoa, GA 
Gordon Allen Young Snellville, GA Janet Kay Young Lawrenceville, GA Thomas Dan P. Zivkovic St. Mt., GA 
202 / SOPHOMORES 
Susan Adair 
Smyrna, GA 




I Tracy Alford 
Eatonton, GA 
Lonna Renee Allen 
Gainesville, GA 
Allan R. Anderson 
Herndon, VA 
_ Jimmy Anderson 
■ Dahlonega, GA 
I Kimberly Atkinson 
Oakwood, GA 
Graham I. Avera II 
Upatoi, GA 





























Kip R. Brady 
Toccoa, GA 
Marcember Anne Brown 
St. Simons Isl., GA 
Chris Bugel 
Hiawasee, GA 








Barry S. Capps 
Dahlonega, GA 
Laura Cam 







Cheryl L. Chastain 
Ellijay, GA 
Destini L. Chastain 
Jasper, GA 

















Lithia Spring, GA 
Kristi M. Crooks 
Blairsville, GA 
Lauren Culberth 
Peachtree City, GA 
Nicole Daubin 
St. Simons. Is., GA 
Marcy M. Davis 
Covington, GA 







Edward J. Domaleski 
Stone Mountain, GA 
Darla Eden 
Gainesville, GA 



















Elizabeth A. Gallant 









































FRESHMEN / 205 
Larry W. Hammel, Jr. 
Jonesboro, GA 
Jennifer R. Hannah 
Marietta, GA 



































Mineral Bluff, GA 
Coming out of the Blue Ridge Mountain town of 
Blairsville, Leslie Lynn Colwell came to North Georgia 
College in the fall of '85. Leslie is an Accounting major. 
She was drawn to North Georgia because of its friendly 
people, its good Business Department and its closeness to 
home. Leslie enjoys the life in the dorm, being one of 
many freshmen in Lewis Hall. Her hobbies are riding 
horses, swimming and being with her boyfriend, Mark. 
Leslie is also a member of the Winter pledge class for 
Kappa Delta Sorority. 





Jon D. Jacobs 













Lesli G. Jones 
Gainesville, GA 














Michael A. Kelly 
Lawrenceville, GA 
Christine C. Kesten 
Duluth, GA 
James D. Killian 
Buford, GA 
Karen D. Kinsey 
Cleveland, GA 























College Pk., GA 








John Michael Marshall 
Falls Church, VA 
























Kimberly A. Milford 
Cumming, GA 









Vicki D. Motes 
Alpharetta, GA 
Traci Mullinax 
Talking Rock, GA 





Silver Creek, GA 
Tami Jo Nix 
Dawsonville, GA 
Frederick D. Noble 
Vahler, CA 
208 / FRESHMEN 
V. 
Sonya Noble 
Blue Ridge, GA 






Ann E. Padgett 
Stone Mountain, GA 
















Nancy J. Pittroff 




East Ellijay, GA 
Paul Putnam 
Dalton, GA 






Rod D. Richardson 
Oxford, GA 













Stone Mountain, GA 




FRESHMEN / 209 
Melissa Sanders 
Fayetteville, GA 
























Jacqueline S. Sneed 
Midland, GA 




J. Patrick Standard 
Atlanta, GA 
Lisa Stanley 
Blue Ridge, GA 




James L. Steward 
Martinez, GA 
Dana R. Still 
Bethlehem, GA 
Douglas L. Stover 
Cleveland, GA 



















Martha H. Toney 
Lavonia, GA 












Sandra J. Vandiver 
Young Harris, GA 
Michelle Vaughan 
Marietta, GA 









Stone Mountain, GA 
David M. Weatherford 
Yates ville, GA 
Chris Wegner 















David R. Womack 
Jupiter, FL 


















On November 12, 1985, the Resident Assistant Staff 
presented a seminar on one of today's touchiest news 
issues, the disease of AIDS, of Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome. Reporting on AIDS was Richard Jakes from the 
Georgia Department Public Health; he was introduced by 
Sanford Head Resident, Kathleen Derum. It was not until 
1981 that people started monitoring the victims of AIDS. In- 
formation is constantly changing concerning this subject, 
due to new findings in medicine. Approximately eighty-six 
percent of AIDS victims have died because of some other 
disease. The public needs to be educated. Although a good 
number of upperclassmen attended the seminar, not many 
guys came. 
Participating in the Resident Assistant Seminar, Meda 
Appleton, Lisa Nicholas, and Kelle Crowe listen to the 
speaker. 
FRESHMEN NOT PICTURED: 
Aaron, Jr. Larry Daniel, Gainesville, GA 
Abraham, Michael Paul, Cumming, GA Adams, Andrew McDonald, Atlanta, GA 
Adams, Melissa Gail, Dallas, GA Adams Jr., Richard Lee, Atlanta, GA Alonso, Daniel Cervante, Atlanta, GA Andrew, John S., Savannah, GA 
Angle III, Vance Carlton, Aragon, GA 
Arb, Douglas Patrick, Crandall, GA Arp, Noel Kent, Mccaysville, GA Baghose, Rhonda Hayat, Gainesville, GA Bailey, Robert Trenton, Atlanta, GA 
Bartlett, Rhonda Cravey, Cumming, GA Bennett, Lisa Gaye, Danlonega, GA Bernier, Jami Lynne, St. Mountain, GA 
Bomba, Constance D., Fayetteville, GA Bonner, Anthony Scott, Lawrenceville, GA 
Boone, Teresa Louise, Lawrenceville, GA 
Boortz, Kevin Alan, Lead, SD Borra, Anthony Charles, Stone Mountain, GA Bossert, Raymond Dempsey, Somers Point, NJ Bowling, Gregory Lee, Dahlonega, GA 
Brooks, Tia Maria, Dahlonega, GA Brothers, Stephen Ashley, Ellijay, GA Brown, Jeffrey A., Fairbum, GA 
Brown, Tim D., Dahlonega, GA Brumbalow, Emmie Plott, Cumming, GA 
Buffington, Barry D., Gillsville, GA 
Buice, Mary Fowler, Cumming, GA Burkett, Kimberly Ann, Dahlonega, GA 
Burkett, Laurie Lynn, Oakwood, GA Burley, George Campsen, Clemson, SC Bumett, Amy Rena, Suches, GA 
Cain, Paul Matthew, Dahlonega, GA Cain, Troy Steven, Gainesville, GA Caldwell, Katherine Tracy, Murrayville, GA 
Cambra, Robert Alexande, Oriental, NC Camp, Charles King, Peachtree City, GA Camp, Jeffrey Morris, Gainesville, GA 
Campbell, Jr. Frank Clifton, Gainesville, GA Canahl, Sharon J, Atlanta, GA 
Cantrell, Patsy Denise, Gainesville, GA 
Capel, Jess Hamilton, Dalton, GA Carroll, Richard Henry, Dunwoody, GA Carroll Jr., Frederick H., Athens, GA 
Carter, Becky Ann, Woodstock, GA 
Carter, Michael Stuart, Decatur, GA Cavedo, Jr., John Rollings, Fort Polk, LA 
Chalfant, John Clay, Cumming, GA Chastain, Shirley Jayne, East Ellijay, GA 
Chastain, Thomas Troy, Atlanta, GA 
Christian, Carol Reid, Rome, GA Clark, James Kyle, Gainesville, GA 
Clibom, Ronald Eugene, Martinez, GA Cochran, Stephen Lynn, Fayetteville, GA 
Cohen, Jon David, New York, NY Coleman, Trade Latrelle, Clayton, GA Coleman, III, Leonard Howell, Gainesvile, 
GA .Combs, Dadd Stephen, Alpharetta, GA Conaty, Sally Ann, Stone Mountain, GA Conley, Patrida B., Norcross, GA 
Cook, Bobby Leon Jr., Colquitt, GA 
Cook, Brenaa Gail, Cumming, GA Cornelius, Stanley Hampton, Dahlonega, GA Couch, Laura Anne, Vienna, GA 
Covington, James R., Lawrenceville, GA Cox, Christopher E., Decatur, GA 
Craft, Rhonda Lynn, Doraville, GA Cravens, Christine Lynn, Stone Mountain, GA 
Crawford, William Matthew, Duluth, GA 
Crowfi* Kelle Mechelle, Lilbum, GA Culpepper, Charles Kevin, Woodstock, GA Culpepper, William Stacy, Harlem, GA 
Cumbie, Keith W., Vidalia, GA 
Dale, Kim E., Gainesville, GA Davis, Michael Anthony, Dahlonega, GA Davis, Thomasa Darlene, Buford, GA Delvac, John Warren, Lithonia, GA 
Denard, John Anthony, Washington, GA 
Deskevich, Joseph Jr. Rockville, MD Dickens, Cheryi Long, Roswell, GA Dockery, Deirdre Adams, Cleveland, GA 
Domenicucd, John Louis, Stone Mountain, GA 
Douglas, Brenda Louise, Alpharetta, GA Dozier, James Walter, Griffin, GA 
Drummonds, Thomas Jay, Blue Ridge, GA Dunn, Jacob Wade, Grifnn, GA 
Durhamjohn Patrick, Thomson, GA Dutton, Tammy Lee, Lilbum, GA 
Ecklund, Jeffrey David, Decatur, GA England, Claudia Deborah, Oakwood, GA 
Etheredge, John Dudley, Smyrna, GA Eubanks, Kristi Michelle, East Point, GA Farran, Frands Thomas, Alpharetta, GA 
Feldmann, Karl John, Bergen field, NJ Ferguson, Julie Mckinney, Sautee, GA Fielding, William Andrew, Chamblee, GA 
Fields, Krista Gail, Canon, G A Fields, Marsha Lynn, Dahlonega, GA 
Fitzhugh, Mia Elinor, Blairsville, GA Folger, Peter Dennis, Dahlonega, GA Fontaine, Eddie Denean, Stockbridge, GA 
Ford, Jane Amelia, Lavonia, GA 
Forrest, Carole Payne, Gainesville, GA Forsythe, Mitzi Ann, Gainesville, GA Fowler, Kevin James, Cumming, GA 
Fowler, Jr., Charles Wyman, Oak Park, GA Frame, James William, Alpharetta, GA 
Gaiero, Shannon Lee, Covington, GA Galli, Phyllis Edge, Blairsville, GA 
Gammon, Shana Suzanne, Powder Springs, GA Gibson, Rachel Mary, Ellijay, GA 
Giffin, Brian Keith, Macon, GA Gillespie, Stephen Dover, Rabun, GA 
Gooch, Beverly Michele, Norcross, GA 
Goswick, Chris Anthony, Dahlonega, GA Gowder, Barry Stuart, Gainesville, GA 
Graves, Gena Lynn, Cumming, GA Gray, Adam Timothy, DeKalb, GA Gregory, Rodger Dale, Brunswick, GA 
Griffin, Allen Norman, Marietta, GA Griffis, Dale Lee, Toccoa, GA 
Hall, Colin Kelly, Dahlonega, GA 
Hampton, Patrick G., Smyrna, GA Hams, Kevin, Fort Valley, GA 
Head, Connie Marie, Danlonega, GA Heard, Phillip David, Carrollton, GA Heller, Robert James, Sparta, NJ 
Herringdine, Jesse Darran, Dunwoody, GA Hilbum, John Ragan, Macon, GA Hilko, Michael T., Greenville, GA 
Hirsch, Michael Max, Lehigh Acres, FL Hoch, Tonya Ann, Alpharetta, GA 
Holbert, Russell Allen, Plainville, GA Holmes, William Lyle, Kennesaw, GA 
Holtzdaw, Shari Leigh, Dahlonega, GA 
Hope, Lisa Michelle, Gainesville, GA 
Home, Steven Keely, Pelham, GA 
Horton, Olivia Anne, Gainesville, GA 
Hoyle, Sherri Lynne, Dahlonega, GA 
Hudson, Thomas Gregory, Marietta, GA Hurler, Peter Franz, Lilbum, GA 
Jenkins, Melissa J., Lilbum, GA Johnson, Gregory William, Snellville, GA 
Johnson, Karen Mosley, Blairsvile, GA Johnston, Norfled Rand, Gainesvile, GA Jones, Brandon Len, Canton, GA 
Jones, Samantha Kelly, Toccoa, GA Jordan, Bradford Walker, Marieta, GA Jordan, Johnnie Lagonda, Atlanta, GA 
Kent, Patricia Ann, Fairbum, GA Kretzmer, David Paul, Marietta, GA 
Krippner, Michael Paul, Mt. Ariy, GA Lacey, Scott Alan, Dahlonega, GA Lacroix, Thomas Roland, Lakeworth, FL 
Langston, Rebecca Lynn, Clarkesvile, GA Lantis, Kristin Beret, Norcross, GA 
Largeman, Robert Marc, Dahlonega, GA 
Lawson, Claire Vaughn, Gainesville, GA Lawson-Lanahan, Margaret Rose, Gainesville, GA 
Leabo, Lisa Marie, Roswell, GA Leabo, Regina Montell, Roswell, GA Ledbetter, Mai-Lan, Dahlonega, GA 
Levin, Deborah Anne, Augusta, GA Lewis, William Stanmor, Dahlonega, GA 
Lindsey, Michael Clayton, Lawrenceville, GA 
Looney, John D., Roswell, GA Lowry, Talmedge, E., Summerville, GA 
Lyons, John George, Tennille, GA MacGregor, III Rod Roy, Ailey, GA 
Manges, Janet Hunnicutt, Danlonega, GA Manning, Lisa Ann, Lilbum, GA Marlow, James Michael, Dalton, GA 
Mascuch, Clare Catherine, Atlanta, GA Mashbum, Christopher R., Atlanta, GA Mason, Walter Donald, Dahlonega, GA 
Masters, Anthony Shane, Atlanta, GA 
Maxwell, Louis, Dewy Rose, GA McAleese, Tammy Michelle, Fairbum, GA McAllister, William Reece, Rockmart, GA 
McCaleb, Sherman Keith, Dahlonega, GA 
McCollum, Marcia Jane, Toccoa, GA McCullough, Leah Nevelyn, Dahlonega, GA McCullough, Norman Flint, Dahlonega, GA 
McKenna, Colleen M. Roswell, GA McKenzie, Janelle Lynn, Dunwoody, GA 
McKibben, Colleen Ann, Lawrenceville, GA McKinney, Weldon Troy, College Park, GA 
McLeod, Roy Alexander, Gainesville, GA McNair, Brian Keith, Lawrenceville, GA 
McWhorter, Hamilton Boyd, Birmingham, AL 
Meissner, Andrea Lynette, Longwood, FL 
Melton, Chan Allen, Gainesvile, GA 
Middlebrooks, John Thomas, Columbus, GA Miller, Keith Howard, Gainesville, GA Mixon, William Byron, Signal Mountain, TN 
Monohan, Douglas, Lilbum, GA 
Moore, Jeffrey Palmour, Gainesville, GA 
Moore, Linda Shirley, Flowery Branch, GA Moore, William Duane, Gainesville, GA 
Morris, Chester R., Oklawaha, FL Morton, Arthur L., Gainesville, GA 
Mowry, Sandra Louise, Dahlonega, GA Murk, Christopher J. Dunwoody, G A 
Mulder, Arthur Collins, Rome, GA Murphy, Isabelle F., Norcross, GA 
Murphy, Richard Thomas, Albany, GA 
Nicholson, Kim, Doraville, GA Padgett, Joseph Edward, Cumming, GA 
Palazzolo, Matthew David, Atlanta, GA Pallozzi, William Morris, Ellicott City, MD 
Patterson, Kimberly Ruth, Chamblee, GA Pattillo, Timothy John, Tucker, GA 
Payne, William Elgia, Griffin, GA 
Phillips, Bobby Stephen, Rockmart, GA Pihera, Susan Jean, Tucker, GA Powell, Douglas Edward, Summerville, GA 
Pye, Reginald Kiplin, Rex, GA Rabold, Cynthia Sue, Roswell, GA Radford, Terry William, Duluth, GA 
Rary, Michael Scott, Cumming, GA 
Reed, Mark Norman, Fairbum, GA Reeves, Angela Dawn, Marietta, GA Reusing, Thomas Albert, Atlanta, GA Roberts, Tim Wess, Gainesville, GA 
Rogers, William Sean, Cumming, GA Ross, Kathy Edge, Blairsvile, GA Rowan, Greg Edmond, Gainesville, GA 
Rowe, Sean Brian, Smyrna, GA 
Sanford, H. Tracy, Danlonega, GA Savage, Sarah Elian, Cleveland, GA 
Scheldt, Paige Marie, Lawrencevile, GA Scott, Douglas Rudolph, Augusta, GA 
Sery, Susan M., Roswell, GA Sheppard, Jerry Paul, Tucker, GA Sheridan, Shawn Adele, Clarkston, GA 
Shupe, Carmen Michelle, Stone Moutain, GA Simmons, Marsha Lynn, Clayton, GA 
Skelton, Cindy Dawn, Peachtree City, GA 
Skidmore, Robert Wade, Camden, SC Smedley, Larry Stephen, APO, NY Smith, Carey Thomas, Stone Mountain, GA 
Smith, Howard Keith, Gainesville, GA 
Smith, Jennifer Claire, Alpharetta, GA Smith, Michael Hugh, Dahlonega, GA Spiller, Dennis L., Quitman, GA 
Spurlin, Yvette B., Norcross, GA Stallings, Jason Robert, Jonesboro, GA 
StanseU, Tracy Andrew, Cumming, GA Steele, James William, Dahlonega, GA 
Stepp, John Jefferson, Lawrenceville, GA Stewart, Cynthia Quinne, Dunwoody, GA 
Stover, Teresa Rebecca, Suches, GA Strasser, Jon Lenard, Tucker, GA 
Stubbs, Jr., Bobby B., Bainbridge, GA Suddeth, William Todd, Tucker, GA 
Swift, Jay Alan, Tucker, GA Tankersley, Andrea Crisp, Dahlonega, GA 
Taylor, Monieca Annette, Dalton, GA 
Taylor, Patricia Jane, Fort Wayne, IN Tiller, Patricia F., Cumming, GA Todd, Troy Jason> Dunwoody, GA 
Trammell, Angelia Maria, Dahlonega, GA Turner, Ja wanda Savage, Cleveland, GA 
Vandiver, Ronald Eugene, Rabun, GA Vaughn, Rabun Nolan, Chamblee, GA 
Vest, Julie Dawn, Calhoun, GA Waddell, Mary Elizabeth, Ellijay, GA 
Wagner, John Curtis, Peachtree City, GA Walaroup, Laura Jane, Cumming, GA 
Walker, Robert Lee, Decatur, GA 
Ware, Christopher T. Atlanta, GA Weaver, Stanley A. Dahlonega, GA Weimorts, Dennis Karl, Decatur, GA 
West, Joel Adam, Atlanta, GA 
Wester, Judith Edna, Oakwood, GA Wilburn, Sherry Reifer, Dahlonega, GA 
Wilkins, Donald Lee, Gaithersburg, MD 
Williams, Scott Burton, Stone Mountain, GA Williamson, Rhonda Jeanette, Danielsville, 
GA Wisherd, Martina Marie, Cleveland, GA 
Wood, Myra Charlene, Tucker, GA Wright, Kenneth Richard, Shady Dale, GA 
Wright, Ronald David, Franklin, NC 
Yates, Marie Michelle, Roswell, GA 
212/ STUDENTS 
On Thursday night at midnight, 
November 7, 1985, the upperclassmen 
from Lewis Hall and Lewis Annex con- 
gregated in Annex lobby for the first annual 
"Pseudo-Wine and Cheese Party." This 
fashionably late activity was sponsored by 
the Resident Assistant Staff of Lewis and 
Lewis Annex. Sparkling grape juice and 
many different kinds of cheese, as well as 
crackers, raw vegetables and dips were fur- 
nished. Each person who attended paid fif- 
ty cents in advance to cover the cost of the 
food. The R.A. staff hopes to make this a 
new tradition. 
Sophomores Mary Mason, Patti Reynolds, Kathy 
Finch, Micah McKoy and Dana Cushen give a toast to 
friendship, while Joanne Poss looks on. 












1986 CYCLOPS — 
It's Just A Way of Life! 
Head photographer Jama Smith works hard 
to help produce the yearbook. 
Suzanne Wright and Melinda Blackwell 
discuss the layout format for the Greeks 
section. 
Marie Patty and Suzanne Sheffer relax 
after a long evening of taking group 
pictures. 
Gaining valuable work experience and 
the pleasure of accomplishment, Melinda 
works hard on the next deadline. 
The three in charge — Marie — 
Graduate Assistant, Melinda — Editor, Mr. 
Owens — Advisor. 
Perry Parker requests two scoops of 
Raisin Bran to give him energy for the next 
photo assignment. 
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The end of an era brings about many different emotions — sadness, 
relief, memories, a sense of accomplishment. With the completion of 
the 1986 CYCLOPS, the staff and I feel we have contributed a 
memorable and rewarding addition to the tradition and pride of North 
Georgia College. Our enthusiasm for NGC and interest in the college's 
history, both past and present, has been captivated within the pages of 
the 1986 CYCLOPS. It is my desire that each student, whatever your 
status, take time to sit back, relax, and enjoy reading about your col- 
lege, your friends, your way of life. Too many times we find ourselves 
moving so fast that we lose track of reality and don't notice life passing 
us by. When you look through this record of the 1985-86 school year, 
reminisce over the year's activities and smile, kowing that you are a 
part of a very unique college experience! Notice the small things in life 
and begin to appreciate them. Our life in Dahlonega is but a moment in 
time. Rejoice in the good times; learn from the bad experiences. It is my 
prayer that each of you will continue to be a vital part of this campus. 
My greatest appreciation and thanks to all of you who have helped 
with working on the yearbook and encouraging me during my anxiety 
attacks! It has been a pleasure to serve North Georgia in this way! 
Thanks! 
M. Melinda Blackwell, Editor-in-Chief 
Melinda Blackwell — Opening 
Angela Hale — Student Life Editor 
Sy Goodwin — Military Editor 
Suzanne Wight — Greeks Editor 
Suzanne Sheffer — Organizations Editor 
Sy Goodwin — Sports Editor 
Marie Patty — Faculty Editor 
Felicia Simpson, Melinda Blackwell — Students Editors 
Contributing Staff — Sharon Burrow, Julia Vinson, Adha 
Wheeler, Jay Bowers, Toni Petrillo 
Mr. Bob Owens — Faculty Advisor 
Jama Smith — Head Photographer 
Contritubing Photographers and Darkroom Personnel — 
Jeff Kohrman, Larry Hammel, Alice Hardin, Lauren Stills, 
Elizabeth McCaleb, Perry Parker, Mike Price 
Taylor Publishing Company Representative — Mr. Henry 
Pollitz 
Yearbook Associates (class portraits), Rudeseal 
Photography (groups) 
Thanks also to all of the Important People in Barnes Hall for 
their support and encouragement! 
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"there is a certain solitude found 
ofily in our mountains.. 
It may be just the natural beauty 
of God's creation, or maybe it 
is the closeness to our Maker \ 
associated with higlfpPaks 
reaching for the clouds. ?. 
RegQrdte&LjJjgJjeauty cannot help 
but make us stop and think about 
our purpose in life. 
Mountains are a place where we can 
| cast away out troubles1 dream 
f our dreams, and renew our appreciation 
for life." 
— Dick Trammel 
(taken from "This Week", Asheville, North Carolina) 
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